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Appendix A

SAFT-UT Images of the Most Significant Flaws

The SAFT-UT images display the vessel's axes and list the material coordinates rather than the scanner coordinates. The units in
the images are given in inches, as determined by the software, and displays in metric units are not available at this time. Metric
units are given in the text whenever possible.

Planar Indications in the Near Surface Weidment

Figures A. Ila-d show planer indication #1 in the near surface weldment. This plan indication has a through-wall extent of 8 mmn
based on different depth estimates of 10 to 18 mm. The detections were made in modes 0, 1, and 4. In the mode 4 inspection, the
indication had isolated TOF shape at a depth of 18 mm. There was a confirmation in mode 5 at a depth of 15 mm. The wave
packet width in mode 4 gives a smaller size of 3 mm. There is good evidence of coin shape in the end view of mode 4 and in the
side view of mode 5. The indication is characterized as planar based on the coin shape in modes 4 and 5. The length is 13 mmn
and was made to LOS in mode 4. The width is 13 mm and was made to LOS in mode 5. The range of aspect radios (length!
depth) of this indication is 1.6 to 3. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is 8 (131 to 16). With an X coordinate of 8 mm, the
indication is 2 mmn from the HAZ. With Z coordinates of 10 to 18 mm, the indication is clearly below the cladding.
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Appendix A

(AP IOT) HEAD
test Collected: 05/06193 15:16:15

Processed: 07/30/94 11:14:05
TRANSDUCER: 5 1402. Harmal Beam, 3/8 in. dia.

mode :pulse-echo
frequency (mhz): 5.00 f number 9.5
standoff(hgt-foc len) (in): 0.000 eel (in/sec) 105000
incident angle (deg): 0.0 skew angle (deg): 0
full beam angle in metal (deg): 6.0 beam entry dia. (in): 0.125

eMATERIAL: Pressure Vesuel User Resesarch Facility
materiel velocity Cin/sec): 235000 refracted angle (deg): 0.0
thicknesu... (in): 9.000

SAMPLINC: full volume
sample period (IS): 00.00 nomber of pons 197
depth (slang sonud path) in material to start aelIng (in): 0.000
window (us): 0.00 to 15.60 stop sampling (in): 1.847

SCAN: half wavelength in H and Y
scan direction (deg): 0
init pos primary axis (in): -0.7 final: 1.5
mnit pas secondary axis (in): 351.5 final: 349.4
atop size: scan~lyc axes (in): 0.025. 0.025
acan~lnc length (in): 2.200, 2.200 la-scans: 7921
FILE STATISTICS ..... sin: 0 sax: 255 avg: 32.0 ............ type: ENV

<APLOT) This Is flaw ns-dz5-l. DZ*.3 and was measured from the 5s4-352 file.
This flaw woo also detected in the 5$1_352 and 5s4-352 files. nl

Figure A-la Planar indication #1 in the near surface weidment: mode 10
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C - Scan Viewv

X: 0.000 - 0.3300n) l2pia
Yi: 350.11 -340.840n) l0pie
Z: 0.268 -0.5640ln) i2pte
Scale - 0.0S50n)B - Scan End Vievw

<APLOTs Head
test Collected: 05/06/93 15:29:30

Processed: 03/16/94 12:18:16
TRANSDUCER: 4 lWz. oual Element. Normal Beam

mode :pulse-echo
freysncyl (mhz): 4.00 f number :4.0
stando fcfhgt-foc leo) (in): 0.390 eel (in/set) : 10500
inc iden t angle (deg): 0.0 skee angle (deg): 0
fall beam anglea in metal (day): 12.0 bean entry diatin): 0.125

MATERIAL: Pressure Vessel User Research Facility
material nolocity Cin/sec): 235000 refracted angle (deg): 0.0
thickness... (in): 9.000

SAJWtINC: Near Surface only
sample period (ns):120.00 number of psnts : 71
depth (along soand oath) in material to start seayl log (in): 0.000
window (as): 7.42 to 15.82 stop sampling (in): 1.000

SCAN: half navelonythi in X andY
scan direction (day):0
bint pos orimory axnis ( in): -4.5 final: 4.5
loll pos secondary oafis (in): 352.0 final: 343.0
step oize: ocan,inc axes (in): 0.0)0, 0.030
scan~inc length (in): 9.000. 0.000 Na-scans: 00601
PItt STATISTICS. m.....In: 0 tao: 131 any: 1.3 .............type: ENVY

<APCOT' This is flatn oul... 50=.3 and ens measured from the 5S4_.352 file.

I

B -Scan Side View

X: 0.000-0.330(ln) 12pms
Y: 350.11 -340.84(in) l0pla
Z: 0.2680-0.564Qn) 2ipla
Scale - 0.1150n)0

Figure A.lb Planar indication #1 in the near surface weidment: mode 1
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10

C.- Scan Vriew

X: -0.008 - 0.714pn) l3pls
Y: 350.88- 350.20(m) l2ple
Z: 0.187 -0.988pn) 3lple
Scale - 0.200ne)8 - Scan End View

<APLOT) Head
t est ,Collected: 05/08/93 16:04:49

TRANIIUER*2 Wz Dul Eemen, 7 de. L Processed: 03/17/94 12:44:53

mude pulse-echo
fresuenscy (mhz): 2.00 f number :4.8
standuI f(hgt-fnc len) (in): 0.290 sel (In/sec) :105000
Incident angle (dog): 24.1 skew angle (deg): 0
full1 beam angle in *etal (deg): 12.0 beam entry dia. (in): 0.125

MtATEROIAL: Preassure Vessel User Research Facility
matearial ve loci ty (in/s/nec): 235000 refracted angle (deg): 036.0
thi'ckness.. S urac ol (i n) 9.000

SAWfLING: Nea Sr faeo
sample period Css):560.00 number of points : 45
deptth (along sound path) in material to start sam pling (in): 0.000
.nindow (as): 5.52 ta 30.16 stop samplIng (in): 3.000

SCAN: heI alf elasength in X andY
scan dirac tion (dog): 0
init pus primar y axis (in)): -P.1 final: 4.5
init pus s econdary axis (in): 352.0 final: 343.0
step size: "can' Inc axes (in): 0.060, 0.060
scan.inc length (in): 9.000. 9.000 Pa-scans: 22001
PILE STATISTICS ..... mis: 0 mao: 49 ung: 3.1 ............. type: ENV

4APLtor This is flue fy5_1. oZ-.3 and was measured as a top-bottoe signal with
the c onfir mation cull from the Ssl..352 file. [

-14
Is

6

3

B - Some Side View

Figure A.lc Planar indication #1 in the near surface weidment: mode 4
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IILtest EA Collected: 05/0 6/93 16:0.
P rocessed: 03/17/34 11:1

TRANSDUJCER: 2 Fli. Dual Element. 70 deg.t
'adea : apuleeh
f requency (.hz): 2.00 numbersc 4.a
s tend af f hgt-foc len) ( In): 0.290 Ie C(In/sIc 105000
I nclient angle Cdeg):-24.1 Skew angle8 (deng): 0

ful ea ngle In metal (deg): 12.0 beam entrydai) 0.125
MATERIAL: ....ur 1ess.1 00r ,Research FacI'lity
mater iaI -elac ity (i n/sec): 23 5000 refracted angle 0-0g:460.0
thickness..- ufaeOl (in): 9.000

SAMliLING: Hea"Srfaeol
Sam p 1 periuad Cns):560.00 nueber of points : 45
de pth (along sound path) in material to start ..ampling (iln): 000
.ind.. (s: 0.52 to 30.1 stop sam.in (n: 3000

SCANR: half way elen gth in 0 andY
scan directioan (deg,): 0bint pus primaryV axis (in ): 352.0 final: 343.0
mint p05 secondary axis (in): -4.5 final: 4.5
Step asTize:,scun~ioc axes Oin): 0.0600: 0.060
scan.inc length ( in ): 9.000. 0.000 Nla-scans: 22601
FILE STATISTICS.......in: 0 eax: 56 aug: 3.6 ..............type:

<APLOT' This is a confirmation call for flae ns5-...
0

Figure A.ld Planar Indication #1 in the near surface weidment: mode 5
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Figures A.2a-b show planar indication #2 in the near surface weidment. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 6 mmn based on different depth estimates of 12 to 18 mm. The detection was made in mode 5 where it had isolated TOF
shape at a depth of 18 mm. There was a confirmation in mode 3 at a depth of 12 mm. The wave packet width in mode 5
gives an alternate size of 2.5 mmn. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of normal beam detection.
There is no evidence of coin shape in the side view of modes 3 or 5. The width is 7 mmn and was made to LOS in mode 5.
The range of aspect ratios (width/depth) of this indication is 1 to 3. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 75 to
15. With an X coordinate of 8 mm, the indication is 2 mmn from the HAZ. With Z coordinates of 12-18 mm, the
indication is clearly below the cladding.

<APLOT' HIEADl
test Collected: 05/06/93 16:0
25

Procssd: D4/15/94 01:3
41
TRANSDUCER: 2 M~iz, Dual Element. 70 deg.L
mode0 pu.lse-acho
fregue8ncy (h) 2.00 f number.) 4 4.
stardoff(hgt-foc len) Di) 0.0 vo6i/e) :15000
incident angle Cdeg-24." skew, anles (deg):: 0
f ull bmeam angle In metal (deg):: 12.10 beam engtry dla.Cln): 0.125

M1ATERIAL : Pressr. es User Research Facility
materiel velscityV Cin/sec): 230000 refracted angle Cdeg):-68.0
thickness ... (in): 0.000

SAMP LINC: Hear Surface only
sample pe rI 0dod (n:):560.00t number of points : 45
depth Calong sud path) in eat eril to start sapling (in): 0.000
window (us): 5.02 to 3 0 .10 ato s0a'mPlIng (in): 3.000

SCAN: half navelength in 0 and Y
scan directio0n Cdeg): 0mnit pen prim ary axis (in): 32.0 final: 23.0

mi nn econdary axis (in): -40 fnl 4.
sesize san~inc axes (in): 0.060. 0.060

's'can.inc len gth (In): 0.000. 9.000 Re-scans: 22801
F ILE STATISTICS..... min: 0 mao: 02 avg: 4.0 .............. type:
NV

1~

Figure A.2a Planar indication #2 in the near surface weldment: mode 5

NUREG/CR-647 1A. A.6
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(APLOT> HEAD
tes t Collected: 05/08/53 18:05:22

Processed: 04/15/94 02:28:28
TRANSDUCER: 2 MHz. Dual Element. 70 dog. L
m ode : puise-echo
freqec (mhz): 2.00 f oumber :4.6
stadnfC~hgt-c ln (in): 0.290 vol (In/sec) 105000

Inci dent an gle (dog): 24.1 skew angle (dog):0
f ull be am angle In metal (do g): 12. beam entry dla.(in): 0.125

MATERIAL: Pressure Vessel User 6search Facilt
mterial velocity (in/sec): 235000 refracted angle (dog): 86.0
thickness... Sufc ny(in): 9.000

SAMPLINGC: Near Sraeol
seample Period (ns):580.00 number of points : 45
depth (ulong sound Path) in material to st art sampilog(i): 0.0
indow (us): 5.2t '0.8so6smln (In): 0.000]

SCAN: half wavelngth in 03L Yond apn n: .0

scan direction (deg):o
bi t POs primnary axis (in): 34.6 final: 23.0
i nt pos secondary uxis (in): -4.5 final: 4.5
step size: scan~inc axes (in): 0.060. 0.080
scon~inc length (in): 9.000. 9.000 4a-scons: 22601
PILE STATISTICS..... min: P man: 70 avg: 4.2 ............. type: ElNV

APJLOTO This is cunfi rmution cull for flue ns4_.1 2.

Figure A.2b Planar indication #2 in the near surface weidment: mode 3
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Figure A.3 shows planar indication #3 in the near surface weidment. This planar indication has a through-wall extent of
3 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 4 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
21 mm. There was no confirmation in other modes and the indication is characterized as planar based on lack of normal
beam detection. There is no evidence of coin shape in the end view. The length is 10 mm and was made to LOS in
mode 4. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 3 implying that it is probably oriented along the weld. The
maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is low at 13 to 6. With an X coordinate of -8 mm, the indication is 2 mmn from the
HAZ. With a Z coordinate of 21 mm, the indication is clearly below the cladding.

*1.
rAPIST, HEAD
I es t Collected: 05/06/93 16:04:49

Processed: 08/09/94 11:19:01
TRANjSDUCER: 2 M~z, Dual Element. 70 deg.L
mode pulse-echo
f requency (.z: 2.00 f number 4.8
Stando ff~hgt-foc leo) (in): 0.290 Yel (lo/sec) 105O000
funcident angle (d:,): 24.1, s1een (deg):
fal bee angl in .et.) (deg): 12.0 ba entry dia.0n): 0.12S

MATERIAL: Pr asaure Vessel Us., Pes2earch Facility
.a terlalsvelocity (In/nec ,): 235000 refracted angle (deg): 66.0
tAJ[0iC AcerS ;; Surface only (n 0
sample period (ns):60.00.l number of poiots : 45
depth (along sound pa th ) I n eateriel to sttart sampl ing (in): 0.000
.'indow (as ): 5.52 to 30'1 stp ampl log (in): 3.000

SCAN: half waeloeng.th in X and Y
scan directioe (deg): 0
bnit pos primary aels (io ): -7.1 final: 4.5
jolt ens seodf ees in: 04.9 Final: 0.
step size nco~ aXe (In: 0.000 .6
scan.inc leng'th *I (In): 9.2020:09'0'0'0 e-scans: 22801
FILE STATISTICS ... ...10I: 0 max: D5 eug: 4.0 ............ type: ENIV

(AfLOT> This Is flee no~dz5_I. 00-..1)

I

Figure A.3 Planar Indication #3 in the near surface weidment: mode 4
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Figures A.4a-b show planar indication #4 in the near surface weidment. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 3 mmn based on different depth estimates of 16 to 19 mm. The detection was made in mode 4 where it had isolated TOF
shape at a depth of 16 mm. There was a confirmation in mode 8 at a depth of 19 mm. The wave packet width in mode 4
gives an alternate depth size of 2.3 mm. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of normal beam detection.
There is some evidence of corn shape in the end view of mode 4. The length is 14 mmn and was made to LOS in mode 8.
The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 5 giving an orientation along the weld. The maximum amplitude-to-
noise ratio is low at 25 to 12. The X coordinates of -4 to -8 mmn show that the indication is 2 to 4 mmn from the HAZ.
The Z coordinates of 16 to 19 mmn show that the indication is clearly below the cladding.

7.0.

B - Scn EndC -Scan NVlow
... ~~n ......~ .... . ....... .. .

'051ST, Head
test Collected: 05/06/93 16:04:49

Processed: Oe/09/94 1 0: 56:193
TRANSDUCER: 2 Mz40 Dual Element, 70 dog. L
coda Iuseeho
,requency (rehz): P2.00 Cf numeber 4 6
utondoff(hgt;,foc len) (in): G.,90 aol (n/580) : 5000 35 14
Icident aogl (deg): 24.1 skcew angle (deg): 0
ful b9a. a'nqie in metal (deg): 12.0 beam entry dia.(io): 0.125

'ATE RIAL: Preur Vese ,, ser U1Research facil ity
ater iaI nelocity (on/se) 23500 0 1rfrcted angle (dog): 66.0
thickness...' (in)): 0.000

SAWgLING: Hear Surface only
sa ple period (ns):560.00 number of points :45
depth (along on al)i ,tra to start sampling (in): 0.000
nldo asou: 5.2 to3.6 stop sampling (in): 3.000
Syehaf nauclngro in X and

scan direction (deg):
bt Pon prImary axis (in): -7.1 fIn~al: 4.5

jotsos ecndaryas (i: 560 fnal 4.0 M' B -Scan SideVieW
nesie scninc axes (n) 0060. 0.060

scan~ioc length (n: 0.00 9.000 fo-scams: 22901tFILE SATISTI m~in: 0 man: 71 ang: 4.7 ........ ....type: ENV X: 6 086m 3~
Y: 52.76-52.16(01" 11pt.

yAPLOT, This is flae ns5_.2i. 00-.GS and ens measured as a wane packet. Z00 101(n) 24151.

Figure A.4a Planar indication #4 in the near surface weidment: mode 4
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8 Scan End VIew

X: -0.295 - -0.0150n) 8pts
Y: 52.92 - 52.28(,n) llpts
Z: 0.514 - 0.9290n) 3Opls

Scale 0.lOQn)

maeilvlct sc:150 erteed anglece(dig: 44.4/3 6:
thickness... 11n):9 1.000

TRANSDLCER: Near SurfacSeg only r
samplenc perodCn):32 0.0 number ofpits:.5
slteds, (us):f 4.76 to 39.04 sto iO v(nsampin (In:52000
scan Cdiectiongl (din) 0 dg)
fh1lt poe l priar ial (i) -2. fbal t'10.0 0.2

MAEIAL pm seodr eel (In): h 50.0cinl: 47.
satep ier sal n acsa(i):0400.0
s ca n ain vleng th (In/ ): 12.000 re.000 e a gea-(cans: 62376
FIL SATSTIS...On: .00 ec:25mg% 69.......ye

SAMPLING: m ea Sur10 a cnfreat onl cly o le s.

sapI a dUs:2.0 nme fpit 0

Figure NA.b Planar indication #4 in the near surface weidment: mode 8
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Figures A.5a-b show planar indication #5 in the near surface weidment. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 2.3 mm based on wave packet width. Detections were made in modes 2 and 4 where the indication had isolated TOF
shapes at depths of 11 and 12 mm. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of normal beam detection.
There is some evidence of coin shape in the end view of mode 2. The length is 10 mm and was made to LOS in mode 2.
The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 4 giving an orientation along the weld. The maximum amplitude-to-
noise ratio is high at 63 to 12. With X coordinates of -6 and -14 mm, the indication is in the weld, possibly in the HAZ.
With Z coordinates of 11 and 12 mm, the indication is clearly below the cladding.

(APLOT5 Head
tes t Collected: 05/06/93 16:04:49

Processed: 02/23/95 14:16:01
TRANSDUCER: 2 MIz. Dual Element, 70 deg.L
modes pulIse-echo
frequnecy COOz: 2.00 fnumber 4.8
standoff~hgt-foc len) (in): 0.200 veI C is/sec) 105000
in cide nt angle (deg): 24.1 skewn angle (deg): 0
full be am angle In metal (dog) : 1 2.01 beam entry diatin): 0.125

IIAEgOAL: PreIsoure Vessel User Research ..c.l.t.
material velocity (in/set): 235000 refracted angle (deng): 06.0
thickness... Sufce* (Is): 9.000

SAMPL0NC: Near Sraeol
sample per iod (ns):560.01 number at Inlts : 45

desth Caan ound P ath) ,is materia to st:t sam lg (in): 30.00
wisdow .a) 5."5 2 to 0.1 stoo sagmpliog (in): 3.000

SCANl: half wavelength In 0 andY
scan direct ios (deg): 0mint POS primar y axis (i n): -7.1 fisal: 4.5
isnI t po s secondary axsl (is): 112.0 final: 103.0

s tep si Ze0: s can ,isc aaes (is): 0.060. 0.060scan~isc length (is): 9.000, 9.000 la-scans: 22901
FILE STATISTICS. m.....Is: 0 mao: 71 avg: 2.9 .............type: ENV

(APLOT) This is flue nsoS..?. DZ..09 and was measured as a sane packet.
0

..........

M.X
::::::: I s

Figure A.5a Planar indication #5 in the near surface weidment: mode 4
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20

<WIPLU) Head
teast Collected: 05/06/93 15 5:3 42

Processed: 02/23/95 12:20 :25
TRANSDU0CER: 2 1hz. Dual Element. 70 dog.L
made : pulse-echo
f requency (mhz): 2.00 1 number:4.
utands)ff(hgt-foc Ien) (in): 0.0 vo 1in/sec) :150
incident an gle (deg):-24.1D skew angle (deg):
full beam angle In metal (deg): 12.0 b eam entry dia.0(n): 0.125

1ATE1R8001: Pressure Vessel Usuer Research Facility
material velocity (in/sec): 235000 refracted angle (deg):-66.5
tbickness ... Sufc ny(is): 9.000

SAMLtIll: Near Sraeol
sample period (ns):560.00 number of points : 45
depth (along saund path) in material to start samling (in): 0.000
ei ndoe (as): 5.52 to 30.16 stop samplIng (in): 3.000

SCAN4: hulf eanelengtb Is XI and Y
scan direction (dog): 0
mI t pus primary anis (in): -4.5 final: 4.5
ranit pus secondary axis (in): 112.0 final: 103.0
s teap size: scas~inc axes (in): 0.050, 0.060
scau~irKc length (min: 9.000. 9.000 So-scans: 22801
FILE STATISTICS .. m....i: 0 max: 73 avq: 2.5 ............. type: tNV

(APLOT) This is flaw ns5..22. DZ,.09 and was measured from the SS4_112 file. 0

I0
G

3
C - Soon Vlewv

X: -0.600 -0.l20(in) l3pls
Y: 109,0.00- 108.d6(ie) 10pms
Z: 0.187.-0.9080n) 28pim
So.).e 0.20(,n)

-0

14 s

-10

B - Sean Side View

Figure A.Sb Planar indication #5 in the near surface weidment: mode 2
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Figure A.6 shows planar indication #6 in the near surface weidment. This planar indication has a through-wall extent of
2 mmn based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 4 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
16 mm. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of normal
beam detection. There is no evidence of coin shape in the end view of mode 4. The length is 9 mmn and was made to LOS
in mode 4. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 4 giving an orientation along the weld. The maximum
amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 18 to 6. With an X coordinate of -3 mmn, the indication is clearly in the
weld metal. With a Z coordinate of 16 mm, the indication is clearly below the cladding.

3216 314(:)1p

Z 0.34-1.OS(1:)Z~p3

Collected:~ -5009 Sc can 010(1

Y:3316 3262n)14l
PrZ:sd 0437-15/94n 01:10:4O

Scade 0.2l(e.e32

Inietage (e) 41sew Cng l ee(dog: 05S93104 9

TRANSUERA : Press ,ureVesl Esermee arc, 7 acilit
materile locit (in/se): 23500 rf racte 4nl do) 6.0
stani fhnes.. Sufac eonly (in): 9.A0 n 000 I20
samplbenperngo (dnn):20.1 k num er of doint : 4d 1ept (alngl iand pealh in mawra to f start saping(1in): 0.01 0

SMATEIA: half ur VeaselagbI Us and ~ c t 1
san drire lction (dn/sa): 2300 re ac danl (og:6.
ith puesspiar. c (in): -9.10 inl: 4.

stmpe psie: r, nn ace (In):5 0.000 0.060 ,Fpont : 1
dcapthn (lengthun (Inh) : 9.000ralt. l t a .00 (Iscn)): 28010

FILEtp primary m 0xi man:: - 741 fialg: 4.5. ..... tp:E

(APLOT, This is flaw :04_26. 00-00B and was measured as a wave packet. 0 8 --Soan Side Vievv

Figure A.6 Planar indication #6 in the near surface weldment: mode 4
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Figure A.7 shows planar indication #7 in the near surface weidment. This planar indication has a through-wall extent of
2 nmn based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 2 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
15 mm. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of normal
beam detection. There is no evidence of coin shape in the end view of mode 2. The length is 11 mim and was made to
LOS in mode 2. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 5 giving an orientation along the weld. The maximum
amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 52 to 12. With an X coordinate of -6 mm, the indication is clearly in the weld metal.
With a Z coordinate of 15 mm, the indication is clearly below the cladding.

<APLOrr> head
t est Collected: 05/06/S3 15:59:42

Processed: 04118/94 12:10:04
TRANSDUCER: 2 M1Hz. Deal Element. 70 leg.L
mode pulse-echo
freoU ~y (wIo): 2.00( j nalbe, 4.11
st dff~hgt.foc lon) (In) .90 v I (mIer/ ) 1015000
Incident angle Cdeg):-24.l ske, angle (deg):0full beam angle in metal (dog): 12.0 be.a: en try dla.(ln);: 0.123

MATEtRIAtý: Pre ssure Vessel Use eea"'l Failtymaterial veloci ty Ci/s'c): 9225000 cre'fracted angle (deg):-66.0
t hickn sa. ... (Ian): 3 .000

SAMPLNG: gear Surf ace only
samole period ( ns) :560.00 number of Toints : 45
de pth (al ong seand path) in material to start -apl Ieg (In): 0.000
window (as): 5.52 to 30.10 atop sampling (in): 3.000

SCANi: Half wav'elength in 0 and
scan directio 0n (de g): 0
loft pas primary "nis (In): -4.5 final: 4.5
,nit 00s scn ary xis (in): 040 .final: 50.0

Stp iz: scun.lnc axes (In) 00 0. 0.0
'can~inc legth (i): 0.000. .000 0w-scanis: 22901
fILt E SATIOTICO ..... m.m: 0 mao: 95 ayg: 6.3 ............. type: tHV

(AWLOT> This is Flaw ns4..28. 02-.00 and was measured as a wane packet.

11

Figure A.7 Planar indication #7 in the near surface weldment: mode 2
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Figure A. 8 shows planar indication #8 in the near surface weidment. This planar indication has a through-wall extent of
2 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 7 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
23 mm. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of normal
beam detection. There is no evidence of coin shape in the side view of mode 7. The width is 10 mm and was made to
LOS in mode 7. The aspect ratio (width/depth) of this indication is 5 giving an orientation across the weld. The
maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 69 to 28. With an X coordinate of 11 mm, the indication is in
the weld, possibly in the HAZ. With a Z coordinate of 23 mm, the indication is clearly below the cladding.,

APJI Orr> HEAD
test Collected: 05/06/93 16:36:03

Processed: 11/10/94 15:24:49
TRANSDUCER: 1.5 194. 45 deg, shear
;ode pul so-echo
Orequen" (mhz): 1.50 f number 9.5
s tandoff~hgt-foc ]en) (in): 0.250 vel (in/sac) 105000
i nc ident angle (deg ): 36.0 skew angle (deg):0
full be am angle in metal (deg): 6.0 beam entry dia.in): 0.125

MATERIAL: 9 ressure Vessel Ojso, Rese fun Fatility
materieal velacity Cin/sec): 125000 refracted angle (ding); 44.4
thic kness... (in): 9.000

SAW L106: Near Surface only
SanmPle peariod (ns):3Z0.00 number of points : 1055
depth (along soand path) in material to start sampling (inl: 0.000
eindow (as): 4.16 tb 36.04 stop SamplIng (in): 2.090

SCAM: half wavelength in X and
Scan dir c tion (deg) 0mInI t pos primary axis 1(mnl: 0201.5 final: 191.0
it n pus secondary axis (in): -465 fignal: 4.5
s tep size: scuolonc axes ( in) : 0.00 0.-040
scae.lnc length (in): 9.000. 9.000 Ha-scans: 51070
FILE STATISTICS ...... pi: 0 man: 255 avg: 2y.7y.............typo: ENV

I IAPLOTr This is flee 004.31. P0-.09 and was measured as a wern Packet.

6-Scan Side Vie.

X; 0.14 -> 0.70 (in) 15 ptS
'e.l1 7.055 -> 197.175 (in) 13 pta
Z: 0.714 - 1.172 On) 33 plsO1

Sncale - 0Vn.1n0VrO1n)'l~In.0,nN:n::k~kV*syVnnnrV~~~

Figure A.8 Planar indication #8 in the near surface weldment: mode 7
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Figure A.9 shows planar indication #9 in the near surface weidment. This planar indication has a through-wall extent of
2 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 4 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
24 mm. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of normal
beam detection. There is no evidence of coin shape in the end view of mode 4. The length is 11 mm and was made to
LOS. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 6 giving an orientation along the weld. The maximum
amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 16 to 3. With an X coordinate of 12 mm, the indication is in the weld metal, possibly in
the HAZ. With a Z coordinate of 24 mm, the indication is clearly below the cladding.

............ ... *
R 

.-

testY 37ollected:Cin 0506931045 s

Processed: 03/17/94 09:02:30
TRANSDUCERl: 2 M1Hz. Dual Element. 70 deg. L
aode : pulse-echo
frequency (mhz): 2.00 V~ nmber 4.0

Istandoff(hgt-fac len) (in): 0.230 volu (In/set) 105000
incident angle (deg): 24.1 skew angle (deg): 0
full beam angle in metal (deg): 12.0 beam entry dia.(in): 0.125

MATERIAL: PrnueVeslOe Research Facilitly 4material elocity e(insac) 2 35000 refrated angle (deg): 06.0
tiknes. (in): 9.000

SAiPLIiCt: Mea Surface only
samplaeT perio (ns):560000 number of points :45
depth (alon? sund path) in materia to start samplinlg (in): 0.000
nindow (u): 5.52 to 301 sto s ampling (In): 3.000

SCANI: holy wavelength in X andY
san direction (deg): 0

mi ps riar ais (is): -7.1 fioal: 4.5
init P05 scnaryoi (in): 374.0 final: 365.0
step size Ocan.inc axe (s) so00 0.000
sc i~nc length (ion):: 9.00. 9.000 asn:220..
FILE STATISTICS.....min: 0 maa: 61 ang: 3.2 ............. type: ENV .

(APLOTr This is flaw ns5..30. OZ-.08 and was measured as a wave packet.

Figure A.9 Planar indication #9 in the near surface weldment: mode 4
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Volumetric Indications in the Near Surface Weidment

Figures A. 10a-f shows volumetric indication #1 in the near surface weidment. This volumetric indication has a through-
wall extent of 6 mm based on different depth estimates of 18 to 24 mm. The detections were made in modes 7 and 8
where they had isolated TOF shape at depths of 20 to 24 mm. There were confirmations in modes 3, 4, 5, and 9 at depths
of 18 to 23 mm. The wave packet width in modes 7 and 8 gives an alternate depth size of 2 mm. The indication is
characterized as volumetric based on detection in orgothonal modes. There is no evidence of coin shape in the end views.
The length is 10 mm and was made to LOS in mode 4. The width is 10 mm and was made to LOS in mode 5. The range
of aspect ratios (length/depth) of this indication is 1.7 to 5. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at
97 to 30. With an X coordinate of -6 mm, the indication is clearly in the weld metal. With Z coordinates of 18 to 24 mmn,
the indication is clearly below the cladding.

I

<APP1T> Head
t est Collected: 05/06/93 16:05:29

Processed: 12/15/94 09:53:5G
TRANSDUCER: 2 M~z. Dual Element. 70 deg. L
node pul.se-e cho

frgeny(hz): 2.00 f number 4.a
standoff(hgt-foc len) (in): 0.290 vel (i/ ec 1 0000
Incident angle Cdeg): 24.1 skew angle (deg):0
fall b*ee. 9 anl in "eal I(deg) : .20 .ea entry dia.(in): 0.125

MASTERIAL :Prss..e Mess, User eseoch Facil ity
ateril Inelocity (in/se) 29000.1 ref racted angle (deg): m6.
thickness ... (in)): 9.0000

SAMPLING: Hear Surface only
sanpie perod (ns):550.00 number of points : 45
depth, (alog -0 n path) in material to sttart sanyling (in): 0.000
eloda. (u) 5.52 to 30.1 stp ampl Ing (in): 3.000

SCAN: half eavelength in X andY
scoIn d Irection (d eg ): 0
minIt pan primar y axis ( in): 02.6 final: 71.0
mint pos secon dar y axnis (in): -4.5S final: 4.5
ste p5 sze: sc - ,Inc ones (in): 000. 06o .060
scaW ioc lnngth (in): ýg 9.000. 2.0 Na-scans: 22801
FILit STATISTICS .... min: 0 *ax: 00 avg: 3.4 ........ type: tENV

<APLOT> This is a confirmation call for floe 055.20.
0l

P
'k.

Figure A.l0a Volumetric indication #1 in the near surface weidment: mode 3
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............. ...............

8 - Scian End Meý

X: -0.546 - -0.0060n) loptg
Y: 74.96 - 74.300n) 12pis

Z: 0.401 - 110420n) 25pl. C - scan %A&W

Scala - 0.200n)
.........

o
t -/bl 11,11

Processed: 08/11111. 13:16

:04
T ANSDOCER: 2 MHz, Dual Element, 70 d:g.aL . I .....

mod. pul e- cho

F on mhz): 2 00 f number 4 8 ý11ý
s "Qu cy 65000

'and.ff(ht-f., len) (I n): O.iSO Yel (Inlse<) t
incident angle (deg): 24.1 skew angle (deg): a
full been angle in metal (deg): Q.0 beam entry dim.(in): ISM

MATERIAL: Pressure Vessel user Research Facility
mat r al velocity (in/sec): 235000 refracted angle (deg): 66.0

thl ckness n) : 3.000

SAMPLING : N ;iý Surface only
s 0le, period 00:560.00 number of points : 45

TP thm Cuong sound Pat h) inmaterial to start sampling On): 0.000

Ondo s): '.' 2 to 3 0. 6 sto p s ampling (in): 3.000

SC AN hall a .1. th In . a d IN
0 Y 09 (n.,

sc an direction d 0
init pos primary ax (in): 7 final: 4.S

init Pos secondary axis (in): 80.0 final: 71.0

a e s caninc axes (in): 0.060, 0.060
st P siz
scan I n c 1 an th (in): 9.009, 9.000 U-scans: 22801
FILE STATISTICS ........ .In: 0 max: 65 aýq: 4.3 ............. type:

ENV

(APLOT> This is a confirmation call for ns5-26.
8 - Scan Side \Aew

... ... -- ------

Figure A. 10b Volumetric indication #1 in the near surface weldment: mode 4

20

14

10

-3

14

10
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8 - can Side View

X: -0.54 - 0.18(10) 7pts
Y: 74.840 -74.1200n) 7pla
Z: 0.534. 1.122(in) 12pmsC Scan Vilew
Scale -0.20Qn)0

wI POrs HEAD
tet Collected: 05/06/03 16:0 ~ ..:..25.

2:26 Processed: 12/16/94 08:0 *~.
TRANSDUCER: 2 Mtlz, Dual Element.:70 deg.OI
Mode pu1 s-c ho 2
frequency (mhz): 2.00 f numbe9r 4.8 1s tandoff(hgt-foc Ien) (in): 0.29l vol ( In/sac) 105000 .A. . 1
incident angle (dog):-24.1 skew angl (do) 0 '1
ull be agle in muetal (deg) 12. beam entry da (In) 0.125 10
ITRIAL: Presnure Vessel User Researc Facilt
maeria veoct (jo/soc): 23S000 refracted angle (deg):-66.0

tAMickNess... Surface oniy (i)6.0

ssunlo period (s):1120.00 number of points 22 .
dep th (long sound ath) in maara to sttart sa ping (in): 0.000 **
indo us: 552 to' 2 9.0 stoso nilg (in): 3.000 BScnEdVe

SCAN:. halfu "aeleangth in 0 and Y
scan direct Ion (deg): I
mnit pos primearv axis (n): 8. final: 71.0 X- .054-0.18(,n) 7pla
mnit pos secondary axis (n: -4. final: 4.5 Y' 74'840 - 74.12"n1) 7ple
step size: ucan.inc aoes (in): 0.120. 0.120)
,scanj~inc l~ength ..... (in): 8.860. 8.8 80 eu-scans: 5625 Z: 0 "534.1.122Cin) 12pms
FLE SATISTICS min: 0 max: 75 ang: 4.1 .............type:. Scale.02(n
ENV .. 11

<APLOT> This is a confirmation call for flaw nsos.26. ~'Mt 'svvu -*~nr_1MM

Figure A.l0c Volumetric indication #1 in the near surface weidment: mode 5
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C1 Scan VQieA WN

B Sca Sid Vie

X -08 01(10)i~20

al = 0ca Side Vi

X:-.3.8 .- 0.180n) f15......... . . Y. : 7.095 - 74k.3750n) . is&.

CAPLOTr> READ
test Collected: 05/06/93 16:36:03 .

TRANSUCER:1.5 z. 45deg. hearProcessed: t2/13/94 16:35:05 fl

mode :use-echo
frequency- (mhz): s.o number :9.5
rtendoff(bgt-foc len ( i vadIn) 0.50 vol(1/sec) :105000
incident anl deg): 36.0 sekew anigle (deg):0
foil hea' angle in metal Cdeg) 6.0 beam ntr diajin) 0.125 ý

MSATERIAL: Pressure Vessel( Use11r!AesoP. -ac~lity 1materia vlocit (n/se) 125000 reFracted angle (dog): 44.4 1thickness... (in)): 5. 000 10
SAPPLING: Near Suface only ....... . ---
sample Deriod (nsl:320.00 number of paints :105
depth (along sound path) In material to start sampling (in): 0.000
inidoe (os): 4.76 to 36.04 stag sampling (in): 2.0900

SCANF: half wavelength in 0 and Y B -Scan End View
scan direction (dog):

Pi ou Primary axin (n): 81.5 final: 71.0 i
init pos secondary i (in): -4.5 final: 4.5 X: -.38 -0.18(0n) lSpis
otep) size: scan. xinc no (in): 0.040. t.040 Y: 75.095- 74.375(io) l9plo

sc an I c length (in): 9.000, 9.oo0 eusan:506j Z: 0.572 -l.057(in) 3Spts0
FILE STATITIrCS..... min: 0 mao: 244 oug: 21.4 .............type: ENFV ~ . Scaie -lO1(in)

<APLOT> This is flaw nn5..28. so-.0e. This floe was also detected In 5s8_8.0 file. 0

Figure A.l0d Volumetric indication #1 in the near surface weidment: mode 7
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(AP IOT) Head
test Collected: 05/06/93 16:37:07

Processed: 12/16/34 09:14:39
TRANJSDUCER: 1.5 MHz. 45 deg. shear
mode pulse-echo
frequency (mhz): 1.50 f number 9.5
standoff~hgr-foc len) (in): 0.250 eel (Inlsec) :1051000
incident angle (deq): 36.0 skew angle (deg): 0
full beam angle in metal (deg): 6.0 beam entry dia.(in): 0.125

MATERIAL: Pressure Vessel user Research Facility
material velocity (in/sec): 125000 refracted angle (deg): 44.4
thickness... Sufc ny(in): 9.000

SAMPLINGC: Near Sraeol
sample period (ns):320.00 number of points : 705
depth (along sound path ) in material to start sam:pling (1n): 0.000
elondo, (as): 4.76 to 230.0 stop smlng in) 14.100

SCAN: half wavelength In x and Y
scan direction (deg): 0
ini t pen primary axis (in): -10.9 final: 10.0
init Pns secondary axis (in): 60.0 final: 71.0
step size: scus~iec axes (in): 0.040, 0.0410
scaus~inc length 00n:1l.000, 0.000 #a-scans: 02376
PILE STATISTICS . mis..O: 0 max: 255 ang: 5.1 ............. type: ERRV ~
(APiST) This Is flue s55.20. 0Z-.08 ass was measured frem the 557.80 file. 8 Scan Side VlmW

Figure A. 10e Volumetric indication #1 in the near surface weidment: mode 8
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8: 54
TRANiSDUCER: 1.5 1810. 45 deg, shear

mode : pl se-echo
Ifre.quency (mhz): 1.50 fanumbnerS5.5

standoff(hgt-foc loe) (in) 0 .50 ve CIn/sec 105000
Incidbent ang~le (d:e,):-11:0 ske:. anglre (deg)):a

fl bea angl In metal C(deg): 6. cbeam entry di.a.(lIn): 0.125
MlATERIAL: Pressure vessel User Resef.9 FacIlt
material1 velocity (In/(sec): 125000 refracted angle (deg):-44.4
th Ic kness... In) 5.000

SAilPiLIC: Near Surface only
sa ple erod (ns):320.0DO number of points : 105

depth (along sound path ) in material to start sampling ((In)): 0.000
.I ndo. ( US): 4.7 5 t o 38.0G4 s top s anolI ng (n): 2.090

SCAN : half wavealength in 0 andY
scan directio 0n (deg ): 0bnit pos primary axis (in) : 80.0 final: 71.0
bit~ pas scondary anis (in): -4. final: 4.5
ute.p SI oe: scan.Inc aaes (in): 0. 040. ,.040uc'an.Inc length (in):: 9. 0'00. .000 ""a-onS: 510yS

FIL E STATISTICS.... .. 10 i: 0 can: 250 ang: 20.1 ............. type:
ENV

IAPLOT) This is a confirmation call far the Floe nsS-.26.

Figure A. 10f Volumetric indication #1 in the near surface weidment: mode 9
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Figures A. 1 la-f show volumetric indication #2 in the near surface weidment. This volumetric indication has a through-
wall extent of 6 mm. based on different depth estimates of 20 to 26 mm. The detection was made in mode 9 where it had
isolated TOF shape at a depth of 23 mm. There were confirmations in modes 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 at depths of 20 to 26 mm.
The wave packet width in mode 9 gave an alternate depth size of 3 mm. The indication is characterized as volumetric
based on detection in orgothonal modes. There is good evidence of coin shape in the end view of mode 2 but the depth of
the indication implies that it is not connected to the cladding. The length is 13 mm and was made to LOS in mode 2. The
width is 14 mm and was made to LOS in mode 5. The range of aspect ratios (length/depth) of this indication is of medium
range at 117 to 35. With an X coordinate of 9 mm, the indication is in the weld metal and 2 mm from the HAZ. With a
Z coordinate of 25 mm. the indication is clearly below the cladding.

In'7 ,

TRANSDUCER: 2 Mlhz. Drual Element. 70 deg. L
mode :pulse-echo
frequ ency (mhz): 2.00 f number 4.9
standoff(hgt-foc len) (in): 0.290 vel tin/nec) 105000
incident angle (deg):-24.l skev angle (deg)): 0
full1 beat angle in metal (deg): 12.0 beat entry dla.tin): 0.125

MATERIAL: Pressure Vessel User Research Facility
material velocity (in/sac): 235000 refracted angle Cdeg):-E6.0
thic kness ... (in): 9.000

SAW LINGC: Hear Surface only
sam ple p eriod (ns):S60.O0 numbher of pnints : 45
depth (along sound path) i n material to start samfl log (in): 0.000
'i ndow (as): 5.52 to 20.1 6 stLop s ampl leg (in): 3.000

SCAN: half wave length In X and V
scan d irecti on (dog9):
mint pos primary axis (in): -4.5 final: 4.5
I i t pos sec ondary axis (in): 400.0 final: 471.0
step size: scan.inc ones (in): 0.060, 0.060
scan.inc length (in): 9.000. 9.000 Ru-scans: 22801
FILE STATISTICS ..... oi: 0 mao: 13? ayg: 5.2 ............. type:

(APIT) This is a confirmation call for ens59.

Figure A.lla Volumetric indication #2 in the near surface weidmuent: mode 2
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B - Scan Side View

X: -0.30 - 0.66Gin) 9pts
Y: 479.240- 478. 640(on) 6ple
Z: 0.481- 1.122(ln) l3pls
Scale *.200ln) 2

C can Vles,

zAOLOTC HEAD
test Collected: 05/06/33 16:06:25 ~

Processed: 12/28/93 17:10:00k

TRANISDUCER: Z Maz. Dual Element, 70 deg. L

;ode : poi-echo
frequency (mz: 2.00 f oumber :4.8
saodoff(hgt-foc leon) (in): 0.290 val (la/sac) :105000
iocident angle (deg):-24.l skoew angle (dog): 0
full beam anglo in metal (deg): 12.0 beam entry dia.(in): 0.12

MIATERIAL: Pressare VeSael User Research fatility
material velocity (In/sac): 235000 refracted angle (deg):-66.0
thickoess...Srfc ol (in): 9.500

SAML I NC: Near Sraeol
nuamle period . (ns):1120.00 number of points 2
dep th (al ong S ound path) in material to start sampliog (in): 0.000 5
wi dov (s5) : 5.52 to 29.04 s top Seeplln (1n): 3.000

StAN: half wavelength In 0 and 0
Stun direction . (deg): 0
mInt pus primary axis (in): 480.0 final: 471.0
mnit pus secondary axis (in): -4.5 final: 4.5
step size: scan. inc axes (in): 0.120. 0.120
scan.n legtnC): 8.080. 8.000 Ca-scans: 5625
F LE STATISTICS ..... in: 0 mao: 98 aog: 5.9 ............. type ENV

<AP LOT> This is a confirmation call for the ns5-S. file.
fJ B -Scan End View

Figure A.llb - Volumetric indication #2 in the near surface weidment: mode 5
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34~~1 E O~~dSl

X..

X:~OT -03HE 002(r) i
teat7920 Colctd 05/06/92 1n):37:48

Zr:snd 00/7114 -18:174:4232pt

stanlloff~~~hgtSfoc le- (in): (.25) ye0i/a) :15

Incident agle Cdeg) -3.0 skd Vew age (o)

SAfLOTi:Nar ol

asca direction: 05deg): 0G3

TR 5it CR 1oo socdar axi (in): -15 fia:h78-cnaarVe

step size: scac In)scae (in): 0.40 0.040 i
s ncandent length (in):-1.100 2.200 an a-scansg : 188 10o O34 - - . 2 le
POLE e" nlei metalS tdeg): 0 be0 227 enrg: 8a.4.... 0.....tp:12554920 >7.6 lr)1

we, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :.1 a) 1.5 iini 32oct pnlo 200 fatdagl dg:4
ey

5
Li% Thnes. (in) flw .o. 00 0 3 Utl .0(n

Figure A. 1 ic - Volumetric indication #2 in the near surface weidment: mode 9
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TRJIXC:: . -0i.453 -de 0.17 (ihear
Yod :7.0489(n lpulseeh
Zr:unc 0.6 mhz30): 1.0 4 nmbr .
Stcaf~ht-u len C.50): 0.5 al(n0c)50

matrie vlocty insac: 1500 rfr Ctedanlece dg: 44069 4 63:

thicceese.. (In):/9 18.00:

9TRANSDCE: 1ear Surac5 e g only r
apl per... d (nz):321.50 f number ofpont 51
deth a ldon~gt o loundpt) (in) 0a.eria to l start sapeg 10in)
enlodene aus) e 4.76 ) 3n .. 0 stop samlngl (deg): 20 7
scan directio l (deg): 0 bometyda n) 012
mit ps ri marelcy a in/sin): -2.60 rfinal:e anl .6 ):4.
mt pouns secnda (e I (n): 4.00.0 fnl 7.
StePLIize: scanr Surfce ones (i) 0..0 .0.04..0
scampcle ngthio (in):2.200. nme 2.04 gp ocint s: 2392

FIESTATISTICSavlenthin: 5 a an: 23 an:2........tpM

scanO Thise is, 0n co dieat ): calfrfu0 s.BSa ieVe

F i pspigure A.i lid) -2. Voluetr: iniain#2i.h er ufc edmn:md
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vole -01010

X:-0.50 - 0.020n) ldpis
Y:479.692.- 479.292(in) l Ipla
Z:0.657 . 1.072(in) 30piS -- -- --

WALOT> HEAD I.7ii
est Collected: 05/08/93 16:36:03 1\ i,..~5,

Processed: 10/05/94 18:09:04.. -"

TRAN4SDUCER: 1.5 Mgiz. 45 dog, shear
mode pulse-echo
irlaoency (ohz): 1.50 f number 9.5 %
stondo ff(hgt-foc len) C In) 0.250 Vel ( n/ 5.c) 105000
incident angle (dog)): 36.0 skee nl (deg)): 0DO.,fal bau angl in metal (dog: 6.0 bea entry diai) 0.25

PIATERIAL Pressure Vessel Uisr Ree- cltmateria1 velocity Cin/sec): s125000 cjre1fracted angle (deg): 44.4
thichn os... (in): 9.000

SAlIPLINC: Nea'r Surface only
saryi prid00s:120.00 number of points : 3 la

dopth (aong sound path) in oaterial to start sampling (in): 0.0
window (us) 4.76 to 46.92 s top s ampling (in): 2.770 "

SCANI: half wavelength In X and V
scan direction (deg): 0
bnit pos primary aois (in)): 491.3_ fina: 477.17:ni t pos secondary axis (in): .-1.5 f.inal: 0.7
step size: scan.inc anes (n): 0.40 0.040

scan ,I nc length (In): 2.200. 2.20 e~: a-ocans: 3136
FItE STATISTICS ...... 0i: 0 mao: 228 on:18.4 ............. type: END .

<APtOT> This is a confirmation call for ns5_9. B Scan End Vlevv

Figure A.lle - Volumetric indication #2 in the near surface weidment: mode 7
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~~. .:: 0 ...2 .in . 2 . p.. t ..

scan-ca dEendo Vdie,

step ~ :004 sie cn cae I) .4052 0.04

0%oil"B-Scan view tn

I APLOTS tis i aniEt o cl oAfe sO
letClete:0/6931:32

Figure A. hf - Volumericesindication/9 #0D424ih ersrac edetmd
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Planar Indications in the Near SurfaceHIAZ

Figures A. 12a-c show planar indication #I in the near surface HAZ. This planar indication has a through-wall extent of
3 mm. based on wave packet width. Detections were made in modes 2, 3, and 5 where it had isolated TOF shape at depths
of 13 to 14 mm. There is good evidence of coin shape in the end view of mode 2. The indication is characterized as
planar based on the coin shape in mode 2. The length is 2 mm and was made to LOS in mode 2. The width is 10 mm and
was made to LOS in mode 3. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 5 giving an orientation along the weld.
The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 88 to 25. With X coordinates of 11 to 18 mm, the indication
is probably in the HAZ. The Z coordinate of 13 to 14 mm shows that the indication is below the cladding by at least 4 to
5 mm.
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Figure A.12a - Planar indication #1 in the near surface HAZ: mode 3
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Figure A. 12b - Planar indication #1 in the near surface HAZ: mode 2
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Volumetric Indications in the Near Surface HAZ

Figures A. 13a-b show volumetric indication #1 in the near surface HAZ. This volumetric indication has a through-wall
extent of 7 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 6 where it had isolated TOF and possibly
cloud-like shapes at a depth of 20 mm. There was a confirmation in mode 5 at a depth of 20 mm. The indication is
characterized as volumetric based on detection in orgothonal miodes. There is no evidence of coin shape in the end views.
The length is 7 mm and was made to LOS in mode 6. The width is 13 mm and was made to LOS in mode 5. The range
of aspect ratios (width/depth) of this indication is 1.8 to 2.6. The maximum amnplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 118 to 25.
With X coordinates of 6 to 17 mm, the indication is in the HAZ, possibly in the weld. With a Z coordinate of 20 mm, the
indication is clearly below the cladding.
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Figure A.13a - Volumetric indication #1 in the near surface HAZ: mode 6
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Figures A. 14a-b show volumetric indication #2 in the near surface HAZ. This volumetric indication has a through-wall
extent of 3 mm. based on different depth estimates of 11 to 14 mm. The detection was made in mode 2 where it had
isolated TOF shape at a depth of 11 mm. There was a confirmation in mode 1 at a depth of 14 mm. The wave packet
width in mode 2 gave an alternate depth size of 2.5 mm. The indication is characterized as volumetric based on normal
beam detection. There is no evidence of coin shape in the end views. The length is 13 mm and was made to LOS in mode
2. The width is 8 mm. and was made to LOS in mode 1. The range of aspect ratios (length/depth) of this indication is 4 to
6 giving an orientation along the weld. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 71 to 20. With X
coordinates of -14 to -25 mm, the indication is in the HAZ, possibly in the base metal. With Z coordinates of 11 to
14 mm, the indication is below the cladding by at least 2 mm.
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Figure A.14a - Volumetric indication #2 in the near surface HAZ: mode 1
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Figure A. 14b - Volumetric indication #2 in the near surface HAZ: mode 2
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Planar Indications in the Near Surface Base Metal

Figure A. 15 shows planar indication #1 in the near surface base metal. This planar indication has a through-wall extent of
8 mm based on LOS in a cloud like shape, possibly 2.5 mm' based on wave packet width. The detection was made in
mode 8 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of 18 mm. There were no confirmations in other modes. The
indication is characterized as planar based on lack of normal beam detection. There is no evidence of coin shape in the
end view of mode 8. The length is 7 mm and was made to LOS in mode 8. The range of aspect ratios (length/depth) of
this indication is 0.7 to 2.8. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is low at 165 to 70. With an X coordinate of
122 mm, the indication is clearly in the base metal. With a Z coordinate of 18 mm, the indication is clearly below the
cladding.
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Figure A.15 - Planar indication #1 in the near surface base metal: mode 8
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Figure A. 16 shows planar indication #2 in the near surface base metal. This planar indication has a through-wall extent of
7.4 mm based on LOS in a cloud like shape, possibly 3.5 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in
mode 8 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of 20 mm. There were no confirmations in other modes. The
indication is characterized as planar based on lack of normal beam detection. There is no evidence of coin shape in the
end view of mode 8. The length is 13 mmn and was made to LOS in mode 8. The range of aspect ratios (length/depth) of
this indication is 1.8 to 4. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 190 to 35. With an X coordinate of 112 mm,
the indication is clearly in the base metal. With a Z coordinate of 20 mm, the indication is clearly below the cladding.
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Figure A.16 - Planar indication #2 in the near surface base metal: mode 8
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Figure A. 17 shows planar indication #3 in the near surface base metal. This planar indication has a through-wall extent of
4 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 2 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
15 mm. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of normal
beam detection. There is no evidence of coin shape in the end view of mode 2. The length is 12 mm and was made to
LOS in mode 2. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 3 giving an orientation along the weld. The maximum
amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 22 to 9. With an X coordinate of 122 mm, the indication is clearly in the
base metal. With a Z coordinate of 15 mm, the indication is clearly below the cladding.
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Figure A. 17 - Planar indication #3 in the near surface base metal: mode 2
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Figure A. 18 shows planar indication #4 in the near surface base metal. This planar indication has a through-wall extent of
4 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 2 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
11 nmu. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of normal
beam detection. There is no evidence of coin shape in the end view of mode 2. The length is 9 mm and was made to LOS
in mode 2. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 2 which is unusually low compared to the other indications
detected in this data set. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 25 to 5. With an X coordinate of -46 mm, the
indication is clearly in the base metal. With a Z coordinate of 11 mm, the indication is below the cladding by 2 mm.
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Figure A.18 - Planar indication #4 in the near surface base metal: mode 2
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Figure A. 19 shows planar indication #5 in the near surface base metal. This planar indication has a through-wall extent of
3.6 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 4 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
12 mm. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of normal
beam detection. There is good evidence of coin shape in the end view of modes 4. The length is 15 mm and was made
to LOS in mode 4. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 4 giving an orientation along the weld. The
maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is low at 19 to 9. With an X coordinate of -49 mm, the indication is clearly in the base
metal. With a Z coordinate of 12 mm, the indication is below the cladding by 3 mm.
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Figure A. 19 - Planar indication #5 in the near surface base metal: mode 4
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Figures A.20a-c show planar indication #6 in the near surface base metal. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 3.5 mmn based on wave packet width. The detections were made in modes 3 and 5 where it had isolated TOF shape at
depths of 13 and 16 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There was a confirmation in mode 1 at a depth of
14 mmn. The different Z values 13 to 16 mmn give an alternate depth size of 3 mm. There is good evidence of coin shape
in the end view of mode 3. The indication is characterized as planar based on the coin shape in mode 3. The length is
12 mm and was made to LOS in mode 1. The width is 20 mm. and was made to LOS in mode 3. The aspect ratio
(width/depth) of this indication is 6 which tends to confirm planar orientation. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is
of medium range at 29 to 10. With an X coordinate of -29 mim, the indication is clearly in the base metal. With a Z coor-
dinate of 13 mmn, the indication is below the cladding by 4 mm.
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Figure A.20a - Planar indication #6 in the near surface base metal: mode 1
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Figure A.20b - Planar indication #6 in the near surface base metal: mo ,de 3
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Figure A.20c - Planar indication #6 in the near surface base metal: mode 5
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Figure A.21 shows planar indication #7 in the near surface base metal. This planar indication has a through-wall extent of
3 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 4 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
13 mm. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of normal
beam detection. There is no evidence of coin shape in the end view of mode 4. The length is 9 mm and was made to LOS
in mode 4. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 3 giving an orientation along the weld. The maximum
amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 22 to 7. With an X coordinate of 32 mm, the indication is clearly in the
base metal. With a Z coordinate of 13 mm, the indication is below the cladding by 4 mm.
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Figure A.21 - Planar indication #7 in the near surface base metal: mode 4
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Figure A.22 shows planar indication #8 in the near surface base metal. This planar indication has a through-wall extent of
2.5 mn based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 3 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
15 mm. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of normal
beam detection, There is no evidence of coin shape in the side view of mode 3. The width is 11 mm and was made to
LOS in mode 3. The aspect ratio (width/depth) of this indication is 4 giving an orientation across the weld. The
maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is low at 14 to 7. With an X coordinate of -100 mm., the indication is clearly in the
base metal. With a Z coordinate of 15 mm, the indication is clearly below the cladding.
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Figure A.22 - Planar indication #8 in the near surface base metal: mode 3
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Figure A.23 shows planar indication #9 in the near surface base metal. This planar indication has a through-wall extent of
2.5 mm. based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 3 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
17 mm. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of normal
beam detection. There is no evidence of coin shape in the side view of mode 3. The width is 7 mm and was made to LOS
in mode 3. The aspect ratio (width/depth) of this indication is 2.8 giving an orientation across the weld. The maximum
amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 27 to 7. With an X coordinate of -102 mm, the indication is clearly in the
base metal. With a Z coordinate of 17 mm, the indication is clearly below the cladding.
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Figure A.23 - Planar indication #9 in the near surface base metal: mode 3
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Figure A.24 shows planar indication #10 in the near surface base metal. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 2.5 mmn based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 2 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
13 mm. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of normal
beam detection. There is no evidence of coin shape in the end view of modes 2. The length is 7 mm and was made to
LOS in mode 2. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 2.8 giving an orientation along the weld. The maxi-
mum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 24 to 10. With an X coordinate of -18 mm, the indication is in the
base metal, possibly in the HAZ. With a Z coordinate of 13 mm, the indication is below the cladding by 4 mm.
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Figure A.24 - Planar indication #10 in the near surface base metal: mode 2
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Figure A. 25 shows planar indication #11 in the near surface base metal. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 2.5 mm. based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 4 where it had isolated TOE shape at a depth of
15 mm. The TOF shape may be artificial do to the limits of the scanning aperture; the shape quality is poor for this
indication. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of
normal beam detection. There is no evidence of coin shape in the end view of mode 4. The length is 15 mm. and was
made to LOS in mode 4. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 6 giving an orientation along the weld. The
maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 15 to 6. With an X coordinate of 20 mmn, the indication is in the
base metal. With a Z coordinate of 15 mm, the indication is clearly below the cladding.
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Figure A.25 - Planar indication #11 in the near surface base metal: mode 4
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Figure A.26 shows planar indication #12 in the near surface base metal. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 2.5 mm. based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 8 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
19 mm. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of normal
beam detection. There is some evidence of coin shape in the end view of mode 8. The length is 11 mm and was made to
LOS in mode 8. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 4 giving an orientation along the weld. The maximum
amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 216 to 45. With an X coordinate of 113 mm, the indication is clearly in the base metal.
With a Z coordinate of 19 mm, the indication is clearly below the cladding.
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Figure A.26 - Planar indication #12 in the near surface base metal: mode 8
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Figure A.27 shows planar indication #13 in the near surface base metal. .This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 2.3 mm based on wave packet width, possibly 1.6 mm based on ring around pattern. The detection was made in mode
8 where it displayed TOF shape at a depth of 14 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There were no confir-
mations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of normal beam detection. There is no
evidence of coin shape in the end view of mode 8. The length is 10 mm. and was made to LOS in mode 8. The aspect
ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 6 giving an orientation along the weld. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is
of medium range at 154 to 50. With an X coordinate of 142 mm, the indication is clearly in the base metal. With a Z
coordinate of 14 mm, the indication is clearly below the cladding.
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Figure A.27 - Planar indication #13 in the near surface base metal: mode 8
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Figure A.28 shows planar indication #14 in the near surface base metal. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 2.3 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 8 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
20 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is
characterized as planar based on lack of normal beam detection. There is some evidence of coin shape in the end view of
mode 8. The length is 10 mm. and was made to LOS in mode 8. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is
4 giving an orientation along the weld. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 143 to 45. With an
X coordinate of 43 mim, the indication is clearly in the base metal. With a Z coordinate of 20 mm, the indication is clearly
below the cladding.
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Figure A.28 - Planar indication #14 in the near surface base metal: mode 8
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Figure A.29 shows planar indication #15 in the near surface base metal. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 2.3 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 2 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
17 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is
characterized as planar based on lack of normal beam detection. There is no evidence of coin shape in the end view of
mode 2. The length is 14 mm and was made to LOS in mode 2. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is
6 giving an orientation along the weld. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 16 to 7. With an X
coordinate of -30 mm, the indication is clearly in the base metal. With a Z coordinate of 17 mm, the indication is clearly
below the cladding.
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Figure A.29 - Planar indication #15 in the near surface base metal: mode 2
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Figure A.30 shows planar indication #16 in the near surface base metal. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 2.3 mmn based on wave packet width. The detection wasnmade in mode 3 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
18 mm. The TOF shape may be artificial because of the limits of the scanning aperture; the shape quality is fair for this
indication. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of
normal beam detection. There is no evidence of coin shape in the end view of mode 3. The width is 7 mm. and was made
to LOS in mode 3. The aspect ratio (width/depth) of this indication is 3 giving an orientation across the weld. The
maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is low at 12 to 6. With an X coordinate of -104 mm, the indication is clearly in the
base metal. With a Z coordinate of 18 mm, the indication is clearly below the cladding.
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Figure A.30 - Planar indication #16 in the near surface base metal: mode 3
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Figure A.3 1 shows planar indication #17 in the near surface base metal. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 2.3 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 8 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
20 mm. The shape quality is poor for this indication. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is
characterized as planar based on lack of normal beam detection. There is no evidence of coin shape in the end view of
mode 8. The length is 8 mm and was made to LOS in mode 8. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is
3 giving an orientation along the weld. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 130 to 50. With an
X coordinate of 46 mm, the indication is clearly in the base metal. With a Z coordinate of 20 mm the indication is clearly
below the cladding.
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Figure A.31 - Planar indication #17 in the near surface base metal: mode 8
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Figure A.32 shows planar indication #18 in the near surface base metal. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 2 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 7 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
22 mm. The shape quality is fair for this indication. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is
characterized as planar based on lack of normal beam detection. There is no evidence of coin shape in the side view of
mode 7. The width is I1I mm and was made to LOS in mode 7. The aspect ratio (width/depth) of this indication is
6 giving an orientation across the weld. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 85 to 30. With an
X coordinate of 39 mm, the indication is clearly in the base metal. The Z coordinate of 22 mmn shows that the indication is
below the cladding.
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Figure A.32 - Planar indication #18 in the near surface base metal: mode 7
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Figure A.33 shows planar indication #19 in the near surface base metal. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 2 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 7 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
25 mm. The shape quality for this indication is poor and broken up, implying that more than one small flaw may be
present There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of normal,
beam detection or detection of orthogonal modes. There is no evidence of coin shape in the side view of mode 7. The
width is 16 mm. and was made to LOS in mode 7. The aspect ratio (width/depth) of this indication is 8 which tends to
confirm more than one small flaw. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 91 to 40. With an X
coordinate of 106 mmr, the indication is clearly in the base metal. With a Z coordinate of 25 mm, the indication is clearly
below the cladding.
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Figure A.33 - Planar indication #19 in the near surface base metal: mode 7
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Figure A.34 shows planar indication #20 in the near surface base metal. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 2 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 3 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
12 mm. The shape quality is fair for this indication. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is
characterized as planar based on lack of detection in normal beam or orthogonal modes. There is no evidence of coin
shape in the side view of mode 3. The width is 8 mm. and was made to LOS in mode 3. The aspect ratio (width/depth) of
this indication is 4 giving an orientation across the weld. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at
24 to 8. With an X coordinate of 81 mm, the indication is clearly in the base metal. With a Z coordinate of 12 mm, the
indication is below the cladding by 3 mm.
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Figure A.34 - Planar indication #20 in the near surface base metal: mode 3
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Figures A.35a-b show planar indication #21 in the near surface base metal. This planar indication has a through-wall
extent of 1.5 mm based on wave packet width. The detections were made in modes 2 and 4 where they had isolated TOF
shape at a depth of 8 mm. The TOF shape quality for this indication is fair. The indication is characterized as planar
based on lack of normal beam detection. There is good evidence of coin shape in the end view of mode 4. The length is
8 mm. and was made to LOS in mode 4. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 5 giving an orientation along
the weld. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 143 to 25. With an X coordinate of -24 mm, the indication is
clearly in the base metal. The Z coordinate of 8 mm shows that the indication is in the base metal, possibly in the
cladding.-
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Figure A.35a - Planar indication #21 in the near surface base metal: mode 2
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Figure A.35b - Planar indication #21 in the near surface base metal: mode 4
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Volumetric Indications in the Near Surface Base Metal

Figures A.36a-b show volumetric indication #1 in the near surface base metal. This volumetric indication has a through-
wall extent of 6 mmn based LOS in a cloud like pattern. The detection was made in mode 9 where it failed to display TOF
shape but looked more cloud like in nature at a depth of 20 mm. There was a confirmation in mode 1 at a depth of
19 mm. The indication is characterized as volumetric based on normal beam detection. There is no evidence of coin
shape in the side view of mode 9. The length is 6 mm and was made to LOS in mode 1. The width is 7 mm and was
made to LOS in mode 9. The aspect ratio (width/depth) of this indication is 1.2, and the length-to-depth ratio is 1.0. The
maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is low at 88 to 40. With an X coordinate of 28 mm, the indication is clearly in the base
metal. With a Z coordinate of 20 mm, the indication is clearly below the cladding.
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Figure A.36a - Volumetric indication #1 in the near surface base metal: mode 1
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Figure A.36b - Volumetric indication #1 in the near surface base metal: mode 9
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Figures A.37a-b show volumetric indication #2 in the near surface base metal. This volumetric indication has a through-
wall extent of 3 mm. based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 2 where it had isolated TOF shape at a
depth of 20 mm. The shape quality is poor for this indication. There was a confirmation in mode 3 at a depth of 18 mm.
The different Z values 18 to 20 give an alternate depth size of 2 mm. The indication is characterized as volumetric based
on detection in orthogonal modes. There is no evidence of coin shape in the end view of mode 2 and side view of mode 3.
The length is 13 mm and was made to LOS mode 2. The width is 7 mm and was made to LOS in mode 3. The aspect
ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 4 giving an orientation along the weld. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is
of medium range at 8 to 3. With an X coordinate of 79 mm, the indication is clearly in the base metal. With a Z coordi-
nate of 18 mm, the indication is clearly below the cladding.
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Figure A.37a - Volumetric indication #2 in the near surface base metal: mode 2
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Figure A.37b - Volumetric indication #2 in the near surface base metal: mode 3
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Figure A.38 shows volumetric indication #3 in the near surface base metal. This volumetric indication has a through-wall
extent of 2.5 mm based on ring around pattern. The detection was made in mode 7 where it displayed a pair of TOF
shapes at a depth of 20 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There were no confirmations in other modes.
The indication is characterized as volumetric based on the detection of ring around shape. There is no evidence of coin
shape in the side view of mode 7. The width is 12ýmm and was made to LOS in mode 7. The aspect ratio (width/depth)
of this indication is 5 giving an orientation across the weld. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 100 to 25.
With an X coordinate of 71 mm, the indication is clearly in the base metal. With a Z coordinate of 20 mm, the indication
is clearly below the cladding.
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Figure A.38 - Volumetric indication #3 in the near surface base metal: mode 7
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Appendix A

Figures A.39a-b show volumnetric indication #4 in the near surface base metal. This volumetric indication has a through-
wall extent of 2.3 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 5 where it had isolated TOF shape at
a depth of 16 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There was a confirmation in mode 2 at a depth of
16 mm. The two Z values of 16 mm give an alternate depth size of less than 1.5 mm. The indication is characterized as
volumnetric based on detection in orthogonal modes. There is no evidence of coin shape in the end view of mode 2 and side
view of mode 5. The length is 12 mm and was made to LOS in mode 2. The width is 12 mm and was made to LOS in
mode 5. The range of aspect ratios (length/depth) of this indication is 5 to 8. With an X coordinate of -64 mmn, the
indication is clearly in the base metal. With a Z coordinate of 16 mm, the indication is clearly below the cladding.
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Figure A.39a - Volumetric indication #4 in the near surface base metal: mode 2
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ýAPLOTI

~Lt n HEAD Collected: 05/05/83 16:08:25
Processed: 02/21/95 18:14:44

TRANSDUCER: 2 M1-z. Dual Element. 70 deg
mode :PuIlse-ec'ho
f reec (.hz): Z 003 f nomber 4 48
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I ncident angle Cdeg):-24.i s ke :ngie (dog) 0
f"i 'e" angle in metal (deg); 12.0 bea ntry dia.(in): 0.125

MATERIAL : Pressure. Vessel User Re~searth Facil itymateril 1elc Cty (Inse): 25000 refracted angle (deg):-66.0
thickness... (in): 0 .00

SAMPVLING: Near Surface only
sample period (ns):550.00 number o~f oits : 45
dpth (along sound path) in material to start saming (in): 0.000

w indo w (us): 0.52 to 30.16 stop sampling (in): 3.000
SCAN : hal f wavelength in 0 and Y
s can dire ction ( doeg): 0
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mi nt pus secon dary .isi (in) : -4.5 final: 4.5
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s can .inc length (in): 9.000: 9.000 ac-scans: 228013
FILE STATIST ICS . m.....:n 0 max. SI avg: 4.g..............type: ENV

'APLOT, Th is is flue ns55.15. Origina.l D1-%. hut measuremen was slightly off.
This fl.e has a oz-g and meaureda a eae packet.

Figure A.39b - Volumetric indication #4 in the near surface base metal: mode 5
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Figures A.40a-b show volumetric indication #5 in the near surface base metal. This volumnetric indication has a through-
wall extent of 2 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 4 where it had isolated TOF shape at a
depth of 11 mmn. The shape quality is poor but not unusual for a shallow indication. There was a confirmation in mode 10
at a depth of 12 num. The different Z values 10 to I1I mm give an alternate depth size of 1 mm. The indication is charac-
terized as volumetric based on normal beam detection. There is no evidence of coin shape in the end view of mode 4.
The length is 9 mm and was made to LOS in mode 4. The width is 5 mm and was made to LOS in mode 10. The aspect
ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 4 giving an orientation along the weld. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is
high at 99 to 20. With an X coordinate of 26 mm, the indication is clearly in the base metal. With a Z coordinate of 10 to
11 mm, the indication is below the cladding by 1 to 2 mm.

SAPLOT, HEAD
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Figure A.40-a - Volumetric indication #5 in the near surface base metal: mode 10
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Figure A.40b - Volumetric indication #5 in the near surface base metal: mode 4
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Figures A.4a-b show volumetric indication #6 in the near surface base metal. This volumetric indication has a through-wall
extent of 2 mm based on different depth estimates, and an alternate size of 1 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was
made in modes I and 7 where it had isolated TOF shape at depths of 17 and 19 mm. The shape quality is poor for this indication.
There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as volumetric based on normal beam detection.
There is no evidence of coin shape in the side view of mode 7. The length is 5 mm and was made to LOS in mode 1. The width
is 10 mm and was made to LOS in mode 7. The range of aspect ratios (width/depth) of this indication is 3 to 10. the maximum
amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 119 to 30. With an X coordinate of 34 mm, the indication is clearly in t he base
metal. With a Z coordinate of 17 mm, the indication is clearly below the cladding.

Processed: 04/24/94 13:1
5:40
TRANSDUCER: 4 Molz. Dual Element, Mortal Beam
mode0 puise-echo
fregueny (mhz): 4.00 f number 4.8
St and.off(hgt=f., Ian) ( in ): 0.390 Y .l ( In/ ..). 105000
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ma terial Yelocity (Isnsec): 235000 refr acted angle (deg): 0.0
thi ckne ss ... (in): 9.B000

SAdIPLINC: Near Surface only
sampl period Cns):120.00 somber of points ; 71
depth (long sound path) in eaterial to start saxepinlg (is): 0.000
w inda. (us): 7.42 to 15.02 stop samplIng (in): 1.000

StAN: half wav elength I n X and V
scan direction (deg): 0
mInt P05 pri ma ry aai S (In): -4.5 final: 4.5
init DOS Secondary axis (n): 56.0 final: 47.0

s tep isizea: S can, Inc anas (in): 9.030, 0.030-s a :90 1
scan lnc length (in): 9.9000, 9.099 Na-sas 90
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(APLOT' This is flue 0s4-27,,,p-.D4 and eas zeasored from the 4s7.56 file
is which t his flue ]o aSo deatected.

Figure A.41a - Volumetric indication #6 in the near surface base metal: model 1
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Figure A.41b - Volumetric indication #6 in the near surface base metal: mode 7
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Figure A.42 shows volumetric indication #7 in the near surface base metal. This volumetric indication has a through-wall
extent of 1.6 min based on ring around pattern. The detection was made in mode 8 where it displayed a pair of TOF
shapes at a depth of 19 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There were no confirmations in other modes.
The indication is characterized as volumetric based on the detection of ring around shape. There is no evidence of coin
shape in the end view of mode 8. The length is 8 mm and was made to LOS in mode 8. The aspect ratio (width/depth) of
this indication is 5 giving an orientation along the weld. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 195 to 45. With
an X coordinate of 123 mm, the indication is clearly in the base metal. With a Z coordinate of 19 mm, the indication is
clearly below the cladding.
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Figure A.42 - Volumetric indication #7 in the near surface base metal: mode 8
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Figure A.43 shows volumetric indication #8 in the near surface base metal. This volumetric indication has a through-wall
extent of 1.6 mmn based on ring around pattern. The detection was made in mode 8 where it displayed a pair of TOF
shapes at a depth of 14 mm. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as volumetric
based on the detection of ring around shape. There is some evidence of coin shape in the end view of mode 8. The length
is 12 mmn and was made to LOS in mode 8. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 3 giving an orientation
along the weld. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 148 to 40. With an X coordinate of
145 mm, the indication is clearly in the base metal. With a Z coordinate of 14 mm, the indication is clearly below the
cladding.

x:x,
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Figure A.43 - Volumetric indication #8 in the near surface base metal: mode 8
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Figures A.44a-c show volumetric indication #10 in the near surface base metal. (Note: volumetric indication #9 in the
near surface base metal was merged with volumetric indication #7). This volumetric indication has a through-wall extent
of 1.5 mm based on wave packet width. Detections were made in modes 1 and 2. It had isolated TOF shape in mode 2 at
a depth of 11 mm, and normal beam shape in mode 1 at 10 mm. The shape quality is poor but not unusual for a shallow
indication. There were confirmations in modes 3 and 4 at a depth of 11 mm. The different Z values 10 to 11 mm give an
alternate depth size of 1 mm. The indication is characterized as volumetric based on normal beam detection. There is
good evidence of coin shape in the end view of mode 2 which tends to characterize the indication as volumetric. The
length is 11 mm and was made to LOS in mode 2. The width is 11 mm and was made to LOS in mode 3. The aspect
ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 7 and the width-to-depth ratio is also 7 which tends to confirm volumetric orien-
tation. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 212 to 25. With an X coordinate of 79 mm, the indication is
clearly in the base metal. With a Z coordinate of 10 mm, the indication is below the cladding, and possibly connected to
it.

1yA LOT,
cyPL0T> Head
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Figure A.44a - Volumetric indication #10 in the near surface base metal: mode 1
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Figure A.44b - Volumetric indication #10 in the near surface base metal: mode 2
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Figure A.44c - Volumetric indication #10 in the near surface base metal: mode 3
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Figures A.45a-b show volumetric indication #11 in the near surface base metal. This volumetric indication has a through-
wall extent of less than 1.5 mm. based on a bright indication without TOF shape at depth of less than 10 mm. The
detection was made in modes 1 and 2 where the bright, shallow indication failed to take shape at depths of 8 and 9 mm.
There were no confirmations in other modes. The different Z values 8 to 9 give an alternate depth size of 1 mm. The
indication is characterized as volumetric based on normal beam detection. There is no evidence of coin shape in the end
view of mode 2. The length is 10 mm and was made to LOS in mode 2. The width is 7 mm. and was made to LOS in
mode 1. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 7 giving an orientation along the weld. The maximum
amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 102 to 25. With an X coordinate of 24 mm, the indication is clearly in the base metal.
The Z coordinate of 8 to 9 mm. shows that the indication is below the cladding, and possibly connected to it.
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Figure A.45a - Volumetric indication #11 in the near surface base metal: mode 2
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Figure A.45b - Volumetric indication #11 in the near surface base metal: mode 1
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Planar Indications in the Cladding

Figure A.46 shows planar indication #1 in the cladding. This planar indication has a through-wall extent of less than
1.5 mm based on an indication without TOF shape at the clad to base metal interface. The detection was made in mode 2
where it lost TOF shape but remained brighter than 95 counts at a depth of 6 mm. There were no confirmations in other
modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of detection in normal beam or orthogonal modes. There
is no evidence of coin shape in the end view of mode 2. The length is 14 mm and was made to LOS in mode 2. The
aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 9. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 130 to 30. The Z coor-
dinate of 6 mm shows that the indication is in the clad-to-base metal interface.
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Figure A.46 - Planar indication #1 in the cladding: mode 2
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Figures A.47a-b show planar indication #2 in the cladding. This planar indication has a through-wall extent of less than
1.5 mmn based on an indication without TOF shape at the clad to base metal interface. The detection was made in modes
3 and 5 where it lost TOF shape but remained brighter than 95 counts at depths of 6 and 7 mim. There were no
confirmations in other modes. The two Z values of 6 to 7 mm give an alternate depth size of 1 mm. The indication is
characterized as planar based on lack of detection in normal beam or orthogonal modes. There is no evidence of coin
shape in the side view of modes 3 and 5. The width is 7 mm and was made to LOS in modes 3 and 5. The aspect ratio
(width/depth) of this indication is 5. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 170 to 30. The Z coordinate of 6 to
7 mm shows that the indication is in the clad-to-base metal interface.
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Figure A.47a - Planar indication #2 in the cladding: mode 3
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Figure A.47b - Planar indication #2 in the cladding: mode 5
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Figure A.48 shows planar indication #3 in the cladding. This planar indication has a through-wall extent of less than
1.5 mmn based on an indication without TOF shape at the clad to base metal interface. The detection was made in mode 2
where it failed to display TOF shape but remained brighte r than 95 counts at a depth of 6 mm. There were no confir-
mations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of detection in normal beam or orthogonal
modes. There is no evidence of coin shape in the end view of mode 2. The length is 8 mm and was made to LOS in mode
2. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 5 giving an orientation along the weld. The maximum amplitude-to-
noise ratio is of medium range at 97 to 30. The Z coordinate of 6 mm shows that the indication is in the clad-to-base metal
interface. The X coordinate of 9 mm shows that the indication is over the weld.
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Figure A-48. Planar indication #3 in the cladding: mode 2
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Figure A.49 shows planar in *dication #4 in the cladding. This planar indication has a through-wall extent of less than
1.5 mm. based on an indication without TOF shape at the clad to base metal interface. The detection was made in mode 3
where it displayed evidence of coin shape at a depth of 6 mm. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indi-
cation is characterized as planar based on lack of detection in normal beam or orthogonal modes. There is good evidence
of coin shape in the side view of mode 3 which tends to confirm the indication as planar. The width is 16 mm. and was
made to LOS in mode 3. The aspect ratio (width/depth) of this indication is I11 which tends to indicate a larger through-
wall extent than 1.5 mm. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 83 to 15. The Z coordinate of 6 mm shows
that the indication is in the clad-to-base metal interface. The X coordinate of 14 mm shows that the indication is over the
HAZ.
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Figure A.49 - Planar indication #4 in the cladding: mode 3
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Volumetric Indications in the Cladding

Figures A.50a-b show volumnetric indication #1 in the cladding. This volumetric indication has a through-wall extent of
3 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 2 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
7 mmn. The shape quality is good for this indication. There was a confirmation in mode 3 at a depth of 8 mm. The
different Z values of 7 to 8 mm. give an alternate depth size of 1 mm. The indication is characterized as volumetric based
on detection in orthogonal modes. There is some evidence of coin shape in the end view of mode 2. The length is 12 mm.
and was made to LOS in mode 2. The width is 10 mm and was made to LOS in mode 3. The range of aspect ratios
(length/depth) of this indication is 4 to 12 which tends to confirm the larger through-wall extent. The maximum
amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 162 to 20. The Z coordinate of 7 to 8 mm shows that the indication is in the clad-to-
base metal interface. The X coordinate of -36 mm shows that the indication is over the base metal.
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Figure A.50a - Volumetric indication #1 in the cladding: mode 2
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Figure A.S0b - Volumetric indication #1 in the cladding: mode 3
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Figures A .51 a-d show volumetric indication #2 in the cladding. This volumetric indication has a through-wall extent of
3 mm based on different depth estimates of 5 to 8 mmn and a smaller size of 2.3 mmn based on wave packet width. The
detection was made in modes 2 and 5 where it had isolated TOF shape at depths of 5 and 6 mm. The shape quality is poor
but not unusual for a shallo w indication and is broken up indicating that more than one small flaw is present. There were
confirmations in modes 1 and 3 at depths of 6 and 8 mm. The indication is characterized as volumetric based on normal
beam detection. There is no evidence of coin shape in the end view of modes 2, the side view of mode 3, and the side
view of mode 5. The length is 11 imm and was made to LOS in mode 2. The width is 12 mm and was made to LOS in
mode 5. The aspect ratio (width/depth) of this indication is 5 and the length-to-depth ratio is 5 which tends to confirm
volumetric orientation. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 92 to 30. The Z coordinates of 5 to
8 mmn show that the indication is in the clad-to-base metal interface. The X coordinate of 15 mmn shows that the indication
is over the fIAZ.
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Figure A.51a - Volumetric indication #2 in the cladding: mode 3
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Figure A.Slc - Volumetric indication #2 in the cladding: mode 1
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Init pos scndr anis (In) 48060 .0 final: 479.0
s te8p si .e: can. inca axs (in) 0.0600.0
scan. Inc legh' (in):: 9.000 9.000 "a- scans: 22801

FILE STATISTIC S....... n: 0 can: OP cog: 5.3 ............. type: ENV

rAytOT, Thi is an :s-...3 D0012. and as .. easored from the 5s3..488 film, in
w hich this flaew wa Is also od.
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B - Scan Side View
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Scale - 0.10(in)

Figure A.Sld - Volumetric indication #2 in the cladding: mode 2
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Figures A.52a-c show volumetric indication #3 in the cladding. This planar indication has a through-wall extent of 2 mmn
based on different depth estimates and less than 1.5 mmn based on a coin shaped indication at the clad to base metal inter-
face. The detection was made in mode 3 where it displayed coin shape at a depth of 6 mm. There were confirmations in
modes 1 and 5 at depths of 6 and 8 mm. The different Z values of 6 to 8 mmn give an alternate depth size of 2 mm. The
indication is characterized as volumetric based on normal beam detection. There is good evidence of coin shape in the side
view of mode 3. The length is 6 mmn and was made to LOS in mode 1. The width is 18 mmn and was made to LOS in
mode 1. The range of aspect ratios (width/depth) of this indication is 9 to 12. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of
medium. range at 83 to 25. The Z coordinate of 6 to 8 mmn shows that the indication is in the clad-to-base metal interface.
The X coordinate of 18 mmn shows that the indication is over the base metal.

TRANSDUCER: 4 M~z. Dual Element. Normal Oeam

so'se pulse-echo
f reqe (ahz): 4.00 f number 4.8
stondpff~hgt-.fc len) (in): 0.390 ao (n/sc : 5000incident angle (deg): 0.0 ske, 1nl (deg): 0
full beam angle in metal (deg): 12.0 beam entry dla.0n): 0.125

MSATERIAL: Pressure Vessel User Research Fad' i ty
%a te rial Iveloci ty Uinsed: 235000 refracted angle (deg): 0.0
th ickness.. (in): g.000

SAMPLINC: Near Surface only
sample period (n:):120.00 number of paints : 7
depth (a long so und path) in material to start samlilng (in): 0.000

,window (as): 7.42 to 15.82 s top sampling (in): 1.000
SCAN : hal f wavelength in X andY
scan direction (deg): 0
mint pus primary axis (in): -4.5 final: 4.5
ioit pos secondary axis (in): 479.0 final: 470.0
step size: scan.lnc axes (in): 0.030, 0.030
scan~lnc length (in): 9.000, 9.000 #a-ocans: 90601
FILE STATISTICS..... min: 0 max: 138 ang: 1.4 ............. type: ENV

(APLOTn This is a confirmation call for flue 55S5.5

0o

Figure A.52a - Volumetric indication #3 in the cladding: mode 1
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(APLOTO HEAD
tes t Collected: 05/06/93 1S:05:29

Processed: 12/21/33 09:01019
TRANISDUCER: 2 lila. Dual Element. 70 deg.L

dod pule-echo
frqeny(shz):: 2'.00 f number 4.0

standoff(hgt-foc Ion) (in): 0.290 Yel (In/sac) 105000
I nc ident angle (deg): 24.1 skew angle (deg):0
full beam angle in metal (deg): 12.0 beam entry dio. in): 0.125

MUATERIAL: Pressure Vessel User Research Facility .
materil a)velocity (in/sac): 235000 refracted angle (deg): 66.0
thickness... Sufae inl(1): 9.000

SAMPLING: near Sraeol
saeple period (ns):S60.00 numberopits : 4
depth (along sound path) In material to str sato " Ing (in): 0.000
windoe (us): 5.52 to 30.16 stop samp log (in): 3.000

SCAN: balf wavelength in 0 und
scan direction (deg): 0
init pos prieary axis (in): 482.6 final: 471.0
bnit pos secondary axis (in): -4.5 final: 4.5
step slze: scan.inc oxes (in): 0.060. 0.060
scanioc length (in): 3.000, 9.000 ga-scans: 22001
FILE STATISTICS .... i.mn: 0 max: 163 avg: 4.? ............ type: ENiV

(APIOT> This Is flaw nss..5. 0l*.13 and was measured as a wave packet.
0

Figure A.52b - Volumetric indication #3 in the cladding: mode 3
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TR~ANSDUCER: 2 Miz. Dual Element,: 70 dog.,
mode pI lse-chfree'eany (m hz): 2.00 f number 4.0
stondoff(hgt-foc )on) (in): 0.290 vel (tn/sac) 105000
Inc ident angl (deg):-24.l lskew angle (dog): 0
foil bea angi In metalU(dog):.12.0 beam entry dia. (In): 0.125

ISATERI~aL:Pessure Vasa User Research Facili tymaterial velocity (in/nec): 235000 refracted angle (dog):-66.0
thickness... (in): 9.000

SAMPL INc C:eaSrfaeol
sample pertod (ns):560.00 number of pointsI 45
depth (niog sound path) to matarial to start apln (in): 0.00window (us)? 5.52 tn 30.1 stop sampling (in):: 300

SCAN: holy wave length in X andY
scan direction (dog): 0

totE p0s primary eatis (to): 480.0 final: 471.0
n iE ass secondary cois (in): -4.5 final: 4.5
stoIp siza: scan~lnc ones (in): 0.060, 0.060-sa:280
scan Inc length (in): 9.000. 9.000 00sans 20
FILE STATISTICS ...... i: 0 moo: 170 ong: 4.6 ............. type: ENV

(A~t0To This Is flaw nsS-5. DZ-.12 cod was macsurod from the 503.480 file.n .............

Figure A.52c - Volumetric indication #3 in the cladding: mode 5
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Figures A.53a-d show volumetric indication #4 in the cladding. This volumetric indication has a through-wall extent of
2 mmn based on different depth estimates of 7 to 9 mmn and less than 1.5 mmn based on an indication without TOF shape at
the clad to base metal interface. The detection was made in modes 1 and 4 where it failed to display TOF shape but
remained brighter than 95 counts at depths of 7 and 8 mm. There was a confirmation in mode 3 at a depth of 9 mm. The
indication is characterized as volumetric based on normal beam detection. There is no evidence of coin shape in the side
view of mode 3 and end view of mode 4. The length is 16 mmn and was made to LOS in mode 4. The width is 8 mmn and
was made to LOS in mode 3. The range of aspect ratios (width/depth) of this indication is 9 to 11. The maximum
amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 210 to 20. The Z coordinate of 7 to 9 mmn shows that this indication is in the clad-to-
base metal interface. The X coordinate of 98 mmn shows that the indication is over the base metal.

rAPLTor Head
tes t Collected: 05/06/93 15:29:38

Processed: 04/03/94 19:15:17
TRANSDUCER: 4 liz. Dual Element, Normal feat
mrode poise-cho
f regoency (.hW) 4.100 f number :4.8
st ando ff(hgt-foc )on) (in): 0.390 nel (in/sot) :105000
inc 1dent angle (deg): 0.0 ske, angle (deg); 0
foil beem anglIe in metalu(deg):.12.0 beam entry dia.(in): 0.125

MSATERIAL : Freslu re Vessel Us' er fesorh fac ilIty
eateria1 nelocity (in/set,): 235000 refracted angle (deg): 0.0
thi 'kne% ýSs... e nl (in); 9.000

sample peri1o0d ns2:e120.000 somber of points : 7
depth (aolng sound path) in materi al :to sart sampling (is): 0.000
.inrdo . (as ): 7.42 to 1.0.2 stp aomyp fg (in): 1.000

SCAN: half vaoelength in 0 andY
scan direc tioan ( deg9): 0mnit yos prim0ary aois (ifs): -4.5 final: 4.5
mnit Pos secondary anism (In)): 0.06 .final: -9.0
step size: scn. int e (i n): 0.000:.0 t 0tRtscanin scan lengt (in): 0.0.lt0 8-scans: 90601FILE STATISTICS ..... mis ; 0 man: 251 059: 1.0 .............tyye; ENV

(APLOla This Is flee ns4.3. 0?Z. 0 and was measured fro& the Is4_8 file.

. lpý

Figure A.53a - Volumetric indication #5 in the cladding: mode 1
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14

10

B - Scan Side Viewv C - Scan VI-w

X: 3.54-4.140n) ¶Ilpis
Y: 0.266. -0.334(in) Ilpls
Z: 0.000- 0.695(in) 27pis
Scale - 0.20(.n)

(APLOTS head
test Collected: 05/06/93 16:052

TR~o0UCEl: oIgic Dul Elnent 70 eg.Processed: 04/03/94 20:45:14

eade :pulse-echo 1
fr quoucy ahz): 2.00 I n eher 4 a .0

,tndoff(hgt-,foc Ien) (in): 0..90 v elu ( in/ Sec) 105000
Incident angl(d): 4. skew angle (de: 00

fulba. anl n tl(dog): 124.0 bee. entry 18n: 00.125
MATERIAL : Pressure Vessel User Researý c h .ecI ty
materl a, "elocity (in/sod): 235000 refracted angle (deg): 66.0
thickns.. (SIn) : 9. 000

SAJPLIRC: Nearý Surface only
dS:eple narl nd pt)I r ,, d (ns):560.00o n.. be, of poclots : 45

de3h(log1ond .ah In atril tostr sacol lg (iW: 0.0
wIndo (asl: 5.52 to 301 tps nylg (n: 3.000

SCAN: h alf oavelengths io X and V vS
S can dIre ct, on (deg):0
n~t p., Srlear, axis (in): 10.6. final: -1.0 -6Sa~dVe
nIt souderyas (in): -4.5 final: 4.58 ScnEdVe

Step slze: S ainc ones In:0.0600. 0.0axs00.
sc an lnc length (I): 9000. 000 eu-sc ans: 22001 ~X: 3.54-4.14(0n) Ilpls

POLE STATISTICS ...... lo: 0 man: 58 avg: 3.4 ............. type: ENV \i' Y: 0.206.-0,334(ln) Ilpts

(rPLiOT) This is a confirnratiun call for flue ns4..3. Scal *.D 0.620(10) 7t

Figure A.53b - Volumetric indication #4 in the cladding: mode 3
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8\1 10 IN ."IM

Cnlleoed: 0500/93 1049

X:acssd 34/03/4 2.84204)126

stnafhttclen) (n: 0.2 90 -0e5 (in /a) 1405000ca ve

thicn2ss (in): .0

OIAPLOlI: ea

sample eried cs):550.0 cache3a94pa:ts0;44

ninKdUC (as: 5~.5 toa 30.16nt sta sdy le9In: 3.0
sca dre ctian (dog: 200 ubr41
Si pe priar eals ((in): -7.1g f I Inal 4.5 0 0
Inid ens scnda ani (in: 4.0 fial -1.0 je,)

satep iasize:lscaniny anon (i): 0.5060. 0.060 edagl de)
tcaninck lengt (i.n): 9.000.900 iase:220

FI LESAISTC 0G man: 81rac on: 3........tpeEy

d~0 This Is fla soun d opath .In ?-at 12ias wast naar eda ina this) fl. Ti la -ca ie ln
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sAPLOT' READ
t est Collected: 05/08/93 1

P rocessed: 04/0 3/94
TRANSDUCER: 2 Milz. Dual Element. 70 deg. L
m odea pulIse-echo
f requency (eh): 2.00 fanue0bar.. : 4.
s tuodoffchgt-oc Ieon) (in):: 0 .290 v I (in/sc 105000
I ncident aogle (dog): 24.1 skew angle (dog): 0

full beam ageis metal (deg): 12.0 boam entry die. (is): 0.12S
MAERIA L: Prssu re Vessel User Res~earch.FacilItymaeriIa voloity (t/nec):c 2)5000 refracted angle Cdeg): 66.0

thickness... tin): 9.000
SAMPLING: Roar Surf ace only

sample period (ns):560.00 namber~of points : 45
deapth (along sound path ) is material to s tart suepling (is): 0.000
w isdomw (uS): 5 .52 t o 30.18 stop o ampl log (in): 3.000

SC AR: half wanelength in 0 sodY
5 can direction (dog): 0
, nIt pos pr Imary solo (in): 2.0 final: -9.0
Sni t pos se co ndary solo (in): -4.5 final: 4.5
5 tep sizea: s can~lsc cues ( in): 0.060. 0.000
jcan~inc l engt h (is ): 9.000. 9.000 Rla-ucans: 22801
PILE STATISTICS ..... mis: 0 mao: 46 an9: 3.1 ............. t

cAPtOT) This is a confirmation cull for flaw os4-..)

I

Figure A.53d - Volumetric indication #4 in the cladding: mode 3
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Figures A.54a-c show volumetric indication #5 in the cladding. This volumetric indication has a through-wall extent of
less than 1.5 mm, based a bright indication without TOF shape in the clad to base metal interface. The detection was made
in modes 2 and 5 where the bright, shallow indication failed to take shape at a depth of 6 mm. There was a confirmation
in mode 3 at a depth of 6 mm. The three Z values of 6 mm give an alternate depth size of less than 1 mm. The indication
is characterized as volumetric based on detection in orthogonal modes. There is some evidence of coin shape in the side
view of mode 3. The length is 12 mm and was made to LOS in mode 2. The width is 11I mm. and was made to LOS in
mode 3. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 112 to 40. The Z coordinate of 6 mm shows that
the indication is in the clad-to-base metal interface. The X coordinate of 21 mm shows that the indication is over the base
metal.

0. ...0t .....

0

14 10I IQ
6 ~.

6
C-Scan viena

B-Scan End View

XPacss 0. 120 Zn 93 163 (1)a t

standaff~hg-Z; 0,07en058 (in) 02 29pa insc) 000
incdent an0le (dg24I se age (a)

lIATSOProcssed Prs1r Ve99sel a12:18e:c37cii

fampequaenc d (nsý):5n. 00 number fpans :458

de t (a a g vean pa h(nm t r al t t r ~in/s (In): 0 .000

f und ac (m s) 5.5 ta 30.15 stop sa m lngl ( Ing): 30 0

SMATRA: hal ao enth :n ,Resand V
scatedrecia n (do3g)ratdanl:(e):6
thitcpnessp.mr. e (in): -45 fnl9. BSa ieVe

smit e pSseionday xi (in): 480.0 fnal:e 471.0ts 4
stept aioe: scundln ae (in):atr 0.60 0.060l~, I): 0 0

sca (un legt (in):n 0.0.9000asas 2 01 3..7.g-487 m ~ftt( STTs).C5.5 m 0 mao 13 ang 5. . .tp Ego (in0)-: 3.8 (n 2
SCAN:~~Sal hal 0.10egt in(ind)i

s PLOTd Thi tisfo e (szy hsPanesas eetdeigt)a:s 40 f ie
U sp

Figure A.54a - Volumetric indication #4 in the cladding: mode 2
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'APIO(T) Head
tast Collected: 05/06/93 16:05:23

Processed: 12/21/93 09:01:19
TRANSDUCER: 2 M~z. Dual Element. 701 deg.
;ode :pulse-echo
frequency (mhz)): 2.00 numbers) 4.
standoff(hgt-foc len) ( in): 0.250 nel M(in/ec 165000
I nc ident angle (deg): 24.1 skew angle (deg):0
fallI beam angle in metal ( deg) : 12.0 beom entry die.(In): 0.125

MATERIAL: Pre assu re VesselI User Research Facility
0 ateri al velIoc ity ( In/sec): 235000 refracted angle (deg): 60.0
thicknes s... (in): 9.000

SAW LING: Near Surface only
sample period (ns):560 00 number of points : 45
depth (along sound Path) In materiel to start samfl leg (in): 0.000
SCi, do: (as): 5.52 to 30.16 st op samp In09 (in): 3.000
ACNd: half wanelength In Xi and
scan, direc tion (deg): 0
I it 005 primary axnIs (in): 462.6 final: 471.0
init pun secondary axis (in): -4.5 final; 4.5
stepo size.: scen~inc anon (in): 0.0600, 0.0600
ncan~inc length (in); 9.000. 9.000 Ne-scans: 22001

PILE STATISTICS .. c... mar 0 &ma: 163 ens; 4.2 ............. type; ENV

<APiOT> This is flee ns55... DZ-.l0 and was mnasured en a wane packet.

Figure A.54b - Volumetric indication #5 in the cladding: mode 3
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B-Sean Side'Viewo

X:0.66 -1.14(in) 9ple
Y:479.160 478.800(in) 7pie

test Collected: 05/06/993 196:06 :25
P rocessed: 1 2/2 1/93 09:03:42

TRANSiDUCER: 2 M~lz. Dual Elmet 70 dog.L
med e pulse-echo

frqeny(mhz):: P2.00 f number 4 49
ltundoff~hqt-fnc ten) AIn)_ 0;290 vee 6I5c)10500
incident angle (deg):-2 .I sk"e angleV (deg): 0
F ll beam angle in metalI (de g): 12. 0 boom entry dia. (in): 0.125

MsATERIAL.: Pressure Vessel U ser Research.Facil i ,tymaterial velocity (In/sec): 235000 refractd angle deg):-66.0
t hickness... ( In): ; .000

SAMPLING: Near surface enly
sanyle&period Ons):560.O0 number of points : 45
dpth (a.n scunda path) in material to start smpln (In): 0.00
cindue (us): 5.52 to 30a stp sPP log (in) 3000

SC Ai,: half"" uoength In X andY
scan d Irecti on (deg): 0Init pus5 primar y axis (in): 490.0 final: 471.0
init pus secondlary axis s (,In)): .-4.5 final: 4. 5
s teap size: scan. inc anes (In): 0.0S0: 0.060280
s can ,In'c length (In): 9.000. 9.000 a-scans. 20F I LE STATISTICS .... O: 0 can : 170 ang: 4.6#a............ typa: ENV

(APLOTO This Is flee nSSy7. D1-.5 and was measured from the Ss3..4B0 film.ýn

C -Sean Viem

0

I

.20

1n

;C:

.3

8 - Scan End Viewv... ..... ......... ................. ---- ........... . ................. ..................................

Figure A.54c - Volumetric indication #5 in the cladding: mode 5
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Figures A.55a-c show volumetric indication #6 in the cladding. This volumetric; indication has a through-wall extent of
less than 1.5 mm based on an indication without TOF shape at the clad to base metal interface. The detection was made in
modes 1 and 2 where the bright, shallow indication failed to take shape at a depth of 7 mm. There was a confirmation in

mode 3 at a depth of 9 mmn. The different Z values of 7 to 9 mm give an alternate depth size of 2 mmn The indication is
characterized as volumetric based on normal beam detection. There is no evidence of coin shape in the end view of modes
2 and the side view of mode 3. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 255 to 20. The Z coordinate of 7 to
9 nun shows that the indication is in the clad-to-base metal interface. The X coordinate of 94 mm. shows that the indication
is over the base metal.

can Ed Vie
V J70 4.30 n 10~ 0.720 > 420 ~n~ 1 p0

- V 105 17 20
20 .8 a00 ml3 l

'A1 (I4
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eZde(s : 0.428t 15.02 st(sielg(n):3 t 1. 0025
Scad al v lent in 0.1 (ind)

tsca direccteon (d/0g/: 05293

lo" ens rmryai (inz): -4 .0 final:e 4 .8
lincposd e cn d a rygle (ing): 20.0 fial /010st le am ti angl c inc mnesa (Ing): 02.030 a0.030 dscu.In legth(in: 000 . : 0.000 Ca-scans: 00.t25
FI TATeiOTCS mm 0eoct mane : 23500 5erce ang le(e) 0.... .....y0 N Bta ieVe

nLth Ti s ies' Surace only (in) . 0001 an4a esrdfn h 0.4fie n n 032 201) 1 l
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0
Z: 0.005 -> 0.550 (in) 34 pls
Scale - 0.100(n) 0

255

Figure A.5Sa - Volumetric indication #6 in the cladding: mode 1
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Figure A.S5b - Volumetric indication #6 in the cladding: mode 2
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0~

teast Collected: RO/0E/9a 1

TRANSDUCER; 2 Mliz. Deal Element, 70 deg. Prcse:0/540
mode PulIse-echo
frequec (mhz): 2.00 f number :4.8
standu"ff(hge-fuc len) (In):. 0.290 vol (in/icc) 105000
Inciden angle (dog); Z4.1 shkew ange (o) 0full be. angle in metal (deg): 12.0 bea en~trye dia~a~in): 0.125

MATERIAL: Pressure VesselI U ser Research Facilit
materiel volocity (in/sac,:250 refracted angle (deg): 66.0
thickness.. (in): 9.000

SAl'LIRC: Rear Surface only
samole period4 (ns):OEO.00 number of points t 45
depth (elong sound path) In material to start samplng (in): 0.000
mCiodom (us): 5.52 to 30.10 Stop sempl log (in): 3.0200
Oca: haýlf wavelength In X andYscan direction (dog): 0
mIn1t P os orimoary aais (In,): 26.6 final; 15.0
nit pus onocuar anis (In) -4.5 final: 4.5
5tep sie scan. icmayes (i n) 0.060. 0.002
scao~inc length (In: 9.000, 9.000 Ru-sc ans: 22901
FItE STAISTIrCS . e.....I: 0 mao: 03 aug: 3.7 .............tpi

rPPLOTC This Is a confirmutiun for flue os4-6.
0

p

Figure A.S5c - Volumetric indication #6 in the cladding: mode 3
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Planar Indications in the Weidment Below 25 mm

Figure A.56 shows planar indication #1 in the weidment below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall extent of
14 mm based on tip signal pattern. The detection was made in mode 6 where it displayed a pair of TOF shapes at a depth
of 64 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is
characterized as planar based on the tip signal pattern. The length is 18 mm and was made to LOS in mode 6. The aspect
ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 1.3. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 36 to 5. With an X coordi-
nate of -8 mm, the indication is in the weld. With a Z coordinate of 64 mm, the indication is in the middle third of the
vessel.

B-Scan End Vi/lScnoie

X:-0.8000.0.080(in) 23phs X -0.800 - 0.0800nm) 23pis
Y:215.52 .214.48(ir) 27pis Y:215.52 - 214.480n) 27pla
Z:2.215 - 3.5010ijm) Olpis Z: 2.215 - 3.501(mi) 91pis
ale. 0 5206Mo 0ocle - 0.200n)

(APLOT) Head
toot Collected: 05/00/93 10:33:291

Processed: 03/06/95 06:56:56
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scan~inc length (in):Ill0 0: 9.000 00-scans: 02370
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CAPLOTI This is floe fn4..0. DZ-.56 and was measured as a tip signal.

n B - Scan Side View
01

Figure A.56 - Planar indication #1 in the weldment below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figures A. 57a-b show planar indication #2 in the weidment below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall
extent of 13 mm. based on tip signal pattern. The detection was made in mode 10 where it displayed normal beam shape at
a depth of 115 mm. There was a confirmation in mode 6 at a depth of 112 mm. -The confirmation mode detected the tip
signal pattern. The indication is characterized as planar based on the tip pattern. The length is 25 mm and was made to
LOS in mode 6. The width is 9 mm and was made to LOS in mode 10. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication
is 2. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 56 to 11. With an X coordinate of -8 mm, the indication is in the
weld. With a Z coordinate of 115 mmn, the indication is in the middle third of the vessel.
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Figure A.57a - Planar indication #2 in the weidment below 25 mm: mode 10
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Figure A.57b - Planar indication #2 in the weidment below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figures A.58a-b show planar indication #3 in the weidment below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall
extent of 11I mm based on tip signal pattern. The detection was made in mode 6 where it displayed a pair of TOF shapes
at a depth of 75 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There was a confirmation in mode 8 at a depth of
74 mm. The different Z values of 74 to 75 mm give an alternate depth size of 1 mm. The indication is characterized as
planar based on the tip signal pattern. The length is 18 mmn and was made to LOS in mode 6. The range of aspect ratios
(length/depth) of this indication is 1.6 to 18 which tends to confirm the larger through-wall extent. The maximum
amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 21 to 3. With an X coordinate of -7 mm, the indication is clearly in the weld. The Z
coordinate of 75 mm shows that the indication is in the middle third of the vessel.

test Collected: 05/06/93l16:33:29
Processed: 01/20/95 05:12:53

TRANSDUCER: 1.5 iMlz. 45 deg, shear
'mode : pulIse-echo
frequency (.hz): Ij5 f oujehers : 5.stavdofF(hgt-foc len) (to:i 20 senI/e) : 105000
lnctdent angle Cdeg) :-36.o skew angle (deg):0
fulld beam angl to 1 metal (deg): 8.0 beam entry dia.to): 0.125

MATE RIAL: PreSsure Vessel User Reslearch.Factitt'y
mater ialI velocit Ct(In/sec). 125000 ceracted angle (deg):-44.4
th Ickness ... (to): 0 .00 0

SAW LINC: Near S urface only
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<APLOT> This Is flaw do..dz5..12. 02-48 and was eeasured as a tip stgnal. This flaw
also showed op in the 5s8_.104 file.U

Figure A.58a - Planar indication #3 in the weidment below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A.58b - Planar indication #3 in the weldment below 25 mm: mode 8
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Figure A.59 shows planar indication #4 in the weidment below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall extent of
11 mm based on tip signal pattern. The detection was made in mode 6 where it displayed a pair of TOF shapes at a depth
of 73 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is
characterized as planar based on the tip signal pattern. The length is 18 mm and was made to LOS in mode 6. The aspect
ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 1.6. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 25 to 5. The X coordinate
of -7 mm shows that the indication is in the weld. The Z coordinate of 73 mm shows that the indication is in the middle
third of the vessel.

CAPLOT' HEAD
teast Collected: 05/06/93 16:33:29

Processed; 02/23/95 09:16:34
TRANSDUCER: 1.5 012. 45 deg, shear

modea pulse-echo
fre.quenc y Cehz): 1.50 f number 9.5

stando ff(hgt-fo c len) (in): 0.250 vel (in/sec) 105000
incident angle (deg):-36.0 s kew angle Cdeg): 0
full beam angle In ,e~tal (deg): 6.0;( beam entry dia.(ln): 0.125

MIATERIAL: Pressure Vesels Use Research Facility
material yelocity Cin/sec): 125000 refracted angle (deg):-44.4
thickness... Sufc ny(in): 9.000

SW 9L ING: Rear Sraeol
sample period (ns):320.00 number of points : 705
dep th (along sound path) in material to star t saspling (in1 0.000
wi ndow (as): 4.76 to 23U040 atop samplIng (in); H-.100

$CAN: hal f eaveleo gth I n . and Y
Scan direc ti on (deg): 0
init pos primary axis (in): -10.0 final1: I,
mnit po0 secondary axis (in): 200. final 1.0

stpsize0: sc an.T ,n axes (in): 0040, 0.040
ocaninc lengt h 8in ) :ll,00 9000 Ra-scans: 62376
VIO STATITICS..... mm: 0 " he:5 a, g; 6.1 ............. type:. ENV

(PLtOT> Thin is flae do..dz4-8.. OZ*.42 and was measured em e tip signal.

Figure A.59 - Planar indication #4 in the weidment below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A.60 shows planar indication #5 in the weidment below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall extent of
9 mm based on tip signal pattern. The detection was made in mode 6 where it displayed a pair of TOF shapes at a depth
of 81 mm. The shape quality for this indication is good but broken up, implying that more than one small flaw may be
present. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on the tip signal
pattern. The length is 16 mm and was made to LOS in mode 6. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 1.8.
The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 37 to 6. The X coordinate of -6 mm shows that the indication is in the
weld. The Z coordinate of 81 mm. shows that the indication is in the middle third of the vessel.

cAJLOTr) Head
t es t Collected: 05/06/93 16:33:29

Processed: 02/23/35 09:16:34
TRANSDUCER: 1.5 Kliz. 45 deg, shear
bode :pulISe-echo
fr'equency (h,): 1.5D f number9.
Stardoff(hgt-foc len) (in): 0.250 eel (in/sec) 105000
incident angle (deg)):-16.0 Sksew angle (deg):0

fulbeam angle io .etal ( dg) 6.0 beam entry dia.(io); 0.125
MOAT I At: preessore Vessel User ReSearch Fecilit
..ate rial ne oity (in/nec): 125009 refracted angle (deg):-44.4
t hlcoeS...o (in):: 9.(000

SAMPLING: Hear Surface enly
sample period (ns):320.00 nomber of pit 0
dpth (along sound path) in material to start sampIng (in): 0.000
Sie"do w (us): 4.76 to 230.'04 stoap aspi log (in): 14.100

SCAN : hal f we" elengtb I n 0 and
scan dire ctio0n (dog):0
minIt pens primary' axis (in): -10.0 final: 1.0
init ps Seco..ndary axis (in): 200.0 final: 191.0
step s ize: scan.inc anes (in): 0.0,40. 0.040
sc anionc length. 00n:11.000. 9.000 "a-scans: 62376
FILE STATISTICS ...... m: 0 mao: 255 ayg: 6.1 ............. type: ENV

(PL'OT) This is floe foIOv_. 00-.47 and mas measured as a tip signal.

Figure A.60 - Planar indication #5 in the weidment below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A.61 shows planar indication #6 in the weidment below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall extent of
9 nmin based on tip signal pattern. The detection was made in mode 6 where it displayed a pair of TOF shapes at a depth
of 211 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is
characterized as planar based on the tip signal pattern. The length is 30 mmn and was made to LOS in mode 6. The aspect
ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 3. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 27 to 11. The X
coordinate of 23 mm. shows that the indication is in the weld. The Z coordinate of 211 mm shows that the indication is
near the outer wall of the vessel.
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Figures A.62a-b show planar indication #7 in the weidment below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall
extent of 9 min based on tip signal pattern. The detection was made in modes 6 and 8 where it displayed a pair of TOF
shapes at depths of 68 and 63 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There were no confirmations in other
modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on the tip signal pattern. The length is 16 mm and was made to
LOS in mode 8. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 1.8. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at
15 to 5. The X coordinate of -8 mmn shows that the indication is in the weld. The Z coordinate of 63 to 68 mmn shows that
the indication is in the middle third of the vessel.
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Figure A.62a - Planar indication #7 in the weidment below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A.62b - Planar indication #7 in the weidment below 25 mm: mode 8
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Figures A.63a-b show planar indication #8 in the weidment below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall
extent of 7 mmn based on wave packet width. The detection was made in modes 6 and 8 where it had isolated TOF shapes
at depths of 213 and 218 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication and is broken up indicating that more than one
small flaw may be present. There were no confirmations in other modes. The two Z values of 213 to 218 mmn give an
alternate depth size of 5 mm. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of detection in normal beam or
orthogonal modes. The length is 24 mmn and was made to LOS in mode 6. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this
indication is 3. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 31 to 13. The X coordinate of 6 mmn shows
that the indication is in the weld. The Z coordinate of 213 to 218 mmn shows that the indication is near the outer wall of
the vessel.-
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Figure A.63a - Planar indication #8 in the weidment below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A.64 shows planar indication #9 in the weidment below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall extent of
7 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 6 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
213 mm. The shape quality for this indication is good but broken up, implying that more than one small flaw may be
present. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of detection
in normal beam or orthogonal modes. The length is 30 mmn and was made to LOS in mode 6. The aspect ratio
(length/depth) of this indication is 4 which tends to confirm the large through-wall extent. The maximum amplitude-to-
noise ratio is high at 121 to 15. The X coordinate of 24 mm shows that the indication is in the weld. The Z coordinate of
213 mm shows that the indication is near the outer wall of the vessel.
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Figure A.65 shows planar indication #10 in the weidment below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 6 mm based on tip signal pattern. The detection was made in mode 6 where it displayed a pair of TOF shapes at a
depth of 117 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There were no confirmations in other modes. The
indication is characterized as planar based on lack of detection in normal beam or orthogonal modes. The length is 19 mm
and was made to LOS in mode 6. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 3. The maximum amplitude-to-noise
ratio is high at 60 to 12. The X coordinate of -7 mmn shows that the indication is in the weld. The Z coordinate of
117 mmn shows that the indication is in the middle third of the vessel.
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Figure A.65 - Planar indication #10 in the weidment below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A. 66 shows planar indication # 11 in the weidment below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 6 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 6 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
213 mm. The shape quality, is good for this indication. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is
characterized as planar based on lack of detection in normal beam or orthogonal modes. The length is 17 mm and was
made to LOS in mode 6. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 3. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is
low at 90 to 45. The X coordinate of 16 mm shows that the indication is in the weld. The Z coordinate of 213 mm. shows
that the indication is near the outer wall of the vessel.
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Figure A.66 - Planar indication #11 in the weidment below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figures A.67a-b show planar indication #12 in the weidment below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall
extent of 6 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 6 where it had isolated TOF shape at a
depth of 215 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There was a confirmation in mode 8 at a depth of 213
mm. The two Z values of 213 to 215 mmn give an alternate depth size of 2 mm. The indication is characterized as planar
based on lack of normal beam detection or detection in orthogonal modes. The length is 25 mim and was made to LOS in
mode 6. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 4 which tends to confirm the large through-wall extent. The
maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 109 to 40. The X coordinate of 16 mmn shows that the indication
is in the weld. The Z coordinate of 213 to 215 mmn shows that the indication is near the outer wall of the vessel.
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Figure A.67 - Planar indication #12 in the weidment below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A.68 shows planar indication #13 in the weidment below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 6 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 6 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
209 mmn. The shape quality is good for this indication. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is
characterized as planar based on lack of detection in normal beam or orthogonal modes. The length is 15 mm and was
made to LOS in mode 6. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 2.5. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio
is high at 43 to 10. The X coordinate of 10 mm shows that the indication is in the weld. The Z coordinate of 209 rmn
shows that the indication is near the outer wall of the vessel.
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Figure A.68 - Planar indication #13 in the weidment below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A.69 shows planar indication #14 in the weidment below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 6 mmn based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 6 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
212 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There were no confirmations in modes. The indication is
characterized as planar based on lack of detection in normal beam or orthogonal modes. The length is 27 mmn and was
made to LOS in mode 6. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 4.5 which tends to confirm the large through-
wall extent. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 115 to 40. The X coordinate of 9 mmn shows
that the indication is in the weld. The Z coordinate of 212 mm shows that the indication is near the outer wall of the
vessel.

Figure A.69 - Planar indication #14 in the weidment below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A.70 shows planar indication #15 in the weidment below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 4 mm. based on LOS in a cloud like pattern. The detection was made in mode 6 where the shape appeared cloud like in
nature at a depth of 212 mm. The shape quality for this indication is fair but broken up, indicating that more than one
small flaw may be present. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based
on lack of detection in normal beam or orthogonal modes. The length is 42 mm and was made to LOS in mode 6. The
aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 10. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 53 to 13. The X
coordinate of 10 mm. shows that the indication is in the weld. The Z coordinate of 212 mm shows that the indication is
near the outer wall of the vessel.
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Figure A.70 - Planar indication #15 in the weidment below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A.71 shows planar indication #16 in the weidment below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 4 mmn based on LOS in a cloud like pattern. The detection was made in mode 6 where the shape appeared cloud like in
nature at a depth of 203 mm. The shape quality is poor and broken up indicating that more than one small flaw is present.
There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of detection in
normal beam or orthogonal modes. The length is 25 mmn and was made to LOS in mode 6. The aspect ratio
(length/depth) is 6 which tends to confirm the large through-wall extent. The maximum amplitude-to-nolise ratio is high at
44 to 10. The X coordinate of -8 mmn shows that the indication is clearly in the weld. The Z coordinate of 203 mmn shows
that the indication is near the vessel outer wall.
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Figure A.71 - Planar indication #16 in the weidment below 25 mm: mode 6
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Volumetric Indications in the Weidment Below 25 mm

Figures A.72a-b show volumetric indication #1 in the weidment below 25 mm. This volumetric indication has a through-
wall extent of 5 mm based on ring around pattern. The detection was made in mode 9 where it displayed a pair of TOF
shapes at a depth of 116 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There was a confirmation in mode 8 at a
depth of 121 mmn. The confirmation mode gave a through-wall extent of 5 mm based on wave packet width. The two
Z values of 116 to 121 mmn give an alternate depth size of 5 mm. The indication is characterized as volumetric based on
the detection of ring around shape. The length is 23 mmn and was made to LOS in mode 8. The width is 17 mm and was
made to LOS in mode 9. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 5 and the width-to-depth ratio is 3 which
tends to confirm volumetric orientation. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 51 to 10. The X coordinate of
12 mmn shows that the indication is in the weld. The Z coordinate of 116 to 121 mm shows that the indication is in the
middle third of the vessel.
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Figure A.72a - Volumetric indication #1 in the weldment below 25 mm: mode 8
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Figure A.73 shows volumetric indication #2 in the weidment below 25 mm. This volumetric indication has a through-wall
extent of 4 mm based on ring around pattern. The detection was made in mode 6 where it displayed a pair of TOF shapes
at a depth of 213 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There were no confirmations in other modes. The
indication is characterized as volumetric based on the detection of ring around shape. The length is 9 mm and was made to
LOS in mode 6. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 2. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of
medium range at 43 to 13. The X coordinate of 6 mm shows that the indication is in the weld. The Z coordinate of
213 mm shows that the indication is near the outer wall of the vessel.
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Figure A.73 - Volumetric indication #2 in the weidment below 25 mm: mode 6
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Planar Indications in the HAZ Below 25 mm

Figure A.74 shows planar indication #1 in the heat affected zone below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall
extent of 34 mmn based on tip signal pattern. The detection was made in mode 6 where it displayed a pair of TOF shapes
at a depth of 135 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There were no confirmations in other modes. The
indication is characterized as planar based on the tip signal pattern. Using LOS in mode 6, the length was measured as
greater than 15 mmn but was limited by the edge of the available aperture (data). The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this
indication is greater than 0.4; the loss of data probably limits the length measurement. The maximum amplitude-to-noise
ratio is high at 31 to 4. The X coordinate of 20 mmn shows that the indication is probably in the HAZ. The Z coordinate
of 135 mmn shows that the indication is in the middle third of the vessel.
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<APLOT> This is flue fv4..1. DZ=l.)4 and eas measured as a tip signal.

Figure A.74 - Planar indication #1 in the HAZ below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A.75 shows planar indication #2 in the heat affected zone below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall
extent of 18 mmn based on tip signal pattern. The detection was made in mode 8 where it displayed a pair of TOF shapes
at a depth of 48 mm. The shape quality for this indication is good but broken up, implying that more than one small flaw
may be present. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on the tip
signal pattern. The length is 75 mmn and was made to LOS in mode 6. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is
4 which tends to confirm the large through-wall extent. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 38 to 3. The X
coordinate of 17 mmn shows that the indication is probably in the HAZ. The Z coordinate of 48 mmn shows that the
indication is in the inner third of the vessel.
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<APLOT> This is flaw fvO..S. DZ-.65 and was measured as a tip signal.

Figure A.75 - Planar indication #2 in the HAZ below 25 mm: mode 8
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Figure A.76 shows planar indication #3 in the heat affected zone below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall
extent of 10 mm. based on tip signal pattern. The detection was made in mode 6 where it displayed a pair of TOF shapes
at a depth of 73 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There were no confirmations in other modes. The
indication is characterized as planar based on the tip signal pattern. The length is 18 mmn and was made to LOS in mode 6.
The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 1.8. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 22 to 4. The X
coordinate of -17 mm shows that the indication is probably in the HAZ. The Z coordinate of 73 mm shows that the
indication is in the middle third of the vessel.
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Figure A.76 - Planar indication #3 in the HAZ below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A.77 shows planar indication #4 in the heat. affected zone below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall
extent of 9 mm based on LOS in a cloud like pattern. The detection was made in mode 6 where the shape appeared cloud
like in nature at a depth of 213 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There were no confirmations in other
modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of detection in normal beam or orthogonal modes. The
length is 21 mmn and was made to LOS in mode 6. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 2. The maximum
amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 43 to 15. The X coordinate of 26 mm. shows that the indication is probably
in the HAZ. The Z coordinate of 213 mm shows that the indication is near the outer wall of the vessel.
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Figure A.77 - Planar indication #4 in the HAZ below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A.78 shows planar indication #5 in the heat affected zone below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall
extent of 9 mm based on tip signal pattern. The detection was made in mode 6 where it displayed a pair of TOF shapes at
a depth of 224 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There were no confirmations in other modes. The
indication is characterized as planar based on the tip signal pattern. The length is 27 mm and was made to LOS in mode 6.
The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 3. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 29 to
8. The X coordinate of 24 mm. shows that the indication is probably in the HAZ. The Z coordinate of 224 mm shows that
the indication is near the outer wall.
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Figure A.78 - Planar indication #5 in the HAZ below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A.79 shows planar indication #6 in the heat affected zone below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall
extent of 8 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 6 at a depth of 216 mm. The shape has the
appearance of a cluster or cloud. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar
based on lack of detection in normal beam or orthogonal modes. The length is 22 mm and was made to LOS in mode 6.
The aspect ratio. (length/depth) of this indication is 3. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 120 to 25. The X
coordinate of 26 mmn shows that the indication is probably in the HAZ. The Z coordinate of 216 mm shows that the
indication is near the outer wall of the vessel.
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Figure A.80 shows planar indication #7 in the heat affected zone below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall
extent of 7 mm. based on tip signal pattern. The detection was made in mode 6 where it displayed a pair of TOF shapes at
a depth of 76 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There were no confirmations in modes. The indication
is characterized as planar based on the tip signal pattern. The length is 14 mmn and was made to LOS in mode 6. The
aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 2. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 17 to 5.
The X coordinate of 16 mm. shows that the indication is probably in the HAZ. The Z coordinate of 76 mm shows that the
indication is in the middle third of the vessel.
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Figure A.80 - Planar indication #7 in the HAZ below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A. 81 shows planar indication #8 in the heat affected zone below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall
extent of 7 mmn based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 6 where it had isolated TOF shape at a
depth of 214 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There were no confirmations in other modes. The
indication is characterized as planar based on lack of detection in normal beam or orthogonal modes. The length is 10 mmn
and was made to LOS in mode 6. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 1.4. The maximum amplitude-to-
noise ratio is of medium range at 92 to 25. The X coordinate of 30 nun shows that the indication is probably in the HAZ.
The Z coordinate of 214 mmn shows that the indication is near the outer wall of the vessel.
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Figure A.81 - Planar indication #8 in the HAZ below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figures A.82a-b show planar indication #9 in the heat affected zone below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-
wall extent of 5 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 6 where it had isolated TOF shape at a
depth of 218 mmn. The shape quality is good but more than one TOF shape was present for this indication. There was a
confirmation in mode 8 at depth of 216 mm. The confirmation mode gave a through-wall extent estimate of 4 mmn based
on wave packet width. The two Z values of 216 to 218 mmn give an alternate depth size of 2 mm. The indication is
characterized as planar based on lack of detection in normal beam or orthogonal modes. The length is 22 mmn and was
made to LOS in mode 6. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 4 which tends to confirm the large through-
wall extent. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 88 to 35. The X coordinate of 24 mmn shows
that the indication is probably in the HAZ. The Z coordinate of 216 to 218 mmn shows that the indication is near the outer
wall of the vessel.
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Figure A.82a - Planar indication #9 in the HAZ below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A.82b - Planar indication #9 in the HAZ below 25 mm: mode 8
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Figure A.83 shows planar indication #10 in the heat affected zone below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall
extent of 5 mmn based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 6 where it had isolated TOF shape at a
depth of 134 mm. The shape quality is good and more than one TOF shape was present for this indication. There were no
confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of detection in normal beam or
orthogonal modes. The length is 19 mmn and was made to LOS in mode 6. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this
indication is 4 which tends to confirm the large through-wall extent. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium
range at 57 to 18. The X coordinate of 23 mmn shows that the indication is probably in the HAZ. The Z coordinate of
134 mm shows that the indication is in the middle third of the vessel.
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Figure A.83 - Planar indication #10 in the HAZ below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A. 84 shows planar indication #11 in the heat affected zone below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall
extent of 5 mmn based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 6 where it had isolated TOF shape at a
depth of 208 mm. The shape quality is good but more than one TOF shape was present for this indication. There were no
confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of. detection in normal beam or
orthogonal modes. The length is 26 mm. and was made to LOS in mode 6. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this
indication is 5 which tends to confirm the large through-wall extent. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium
range at 38 to 10. The X coo 'rdinate of 23 mm shows that the indication is probably in the HAZ. The Z coordinate of
21 mm shows that the indication is near the outer wall of the vessel.
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Figure A.84 - Planar indication #11 in the HAZ below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A.85 shows planar indication #12 in the heat affected zone below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall
extent of 4 mmn based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 6 where it had isolated TOF shape at a
depth of 215 mmn. The shape quality is good but more than one TOF shape was present for this indication. There were no
confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of detection in normal beam or
orthogonal modes, The length is 20 mmn and was made to LOS in mode 6. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this
indication is 5 which tends to confirm the large through-wall extent. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium
range at 71 to 20. The X coordinate of 30 mmn shows that the indication is probably in the HAZ. The Z coordinate of
215 mmn shows that the indication near the outer wall of the vessel.
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Figure A.85 - Planar indication #12 in the HAZ below 25 mmn: mode 6
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Figure A.86 shows planar indication #13 in the heat affected zone below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall
extent of 4 mmn based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 6 where it had isolated TOF shape at a
.depth of 232 mm. The shape quality is good but more than one TOF shape was present for this indication. There were no
confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of detection in normal beam or
orthogonal modes. The length is 33 mmn and was made to LOS in mode 6. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this
indication is 8 which tends to confirm the large through-wall extent. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium
range at 26 to 10. The X coordinate of -28 mmn shows that the indication is probably in the HAZ. The Z coordinate of
232 mm shows that the indication is near the outer wall, possibly connected to the outer wall of the vessel.
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Figures A.87a-b show planar indication #14 in the heat affect zone below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-
wall extent of 4 mm based on LOS in a cloud like pattern. The detection was made in mode 8 where the shape appeared
cloud like in nature at a depth of 189 mm. There was a confirmation in mode 6 at depth of 192 mm. The confirmation
mode gave a through-wall extent estimate of 3 mmn based on wave packet width. The two Z values of 189 to 192 mm. give
an alternate depth size of 3 mm. The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of detection in normal beam or
orthogonal modes. The length is 18 mm and was made to LOS in mode 8. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this
indication is 4.5 which tends to confirm the large through-wall extent. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of
medium range at 32 to 12. The X coordinate of -14 mmn shows that the indication is probably in the HAZ. The Z
coordinate of 189 to 192 mm shows that the indication is in the outer third of the vessel.
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Figure A.87b - Planar indication #14 in the HAZ below 25 mm: mode 8
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Planar Indications in the Base Metal Below 25 mm

Figures A.88a-b show planar indication #1 in the base metal below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall
extent of 26 mm. based on tip signal pattern. The detection was made in mode 6 where it displayed a pair of TOF shapes
at a depth of 136 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There was a confirmation in mode 8 at depth of
123 mm. The confirmation mode gave a through-wall extent estimate of 1 mm based on wave packet width. The two Z
values of 123 to 136 mm give an alternate depth size of 13 mm. The indication is characterized as planar based on the tip
signal pattern. The length is 23 mm. and was made to LOS in mode 6. The range of aspect ratios (length/depth) of this
indication is 0.9 to 1.8. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 27 to 5. The X coordinate of 28 mm shows that
the indication is in the base metal, possibly HAZ. The Z coordinate of 123 to 136 mm. shows that the indication is in the
middle third of the vessel.
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Figure A.88b - Planar indication #1 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figures A. 89a-b show planar indication #2 in the base metal below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall
extent of 15 mmn based on tip signal pattern. The detection was made in mode 6 where it displayed a pair of TOF shapes
at a depth of 121 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There was a confirmation in mode 8 at a depth of
122 mm. The confirmation mode gave a through-wall extent estimate of 3 mm based on ring around pattern. The two
Z values of 121 to 122 mmn give an alternate depth size of 1 mm. The indication is characterized as planar based on the tip
signal pattern. The length is 41 mmn and was made to LOS in mode 6. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is
3. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 30 to 8. The X coordinate of 24 mmn shows that the
indication is in the base metal, possibly in the HAZ. The Z coordinate of 121 to 122 mmn shows that the indication is in
the middle third of the vessel.
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Figure A.90 shows planar indication #3 in the base metal below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall1 extent
of 13 mm based on tip signal pattern. The detection was made in mode 7 where it displayed a pair of TOF shapes at a
depth of 145 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There were no confirmations in other modes. The
indication is characterized as planar based on the tip signal pattern. The width is 15 mm and was made to LOS in mode 7.
The aspect ratio (width/depth) of this indication is 1.2. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 51 to
14. The X coordinate of 58 mm shows that the indication is clearly in the base metal. The Z coordinate of 145 mm. shows
that the indication is in the middle third of the vessel.
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Figure A.91 shows planar indication #4 in the base metal below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 11 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 6 where it had isolated TOF. shape at a depth of
214 mm. The shape quality for this indication is good. Because more than one TOF shape was present the indication is
broken up, implying that more than one small flaw may be present. There were no confirmations in other modes. The
indication is characterized as planar based on lack of detection in normal beam or orthogonal modes. The length is 30 mm.
and was made to LOS in mode 6. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 3. The maximum amplitude-to-noise
ratio is of medium range at 45 to 12. The X coordinate of 43 mm shows that the indication is clearly in the base metal.
The Z coordinate of 214 mm shows that the indication is near the outer wall of the vessel.
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Figure A.91 - Planar indication #4 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A.92 shows planar indication #5 in the base metal below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 8 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 6 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
211 mm. The shape quality is good. More than one TOF shape was present for this indication, implying that more than
one small flaw may be present. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar
based on lack of detection in normal beam or orthogonal modes. The length is 27 mm and was made to LOS in mode 6.
The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 3. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 59 to 12. . The X
coordinate of 31 mm shows that the indication is in the base metal, possibly HAZ. The Z coordinate of 211 mm shows
that the indication is near the outer wall of the vessel.
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Figure A.92 - Planar indication #5 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A.93 shows planar indication #6 in the base metal below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 7 mmn based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 8 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
113 mm. More than one TOF shape was present. The shape quality for this indication is good but broken up, implying
that more than one small flaw may be present. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is
characterized as planar based on lack of detection in normal beam or orthogonal modes. The length is 16 mm and was
made to LOS -in mode 6. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 2. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is
high at 65 to 15. The X coordinate of 46 mm shows that the indication is clearly in the base metal. The Z coordinate of
113 mmn shows that the indication is in the middle third of the vessel.
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Figure A.93 - Planar indication #6 in the base metal below 25 mmn: mode 8
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Figure A.94 shows planar indication #7 in the base metal below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 7 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 8 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
113 mm. More than one TOF shape was present. The shape quality for this indication is good but broken up, implying
that more than one small flaw may be present. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is charac-
terized as planar based on lack of detection in normal beam or orthogonal modes. The length is 16 mim and was made to
LOS in mode 6. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 2. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at
65 to 15. The X coordinate of 46 mm shows that the indication is clearly in the base metal. The Z coordinate of 113 mmn
shows that the indication is in the middle third of the vessel.
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Figure A.94 - Planar indication #7 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A.95 shows planar indication #8 in the base metal below 25 mmn. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 7 mmn based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 8 where it had isolated TOF shape at a depth of
238 mmn. More than one TOF shape was present. The shape quality for this indication is good but broken up, implying
that more than one small flaw may be present. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is charac-
terized as planar based on lack of detection in normal beam or orthogonal modes. The length is 28 mm and was made to
LOS in mode 8. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 4 which tends to confirm the large through-wall
extent. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 84 to 20. The X coordinate of 31 mm shows that the indication
is in the base metal, possibly HAZ. The Z coordinate of 238 mmn shows that the indication is near the outer wall, possibly
connected to the outer wall of the vessel.
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Figures A.96a-b show planar indication #9 in the base metal below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall
extent of 7 mm based on tip signal pattern. The detection was made in mode 8 where it displayed a pair of TOF shapes at
a depth of 110 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There was a confirmation in mode 6 at a depth of 111
mm. The confirmation mode gave a through-wall extent estimate of 4 mm based on wave packet width. The two Z values
of 110 to 111 mm give an alternate depth size of 1 mm. The indication is characterized as planar based on the tip signal
pattern. The length is 16 mm and was made to LOS in mode 6. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 2.
The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 62 to 20. The X coordinate of 37 mm shows that the
indication is clearly in the base metal. The Z coordinate of 110 num shows that the indication is in the middle third of the
vessel.
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Figure A.96b - Planar indication #9 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 8
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Figure A.97 shows planar indication #10 in the base metal below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall extent
of 6 mm based on tip signal pattern. The detection was made in mode 8 where it displayed a pair of TOF shapes at a
depth of 201 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There were no confirmations in other modes. The
indication is characterized as planar based on the tip signal pattern. The length is 20 mm and was made to LOS in mode 8.
The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 3. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 53 to
20. The X coordinate of -159 mm shows that the indication is clearly in the base metal. The Z coordinate of 201 mm.
shows that the indication is in the outer third of the vessel.
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Figure A.97 - Planar indication #10 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 8
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Figures A. 98a-b show planar indication # 11 in the base metal below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall
extent of 6 mm based on tip signal pattern. The detection was made in mode 8 where it displayed a pair of TOF shapes.
The shape quality is good for this indication. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized
as planar based on the tip signal pattern. The length is 23 mm and was made to LOS in mode 8. The aspect ratio
(length/depth) of this indication is 4 which tends to confirm the large through-wall extent. The maximum amplitude-to-
noise ratio is of medium range at 68 to 25. The X coordinate of -70 mmn shows that the indication is in the base metal.
The Z coordinate of 203 mm shows that the indication is in the outer third of the vessel.
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Figure A.98a - Planar indication #11 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 8
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Figure A.98b - Planar indication #11 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 7
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Figures A.99a-b show planar indication #12 in the base metal below 25 mm. This planar indication has a through-wall
extent of 6 mmn based on tip signal pattern. The detection was made in mode 6 where it displayed a pair of TOF shapes at
a depth of 118 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There was a confirmation in mode 8 at a depth of
119 mmn. Based on LOS in a cloud like shape, the confirmation mode gave a through-wall extent estimate of 13 mm. The
two Z values of 118 to 119 mm give an alternate depth size of 1 mm. The indication is characterized as planar based on
the tip signal pattern. The length is 17 mm and was made to LOS in mode 6. The range of aspect ratios (length/depth) of
this indication is 1.3 to 2.8. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 50 to 15. The X coordinate of
25 mm shows that the indication is in the base metal, possibly in the HAZ. The Z coordinate of 118 mmn shows that the
indication is in the middle third of the vessel.
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Figure A.99a - Planar indication #12 in the base metal below 24 mm: mode 6
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Figure A.99b - Planar indication #12 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 8
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Figure A. 100 shows planar indication #13 in the base metal below 25 mm. Based on LOS in a cloud like pattern, this
planar indication has a through-wall extent of 4 mm. The detection was made in mode 6 where the shape was cloud like in
nature at a depth of 123 mm. The shape quality for this indication is good but broken up, implying that more than one
small flaw may be present. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based
on lack of detection in normal beam or orthogonal modes. The length is 30 mmn and was made to LOS in mode 6. The
aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 8 which tends to confirm the large through-wall extent. The maximum
amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 58 to 20. The X coordinate of 36 mm shows that the indication is clearly in
the base metal. The Z coordinate of 123 mm shows that the indication is in the middle third of the vessel.
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Figure A. 100 - Planar indication #13 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figures A. l0la-b show planar indication #14 in the base metal below 25 mm. Based on LOS in a cloud like pattern, this
planar indication has a through-wall extent of 4 mm. The detection was made in mode 8 where the shape was cloud like in
nature at a depth of 192 mm. The shape quality for this indication is good but broken up, implying that more than one
small flaw may be present. There was a confirmation in mode 6 at a depth of 195 mmn which gave a through-wall extent
estimate of 4 mm based on wave packet width. The two Z values of 192 to 195 mmn give an alternate depth size of 3 mm.
The indication is characterized as planar based on lack of detection in normal beam or orthogonal modes. The length is
25 mmn and was made to LOS in mode 8. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 6 which tends to confirm the
large through-wall extent. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 38 to 10. The X coordinate of
-49 mmn shows that the indication is clearly in the base metal. The Z coordinate of 192 to 195 mmn shows that the
indication is in the outer third of the vessel.
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Figure A.l0la - Planar indication #,14 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 8
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Figure A. 101b - Planar indication #14 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A. 102 shows planar indication #15 in the base metal below 25 mmn. Based on LOS in a cloud like pattern, this
planar indication has a through-wall extent of 4 mm. The detection was made in mode 9 where the shape was cloud like in
nature at a depth of 220 mm. The shape quality for this indication is good but broken up, implying that more than one
small flaw may be present. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based
on lack of detection in normal beam or orthogonal modes. The width is 18 mm and was made to LOS in mode 9. The
aspect ratio (width/depth) of this indication is 4. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 25 to 7.
The X coordinate of 90 mm shows that the indication is clearly in the base metal. The Z coordinate of 220 mm shows that
the indication is in the near the outer wall of the of the vessel.
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Figure A.102 - Planar indication #15 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 9
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Figure A. 103 shows planar indication #16 in the base metal below 25 mm. Based on LOS in a cloud like pattern, this
planar indication has a through-wall extent of 4 mm. The detection was made in mode 6 where the shape was cloud like in
nature at a depth of 122 mm. The shape quality for this indication is good but broken up, implying that more than one
small flaw may be present. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as planar based
on lack of detection in normal beam or orthogonal modes. The length is 15 mm and was made to LOS in mode 6. The
aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 4. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 52 to 14.
The. X coordinate of 36 mm shows that the indication is clearly in the base metal. The Z coordinate of 122 mm shows that
the indication is in the middle third of the vessel.
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Figure A.103 - Planar indication #16 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 6
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Volumetric Indications in the Base Metal Below 25 mm

Figures A. 104a-c show volumetric indication #1 in the base metal below 25 mim. Based on LOS in a cloud like pattern,
this volumetric indication has a through-wall extent of 7 mm. The detection was made in modes 6 and 8. In mode 8 the
shape was cloud like in nature at a depth of 108 mm. In mode 6 a through-wall extent estimate of 1 mm. was obtained
from a wave packet width. The shape quality is good for this indication. There was a confirmation in mode 10 at a depth
of 115 mm. The two Z values of 108 to 115 mmn give an alternate depth size of 7 mm. The indication is characterized as
volumetric based on normal beam detection. The length is 19 mm and was made to LOS in mode 6. The width is 6 mm
and was made to LOS in mode 10. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 3. The maximum amplitude-to-
noise ratio is high at 105 to 25. The X coordinate of 28 mm shows that the indication is in the base metal. The Z
coordinate of 107 to 115 mm. shows that the indication is in the middle third of the vessel.
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scanj.Intj lngth ..... (in): 5.000.: 9.o c0 ,a-scans:,72561

FIt STEATISTICS min: 0 mao: 255 a"g 0......... .....type:

<APtyT> This is a confirmation call for floe fv5_51.

Figure A. 104a - Volumetric indication #1 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 10
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<APLOTO Head
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TRANSOUCER: 1.5 Ml~p, 45 deg, shear
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<APLOT> Tbis is flaw fus..5l. 02=.52 and was measured from the 5s6..240 file.
5

Figure A. 104b - Volumetric indication #1 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A.104c - Volumetric indication #1 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 8
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Figures A. 105a-c show volumetric indication #2 in the base metal below 25 mm. Based on wave packet width in mode 6,
this volumnetric indication has a through-wall extent of 5 mm. The detection was made in modes 6,7, and 10. In mode 6 it
displayed TOP shape at a depth of 118 mm, while in mode 7 it displayed TOF shape at a depth of 113 mm and gave a
through-wall extent of 3 mm based on wave packet width. The detection in mode found the indication at a depth of
117 mm. The different Z values of 113 to 118 mm give an alternate depth size of 5 mm. The indication is characterized
as volumetric based on normal beam detection. The length is 19 mm and was made to LOS in mode 10. The width is
11 mmn and was made to LOS in mode 10. The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 4 which tends to confirm
the large through-wall extent. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 77 to 17. The X coordinate of 58 mm
shows that the indication is clearly in the base metal. The Z coordinate of 113 to 118 mmn shows that the indication is in
the middle third of the vessel.
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Figure A.105a - Volumetric indication #2 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 10
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Figure A.105b - Volumetric indication #2 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A. 105c - Volumetric indication #2 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 7
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Figures A. 106a-e show volumetric indication #3 in the base metal below 25 mim. This volumetric indication has a
through-wall extent of 5 mim based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 8 where it had isolated TOF
shape at a depth of 91 mm. More than one TOF shape was present. The shape quality for this indication is good but
broken up, implying that more than one small flaw may be present. There were confirmations in modes 6,7,9, and 10 at
depths of 86 to 96 mm. The confirmation modes gave a through-wall extent estimate of 3 to 4 mmn based on wave packet
width. The different Z values of 86 to 96 mm give an alternate depth size of 10 mm. The indication is characterized as
volumetric based on normal beam detection and detection in orthogonal modes. The length is 12 mm and was made to
LOS in mode 6. The width is 48 mmn and was made to LOS in mode 9. The aspect ratio (width/depth) of this indication is
10. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 35 to 10. The X coordinate of 56 mmn shows that the
indication is clearly in the base metal. The Z coordinate of 86 to 96 mmn shows that the indication is in the middle third of
the vessel.
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Figure A.106b - Volumetric indication #3 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A. 106e - Volumetric indication #3 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 9
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Figure A. 107 shows volumetric indication #4 in the base metal below 25 mm. This volumetric indication has a through-
wall extent of 5 mm based on ring around pattern. The detection was made in mode 7 where it displayed a pair of TOF
shapes at a depth of 106 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There were no confirmations in other modes.
The indication is characterized as volumetric based on the detection of ring around shape. The width is 9 mm and was
made to LOS in mode 7. The aspect ratio (width/depth) of this indication is 1.8. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio
is high at 35 to 8. The X coordinate of 108 mm shows that the indication is clearly in the base metal. The Z coordinate of
106 mm shows that the indication is in the middle third of the vessel.
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Figures A. 108a-b show volumetric indication #5 in the base metal below 25 mm. This volumetric indication has a
through-wall extent of 5 mm based on wave packet width,. The detection was made in mode 6 where it had isolated TOF
shape at a depth of 85 mm. 'the shape quality is good for this indication. There were confirmations in modes 7 and 8 at
depths of 81 and 82 mm. The confirmation mode gave a through-wall extent estimate of 1 nun based on wave packet
width and 4 mm based on ring around pattern. The different Z values of 81 to 85 mm give an alternate depth size of 4
mm. The indication is characterized as volumetric based on detection in orthogonal modes and the detection of ring
around shape. The length is 28 mm and was made to LOS in mode 6. The width is 14 mm and was made to LOS in
mode 7. The range of aspect ratios (length/depth) of this indication is 6 to 7 which tends to confirm the large through-wall
extent. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is high at 63 to 13. The X coordinate of 29 mm shows that the indication
is in the base metal, possibly in the HAZ. The Z coordinate of 81 to 85 mm shows, that the indication is in the middle
third of the vessel.
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Figure A. 108a - Volumetric indication #5 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 8
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Figures A. 109a-b show volumetric indication #6 in the base metal below 25 mim. This volumetric indication has a
through-wall extent of 5 mm based on wave packet width. The detection was made in mode 6 where it had isolated TOF
shape at a depth of 130 mm. The shape quality for this indication is good but broken up, implying that more than one
small flaw may be present. There was a confirmation in mode 10 at a depth of 128 mm. The two Z values of 128 to
130 mmn give an alternate depth size of 2 mm. The indication is characterized as volumetric based on normal beam
detection. The length is 20 mm and was made to LOS in mode 6. The width is 9 mm and was made to LOS in mode 10.
The aspect ratio (length/depth) of this indication is 4 which tends to confirm the large through-wall extent. The maximum
amplitude-to-noise ratio is of medium range at 86 to 24. The X coordinate of 31 mmn shows that the indication is. in the
base metal, possibly in the HAZ. The Z coordinate of 128 to 130 mm shows that the indication is in the middle third of
the vessel.
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Figure A.109a - Volumetric indication #6 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 10
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Figure A.109b - Volumetric indication #6 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figures A. 1 l0a-b show volumetric indication #7 in the base metal below 25 mm. This volumetric indication has a
through-wall extent of 5 mm based on ring around pattern. The detection was made in mode 6 where it displayed a pair of
TOF shapes at a depth of 103 mm. The shape quality is good for this indication. There was a confirmation in mode 8 at
depth of 104 mm. The confirmation mode gave a through-wall extent estimate of 2.5 mmn based on wave packet width.
The two Z values of 103 to 104 mm give an alternate depth size of 1 mm. The indication is characterized as volumetric
based on the detection of ring around shape. The length is 46 mm and was made to LOS in mode 6. The aspect ratio
(length/depth) of this indication is 9. The maximum amplitude-to-noise ratio is low at 13 to 6. The X coordinate of
48 mmn shows that the indication is clearly in the base metal. The Z coordinate of 103 to 104 mmn shows that the indication
is in the middle third of the vessel.
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Figure A. ll0a - Volumetric indication #7 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 6
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Figure A. 110b - Volumetric indication #7 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 8
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Figure A. 111 shows volumetric indication #8 in the base metal below 25 mm. This volumetric indication has a through-
wall extent of 4 mm based on ring around pattern. The detection was made in mode 6 where it displayed a pair of TOF
shapes at a depth of 119 mm. The shape quality for this indication is good but broken up, implying that more than one
small flaw may be present. There were no confirmations in other modes. The indication is characterized as volumetric
based on the detection of ring around shape. The length is 41 mm and was made to LOS in mode 6. The aspect ratio
(length/depth) of this indication is 10 which tends to confirm the large through-wall extent. The maximum amplitude-to-
noise ratio is of medium range at 79 to 24. The X coordinate of 26 mm shows that the indication is in the base metal,
possibly in the HAZ. The Z coordinate of 119 mm shows that the indication is in the middle third of the vessel.
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Figure A.111 - Volumetric indication #8 in the base metal below 25 mm: mode 6
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Appendix B

Inspections of the Midland Vessel

This appendix contains the results of a nondestructive examination of nuclear reactor vessel weidment for the presence of
fabrication defects. Sections of material, approximately 1219 mmn (4 ft.) in length, were cut from an unused nuclear reactor
vessel, the Midland Vessel, by Babcock and Wilcox (Booth 1998) and sent to the EPRIT NDE Center. PNNL conducted a
sequence of ispections using the Synthetic Aperture Focusing Technique for Ultrasonic Testing (SAFT-UT) on this vessel
material under the sponsorship of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission for the purpose of detecting and characterizing the
fabrication (preservice) defects. The results of these SAFT-UT inspections are the subject of this report.

Among the principle findings of this analysis is that the SAFT-UT data correlates with a destructive analysis of one block of the
material. The results of this correlation demonstrate that the majority of the destructively analyzed flaws are ready apparent in the
SAFT-UT data. The SAFT-UT inspections of approximately 1000 square inches of clad surface area show eight total defects at
the clad to base metal interface. All of the eight defects are less than 2.2 mm in through-wall extent and in the range of 2 to
15 mm in lateral extent. In 164 linear inches of weld, 23 total defects were found in the weldment, heat-affected zone, and base
metal. Of these 23 defects, 17 had a through-wall extent of 2 mm or less. The remaining 6 defects had a through-wall extent in
the range of 5 to 18 mm. The lateral extent of the 23 base-metal defects was in the range of 5 to 36 mm. The size distribution of
flaws as measured by SAFT-UT in the Midland blocks is estimated to be not measurably different in shape from that of the
Marshall distribution; however, the overall density of flaws is estimated to be substantially larger than that of the Marshall
distribution.

Recommendations are given in this appendix for gaining additional resolving power using SAFT-UT. The frequencies of
transducers, scanning step sizes, and requisite data volumes for examining vessel material for fabrication defects are discussed.
The use of material coordinates for inspection systems is recommended for efficiency in analysis and protecting the quality of the
data.

Appendix B provides the reader with an understanding of the vessel material that was inspected and the kinds of inspections that
were performed by SAFT-UT. A correlation of the SAFT-UT indications that were found in the data with a destructive analysis
of a fraction of the material is also given. Finally, the detection methods, the sizes and types of the defects, and the distribution of
those defects in important categories are documented in this Appendix.
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1. 0 Introduction

This report is part of a program, sponsored by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), to develop a technical
data base for fabrication flaws that exist in nuclear reactor pressure vessels (RPV). In this program, samples of RPV
material are examined to detect and characterize the flaws introduced into the material when it was fabricated. The
obtained flaw data can then be used to estimate rates of occurrences in a portion of the reactor population.

During the month of June 1989, the Midland blocks, consisting of material removed from the beltline region of the
Midland reactor pressure vessel were examined using the Synthetic Aperture Focusing Technique for Ultrasonic Testing
(SAFT-UT) developed by PNNL under sponsorship of the U.S. NRC. The SAFT-UT system provides very high-
resolution images for use in reliably detecting flaws and accurately sizing the flaws detected. The SAFT-UT system was
taken to the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) NDE Center in Charlotte, North Carolina, where the Midland
blocks were sent after being cut from the reactor pressure vessel. Ultrasonic and radiographic test were performed by
NDE Center staff and SAFT-UT examinations were performed by PNNL staff. The purpose of the SAFT-UT
inspections was to obtain information on the population of fabrication flaws in the Midland vessel.

Data from a destructive analysis of a portion of the vessel material, obtained from the EPRI NDE Center, has-been
correlated with the SAFT-UT data. The destructively analyzed flaws have been used to confirm the sizing accuracy and
adjust the detection and characterization method. The adjusted characterization method has been applied to all of the
indications in the SAFT-UT data and a complete set of images are provided in the report. The distribution of flaws in
important categories is provided in the report.

This report contains a description of the Midland blocks. The physical characteristics of the blocks, including the
thickness of the cladding, are reported in Section 2. The details of the SAFT-UT inspections are given in Section 3.
This section contains a description of what portion of each Midland block was inspected. It contains a specification for
the transducers used. Section 4 contains the correlation of the SAFT-UT data with a destructive analysis of one of the
Midland blocks. This section contains a description of the detection and sizing methods for SAFT-UT indications as
supported by the destructive analysis. Section 5 contains a complete analysis of the indications of the fabrication defects
found by SAFT-UT in the Midland blocks. The images of the indications are included in this section. Section 5 should
be skipped by those who are not interested in the specifics of the SAFT-UT images. Section 6 contains the distribution
of the fabrication flaws in important categories, and Section 7 describes the recommendations for use of SAFT-UT to
conduct inspections of reactor pressure vessel material.
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2.0 Description of Mfidland Blocks

Information obtained from Babcock and Wilcox indicated that this vessel was manufactured by piercing a large ingot of
steel and then rolling it until a ring of the proper shape and size was obtained. The cladding was deposited using a
multi-wire (either 3 or 6) process and then it was smoothed with a belt grinder. The cladding is nominally 6 mm (1/4-
in.) thick with a minimum thickness of 4.8 mmn (3/16 in.).

The blocks were nominally 224 mm (8.8 in.) thick and 762 mm (30 in.) wide. Block lengths varied but were about
1219 mmn (48 in.) long. The reactor pressure vessel (RPV) circumferential weldment was centered in the blocks. Three
of the blocks inspected by SAFT-UT were cut down in size so that they were only 305 mm (12 in.) wide, in preparation
for subsequent machining into mechanical test specimens. The location, type, orientation, and size of all of the detected
flaws were to be estimated. This information would provide guidance for machining the mechanical test specimens in
order to avoid unintentionally including flawed material in the study of the mechanical properties of non-degraded and
intentionally degraded reactor vessel material.

Blocks were removed from three circumferential welds as shown in Figure 2. 1. The blocks were numbered with the
weld number (1, 2, or 3) and then with the order of removal in the sequence as show in the figure. Block 1-8 is then
the eighth block removed from weld number 1. Weld #1, sometimes referred to as the beltline weld, is the weld
between the lower shell course and the intermediate shell course of the vessel.

A coordinate system was established for each of the blocks and fiducial marks were placed on the blocks for use in the
NDE. The weld center line was marked and the distance along the weld was measured as either plus or minus a
distance from a fiducial mark near the center of the block. Figure 2.2 shows the nominal cross section of the weld.
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Figure 2.1 Diagram of Material Removed from the Midland Vessel
Source: Babcock & Wilcox Co. (1989)
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Figure 2.2 Photograph of Weld Cross Se 'ction
(Provided by Oak Ridge National Laboratory)
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3.0 SAFT-UT Measurements

Four of the blocks that were cut from the beitline weld of the Midland vessel were inspected by SAFT-UT. The
inspections covered a total of 4166 mm (164 in.) of circumferential weld length by collecting 155 files containing 650
Mbytes of data. Figure 3.1 shows some of the Midland blocks at the EPRI NDE Center when the SAFT-UT inspections
were starting. Figure 3.2 shows the SAFT-UT system during the inspections. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the scanning
configuration on Block 1-8.

As described in Section 2, a coordinate system was established for each block. The center line of the weld was marked
and this line, replacing the circumferential axis of the vessel, is labeled the "Y" axis in this report. The distance across
the weld, replacing the height axis of the vessel, is labeled the "X" axis in this report.

3.1 SAFT-UT Inspections of Midland Block 1-8

Block 1-8 was the first block inspected by SAFT-UT. This block was 224 mm. (8.8 in.) thick, 1156 mmn (45.5 in.) in
circumferential length, and 722 mm (30.4 in.) high. Because of the scanner's geometry, a decision was made to scan
the central 787 mm (31 in.) of the block and only return to the outer portions if time permitted.

Table 3.1 describes the inspections that were made on Block 1-8 by SAFT-UT. Block 1-8 received 450 shear wave
inspections that were not made on the other three blocks. The other blocks received normal beam inspections from the
top or bottom faces. These faces were not available on Block 1-8 when the SAFT-UT inspections were made.

Inspection #1 in the table was made with an RTD 88-255, L-wave, 2.0-MHz dual element normal beam probe on the
clad surface. Inspection #2 was made with an RTD 1287-1156, L-wave, 2.0-MHz, dual element 450 probe from the
clad surface. The direction of insonification was +X; that is, reflectors were illuminated from their -X side. Inspection
#3 is a repeat of #2 where the insonification direction is -X. Inspections #4 and #5 were made from the clad side with an
RTD 84-23, 700 L-wave, 2.0-MHz, dual element probe. Inspections #6 and #9 were full volume normal beam
inspections using an Aerotech L07489, 2.25-MHz, 6.4 mm (0.25-in.) diameter, contact transducer on the clad surface.
Inspections #7 and #8 were full volume 450 shear wave inspections from the clad side using a 1 .0-MHz, 6.4 mm (0.25-
in.) diameter transducer on a 450 wedge. Inspections #10 and #11 were full volume 450 shear wave inspections from
the unclad side using an Aerotek K31358, 2.25-MHz, 6.4 mm (0.25-in.) diameter transducer on a 450 wedge.

3.2 SAFT-UT Inspections of Block 1-9

Table 3.2 describes the inspections that were made on Block 1-9 by SAFT-UT. This block was 305 mm (12 in.) wide
and did not receive 450 shear wave inspections. Instead, normal beam inspections were made from the bottom face.

Inspection #1 was made with an RTD 84-23, 70' L-wave, 2.0-MHz, dual element probe where the direction of
insonification was +X. Inspection #2 is a repeat of #1 where the insonification direction is -X. Inspections #3, #4, and
#5 were full volume normal beam inspections using an Aerotech L07489, 2.25-MHz, 6.4 mm (0.25-in.) diameter,
contact transducer.

3.3 SAFT-UT Inspections of Block 1-11

Table 3.3 describes the inspections that were made on Block 1 -11 by SAFT-UT. This block was 305 mmn (12 in.) wide
and did not receive 450 shear wave inspections. Instead, normal beam inspections were made from top face.

Inspection #1 was made with an RTD 84-23, 700 L-wave, 2.0-MHz, dual element probe where the direction of
insonification was ±X. Inspection #2 is a repeat of #1 where the insonification direction is -X. Inspections #3, #4, and
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#5 were full volume normal beam inspections using an Aerotech L07489, 2.25-MHz, 6.4 nmm (0.25-in.) diameter,
contact transducer.

Table 3.1 SAFE-UT Inspections on Block 1-8

Near-Surface (Clad) Zone Inspections

1 /Normal beam N/A 2.0 -51 to 102 -75 to 75
____________(-2.0 to 4.0) (-3.0 to 3.0)

2 /45 0 L +X2.0 -51 to 102 -75 to 75
____________________________(-2.0 to 4.0) (-3.0 to 3.0)

3 I45 0 L -X 2.0 -51 to 10 -75 to 75
_____________ _____________(-2.0 to 4.0) (-3.0 to 3.0)

4 /70 0 L +X 2.0 -560 to 535 -152 to 152
_____________ _____________(-22.0 to 21.0) (-6.0 to 6.0)

5 I70 0 L -X 2.0 -560 to 535 -152 to 152
_____________ ____________ _____________ (-22.0 to 21.0) (-6.0 to 6.0)

________________Inspections of the Weld from the Clad Side

6 /Normal beam N/A 2.25 -432 to 381 -317 to 330
_______________(-17.0 to 15.0) (-12.5 to 13.0)

7 /45 0 S +X1.0 -411 to 393 -330 to 330
________________(-16.2 to 15.5) (-13.0 to 13.0)

8 /45 0 S +Y 1.0 -406 to 381 -76 to76
______________ ______________ ______________ (-16.0 to 15.0) (-3.0 to 3.0)

Inspections of the Weld from the Unclad Side

9 / Normal beam N/A 2.25 -483 to 422 -342 to 355
______________________________ (-19.0 to 16.6) (-13.5 to 14.0)

10 /45 0S +X2.25 -483 to 406 -356 to 229
____________________________ (-19.0 to 16.0) (-14.0 to 9.0)

11 / 450S -X 2.25 -483 to 355 -38 to 267
_____________ _____________ _____________ (-19.0 to 14.0) (- 1. 5 to 10. 5)
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Table 3.2 SAFT-UT Inspections on Block 1-9

Inspection Beam Frequency, 1 Y Coverage, X Coverage,
No. IType Direction MHz J mm. (in.) mmr (in.)

Near-Surface (Clad) Zone Inspections _________

1 / 700L + X 2.0 -560 to 535 -152 to 152
1 ____________ _____________ (-22.0 to 21.0) (-6.0 to 6.0)

2 / 70 0L _ X 2.0 -560 to 535 -152 to 152
_____________ ___________1 (-22.0 to 21.0) (-6.0 to 6.0)

_______________Inspections of the Weld from the Clad Side

3 / Normal beam IN/A 12.25 450 to 465 1 -152 to 152
1 I (-17.7 to 18.3) (-6.0 to 6.0)

_______________Inspections of the Weld from the Unclad Side

4 / Normal beam IN/A 2.25 [ -635 to 610 -152 to 152

___________I ______________________ (-25.0 to 24.0) j (-6.0 to 6.0)

_______________Inspections of the Weld from Bottom Side

5 / Normal beam IN/A 2.25 f 457 to 400 1 152 to 152

11 ________1 ________ 1 1 _________ (-18.0 to 15.7) (-6.0 to 6.0)

3.4 SAFT-UT Inspections of Block 1-12

Table 3.4 describes the inspections that were made on Block 1-12 by SAFT-UT. This block was 305 mm (12 in.) wide
and did not receive 450* shear wave inspections. Instead, normal. beam inspections were made from top face.

Inspection #1 was made with an RTD 84-23, 700 L-wave, 2.0-MHz, dual element probe where the direction of
insonification was +X. Inspection #2 is a repeat of #1 where the insonification direction is -X. Inspections #3 and #4
were full-volume normal beam inspections using an Aerotech L07489, 2.25-MHz, 6.4 mmn (0.25-in.) diameter, contact
transducer.
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Table 3.3 SAIFT-UT Inspections on Block 1-11

Near-Surface (Clad) Zone Inspections_________

1I /70 0L +X 2.0 1 -475 to 601 -152 to 152
___ ___ ___ __ __ _____________ _____________ (-18.7 to 24.0) (-6.0 to 6.0)

2 / 700L _ X 2.0 -475 to 601 -152 to 152
______________ 1_______________ _______________ (-18.7 to 24.0) (-6.0 to 6.0)

_______________Inspections of the Weld from the Clad Side

3 /Normal beam N/A 2.25 -483 to 597 -152 to 152

__ __ __ __ __ __1 ____________1 1_________ (-19.0 to 23.5) (-6.0 to 6.0)

______________Inspections of the Weld from the Unclad Side

4 /Normal beam N/A j 2.25 1 -584 to 635 f -152 to 152

__ __ __ __ __ __1 ____________1 1_________ (-23.0 to 25.0) (-6.0 to 6.0)

_____________Inspections of the from T op Side

5 / Normal beam I N/A 1 2.25 1 -356 to 587 1 -152 to 152

________________ I _________j_________ (-14.0 to 23.0) (-6.0 to 6.0)

Table 3.4 SAFE-UT Inspections on Block 1-12

Near-Surface (Clad~ Zone Insoections

1 /70 0L +1 2.0 -508 to 584 -152 to 152
1 ______________ (-20.0 to 23.0) (-6.0 to 6.0)

2/700L -X 2.0 -508 to 584 -152 to 152
_____________ _____________ 1______________ (-20.0 to 23.0) (-6.0 to 6.0)

_______________Inspections of the Weld from the Unclad Side

3 /Normal beam N/A 2.25 I -584 to 610 1 -152 to 152

___________ (-23.0 to 24.0) J (-6.0 to 6.0)

______________Inspections of the Weld from Top Side

4 /Normal beam 1N/A [ 2.25 -508 to 584 -152 to 152
_______________ 11 1.________ (-20.0 to 23.0) (-6.0 to 6.0)
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Figure 3.1 Photo of Material Removed from the Midland Vessel

Figure 3.2 Photo of SAFT-UTT System as Configured for Inspection of Midland Blocks
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Figure 3.3 Photo of SAFrI-UF Scanner Performing Inspections on the Clad Side of a Midland Block

Figure 3.4 Photo of SAFE-UT Scanner Performing Inspections on the Unclad Side of a Midland Block
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4.0 Correlation of SAFT-UT Data with Destructive Analysis of Block 1-8

In this sectio 'n a comparison is made of SAFT-UT inspection results with a destructive analysis performed by the EPRI
NDE Center on Block 1-8. The destructive analysis reported sizes for defects at the weld root and at the clad-to-base
metal interface. The detection results for SAFT-UT are given for the weld root followed by the detection results for the
clad-to-base metal interface.

4.1 Destructive Analysis of Indications

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 describe the results from the destructive analysis of 13 indications found by the (non-SAFT)
ultrasonic testing (UT) performed by the staff at the EPRI NDE Center. Indications were found near the root of the
weld and near the clad-to-base metal interface.

For the six indications in the base metal (Table 4. 1), " Y" refers to the circumferential position (along the weld center
line) for the indication as reported by the UT. "DY' is the extent of a flaw in circumferential direction as measured by
the destructive analysis. If the indication was not found in the destructive analysis, then no value is given for "DY."
'X" and "DX" are not given but the defects are reported to be in the weld root which inplies "X" = 0.0 + 12 mm.
"Z" refers tothedepth from the clad side of the block (inside of the vessel) as reported by the UT. "DZ" is the extent in
the depth dimension as measured by the destructive analysis. The characteristics of the defects that were found in the
destructive analysis are also given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 along with a reference to the individual photographs of the
defects.

For the seven indications near the clad-to-base metal interface (Table 4.2), "DY' is not reported by the destructive
analysis. If the indication was not found in the destructive analysis, then no value is given for "DX."

Defects were not determined by the destructive analysis for indications 1, 4, 9, 12, and 13. Two defects were found for
indications 3, 6, and 10. Figures 4.1 through 4.11 were provided by the Electric Power Research Institute's NDE
Center, Charlotte, North Carolina.

4.2 Defects Found in the Weld Root

Table 4.3 shows the results of the analysis of SAFT-UT data for the detection of the weld root defects from the
destructive test. The detection result is shown for each of the six different SAFT-UT inspections performed on Block 1-
8. Two of the defects, #5 and #6, were readily apparent in the SAFT-UT data. One of the defects, #2, was not
detected. It should be noted that none of the six defects were in the central 610 mm (24 in.) of the block. As a
consequence of this, all of the defects were missed by at least one SAFT-UT inspection and one of the defects, #3, was
not covered by any of the SAFT-UT inspections because this defect was located near the end of the block.

4.2.1 Description of Detection Method

The defects were small slag, typically 1-2 mm in diameter, and were located at the weld root, about 89 mmn (3.5 in.)
below the clad surface. In order to successfully detect the weak signals from these reflectors, the SAFT-UT data was
analyzed by looking for the presence of distinguishing shapes amidst the surrounding background noise. The typical
shape for a reflector in the 450 shear inspections is shown in Figure 4.12. This shape can be found only in the side
view (B-scan) of the 450 shear data. The typical shape for a reflector in the normal beam data is shown in Figure 4.13.

This detection method leads to the identification of additional reflectors in the SAFT-UT data. These additional
reflectors fall into two general categories. The first category are those that are found near the weld root, between 80
mm and 95 mm (3.25 and 3.75 in.) from the clad surface. There are two indications in this category and they are found
by both 45' shear and normal beam inspections. The second category of additional base-metal indications found by
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SAFT-UT are not found near the weld root. There are seven of these indications and most of these are only found by
the normal beam inspections. All of the SAFT-UT data have been analyzed by this detection method. The data are
reported in Section 5.0. All the summary results are covered in Section 6.0.

Table 4.1 Results from the Destructive Analysis of Indications in Block 1-8
(Weld Root Indications)

Indication Y,nmm.DY, min X, nmm.DX, mmn Z, mmr DZ, mmi
No. (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) Characterization

1-465 - - - 100 - Presence not determined
(-18.3) ____ (3.9) ______by destructive test.

2 -445 1 - - 98 2 Slag. See destructive test
________ (-17.5) (0.04) ____ (3.8) (0.08) results in Figure 4.1.

3t 470 0.75 - - 74 1.25 Destructive test found 2
(18.5) (0.03) (2.9) (0.05) defects. Both were slag.

3b - 3 - - 1.25 See destructive test results
______ (0.12) _ ___ ____(0.05) of 3b in Figure 4.2.

4 420 -- - 91 - Presence not confirmed by
(16.5) (3.6) destructive test. See

destructive test results in
_____________________________Figure 4.3.

5 380 5 -- 89 2 Slag. See destructive test
_________ (15.0) (0.2) _____ _____ (3.5) (0.08) results in Figure 4.4.

6t 350 2 -- 99 1.5 Destructive test found 2
13.8 (0.08) (3.9) (0.06) defects, both slag. See

6b 3.5 -- 2.5 destructive test results in
_______ (0.14) ____ ___ ___ (0.10) Figures 4.5 and 4.6.

4.3 Defects Found Near the Clad-to-Base Metal Interface

Table 4.4 shows the results of the analysis of SAFT-UT data for the detection of the four clad-to-base metal defects
from the destructive test. Only the four locations where the destructive analysis reported defects are considered in the
table. One of the defects, #8, was readily apparent in the SAFT-UT data in that it had the proper shape in side-view B-
scan and had considerable amplitude in both inspections. One of the defects, #7, was detected and had the proper shape
from one inspection only. One of the defects, # 11, was detected at a high amplitude, but shapeless spot. One of the
defects, #10, was not detected by SAFT-UT.

4.3.1 Description of Detection Method

The five defects were small slag, typically 1-2 mm in depth and 2-5 mm in length, and were located at the interface
between the clad anid the base metal. In order to successfully detect the signals from these reflectors, the SAFT-UT data
was analyzed in two steps. The first step was to look for the presence of distinguishing shapes. The second step was to
look for high-amplitude signals that have some bulk, not just one hot pixel, where the amplitude is considerably above
the background reflections from the clad-to-base metal interface. The typical shape for a reflector in the 70'L-wave
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inspections is shown in Figure 4.14. This shape can be found only in the side view (B-scan) of the 7Q0 L-wave data.
The typical image for a reflector that is included based on amplitude alone is shown in Figure 4.15.

It is important to consider the number of additional flaws that this detection method leads to in the SAFT-UT data from
Block 1-8. These additional reflectors fall into two general categories. The first category are those that have a
distinguishing shape. There were no reflectors in this category in the data from Block 1-8. The second category are the
reflectors that qualify based on amplitude. There are three reflectors in this category in the SAFT-UT data from Block
1-8. All of the SAFT-UT data have been analyzed by this detection method. The results are reported in Section 5.0.

Table 4.2 Results from the Destructive Analysis of Indications in Block 1-8
(Near-Surface Zone Indications)

7 81
(3.2)

-22
(-0.8)

4
(0.16)

1
(0.04)

Clad-to-base metal inter-
face slag. See destruc-
tive test results in Figure
4.7.

8 112 -33 5 -2 Clad-to-base metal inter-
(4.4) (1.3) (0.2) (0.08) face slag. See destruc-

tive test results in Figure
4.8.

9 112 -0 - - Presence not determined
(4.4) (0.0) ____________ by destructive test.

10a 204 -15 5 -1 Clad-to-base metal inter-
(8.0) (0.6) (0.2) (0.04) face. See destructive test

________ ________ results in Figure 4.9.

10b --- 2 -1 1 mm below interface.
(0.08) (0.04) See destructive test re-

sults in Figure 4. 10.

11 235 -- 15 1.5 -0.5 Clad-to-base metal inter-
(9.2) (-0.6) (0.06) (0.02) face. See destructive test

results in Figure 4.11.

12 235 -12 --- Presence not determined
________ (9.2) _ ____ (0.5) _____ ____ _____ by destructive test.

13 288 - -11--- Presence not determined
_________ (15.3) _ ____ (-0.4) 1____ t ____ _____ by destructive test.
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Table 4.3 Detection by SAFE-UJT of the Weld-Root Defects found in the
Destructive Analysis of Midland Block 1-8

#2 #6

Normal beam, clad side No coverage No detection
Normal beam, unclad side No detection No detection
450 shear, clad, dir = 0 No coverage No detection
450 shear, clad, dir = 90 No detection No coverage
450 shear, unclad, dir = 0 No detection Detection
450 shear, unclad, dir = 180 No detection Detection

Detection Results Not detected Detected (high S/N)

#5 #3

Normal beam, clad side Detection No coverage
Normal beam, unclad side No detection No coverage
450 shear, clad, dir = 0 No coverage No coverage
45' shear, clad, dir = 90 No detection No coverage
450 shear, unclad, dir = 0 Detection No coverage
450* shear, unclad, dir = 180 Detection No coverage

Detection Result Detected (high S/N) No coverage

Table 4.4 Detection by SAFE-UT of the Clad-to-Base Metal Defects found in
the Destructive Analysis of Midland Block 1-8

[ ______________#7 #8 #10 #11

7Q0* L-wave, dir = +XDetection Detection No detection No detection
700, L wave, dir = -X No detection Detection No detection Detection

LDetection Result Detection Detection No detection Detection
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(a) Depth: 14.25 mm (0.56 1 in.), as machined

(b) Depth: 14.15 mm (0.557 in.), as machined

Figure 4.1 DA Photograph of Midland Flaw 1-8 #2
Photographs provided by the EPRI NDE Center
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(c) Depth: 14.1 mm (0.555 in.), as machined

(d) Depth: 14.05 mm (0.553 in.), as machined

Figure 4.1 (cont'd)
Photographs provided by the EPRI NDE Center
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(e) Depth: 14.02 mum (0.552 in.), as machined

(f) Depth: 14.97 mm (0.550 in.), as polished and etched

Figure 4.1 (cont'd)
Photographs provided by the EPRI NDE Center
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- - -,SR

1.6mm Ui4
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(b,) Polished and etched

Figure 4.2 DA Photograph of Midland Flaw 1-8 #3b
Photographs provided by the EPRI NDE Center
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Photograph provided by the EPRI NDE Center
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'a) Mamficaton7lo

(b) Magnification: 20X

Figure 4.4 DA Photograph of Midland Flaw 1-8 #5t
Photographs provided by the EPRI NDE Center
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(a7et7 2m 024 n) smcie

(b) Depth: 5.82 mm (0.229 in.), as machined

Figure 4.5 DA Photograph of Mlidland Flaw 1-8 #6b
Photographs provided by the EPRI NDE Center
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(c) As polished and etched, magnification: 20X
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(a) Depth: 6.45 mm (0.254 in.), as machined
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(b) Depth: 6.2 mm (0.244 in.), as machined

Figure 4.6 DA Photograph of Mfidland Flaw 1-8 #6t
Photographs provided by the EPRI NDE Center
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1-41

(c) As polished and etched, mag nfication: 6.3X

(d) As polished and etched, magnification: 20X.

Figure 4.6 (cont'd)
Photographs provided by the EPRI NDE Center
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(a) As polished and etched, magnification- 20X

(b) As polished and etched, magnification: 6.3X

Figure 4.7 DA Photograph of Mildland Flaw 1-8 #7b
Photographs provided by the EPRI NDE Center
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(a) As polished and etched, magnification: 6.3X

(b) As polished and etched, magnification: 20X

Figure 4.8 DA Photograph of Mfidland Flaw 1-8 #8
Photographs provided by the EPRI NDE Center
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(a) As polished and etched, magnification: 6.3X

.........................

A ýbg

(b) As polished and etched, magnification: 20X

Figure 4.9 DA Photograph of Midland Flaw 1-8 #10a
Photographs provided by the EPRI NDE Center
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(a) As polished and etched, magnification: 6.3X

AIP

(b) As polished and etched, magnification: 20X

Figure 4.10 DA Photograph of Midland Flaw 1-8 #10b
Photographs provided by the EPRI NDE Center
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(a) As machined

'44

X ~

(b) As polished and etched

Figure 4.11 DA Photograph of Midland Flaw 1-8 #11
Photographs provided by EPRI NDE Center
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34

Figure 4.12 Typical Shape for a Reflector in the 450 Shear Inspections. Side View (XZ) of Base-Metal Indication
in Block 1-8 at Y =350 mm. 450 shear inspection from the unclad side. Beam direction is + X. Z values in the
figure are measured from the unclad side.
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Figure 4.13 Typical Shape for a Reflector in the Normal Beam Data. Side View (XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in
Block 1-8 at Y = 350 mm. Normal beam inspection from the unclad side. Z values in the figure are measured
from the unclad side.
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2-Scan Side V.iew
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Scale =0,20 (in) -0

198

Figure 4.14 Typical Shape for a Reflector in the 700 L-Wave Inspections. Side View (XZ) of Clad to Base-Metal
Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 112 mm. 70' L-wave inspection with beam direction of + X.
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B-5can Side View

X:-1.998 -> -0.298 (in) 18 pts
Y: 5,60 -)3.10 (in) 26 pts
Z; 0.000 ->1.667 (in) 107 pts
Scale = 0,20 (in) 255

Figure 4.15 Typical Shapeless Image for a Bright Reflection in the 700 L-Wave Inspections. Side View (XZ) of
Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = 117 mm. 700 L-wave inspection with beam direction of +X.
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.5.0 Analysis of SAFT-UT Data

In this section, the indications detected in the SAFT-UT data are characterized according to location, size, and flaw type.
Images are presented in this section for all of the indications. Tables are provided for listing and describing the important
attributes of the indications.

SAFT-UT images are presented in three engineering views: side view, end view, and C-scan view. The axes displayed in
the images are the scanner's axes and the coordinates are scanner coordinates, not material coordinates. When the scanner
axes differs from the material axis, an explanation is given in the figure caption.

The first of the three views in the figures is always the B-scan side view. In this view, the vertical axis is "Z" in scanner
coordinates, with axis label given in the form of "Z: X.XXX -. Y.YYY" where X.XX-X is the coordinate at the top of the
vertical axis and Y.YYY is the coordinate at the bottom of the axis. The horizontal axis is "X" in scanner coordinates, and
the "Y" axis is perpendicular to the view. The scale given is the distance between the tick marks (minor tick marks
included).

The second of the three views is always the B-scan end view. In this view, the vertical axis is "Z" and the horizontal axis is
"Y." The third view is always the C-scan end view where the vertical axis is "Y" and the horizontal axis is 'X."

The units in the images are given in inches, as determined by the software, and displays in metric units are not available at
this time. Metric units are given in the text wherever possible. The tables give material coordinates for the location of the
reflectors. Sizing in the tables uses the best available information from the inspections in which a reflector was detected.

For large flaws, a doublet set of time-of-flight (TOF) curves is expected. However, in analyzing the data, there were no
cases where a doublet set of TOE curves was detected. The search for doublet TOE curves included exhaustive examination
down to the background noise level of the data. Since no doublet TOF curves could be detected, it was postulated that the
flaws were very small (no measurable extent along the line of insonification) and that the second TOE curve was merged
with the first one.

Using this explanation, it then becomes important to be able to place an upper bound on the extent of a flaw that will cause
the two TOE curves to collapse. There are a number of ways that this upper bound can be estimated. Two time-of-flight
curves are said to be resolved when there is a 6-dB drop in amplitude between the two curves. This method yields a
conservative result. A smaller amplitude drop, 3 dB, can be used to distinguish when a single TOE curve has greater
effective ringdown due to the presence of a second curve. Flaws that have extent causing this broadening of the TOE curve
can be sized to some degree and an effort should be made to do so.

The SAFT-UT data from the Midland blocks permits recognition that a TOE curve has increased in ringdown size. Eor the
450o shear inspections at 2.25 MHz, this criterion produces an upper bound flaw size of less than 1.3 mmn (0.050 in.). In
viewing the images of the responses from some of the indications, the responses tended to be tight packets. For indications
imaged with the 700 probe, the upper bound flaw size was larger. For the 3 dB criterion, the upper bound flaw size was
determined to be 2.24 mm (0.088 in.).

The lateral resolution of the system determines the minimum size in the plane perpendicular to the insonification direction
for small reflectors. The resolution in this plane is on the order of 5.1 mm to 8.13 mm (0.2 in. to 0.32 in.) depending on the
spatial sampling used for the various transducers and scans performed.

Since the indications in the Midland vessel had little measurable through-wall extent, it is difficult to characterize the
indications as planar or volumetric. Still, it is important to use what features the data provides, and the following rules have
been used in characterizing each reflector in the SAFT-UT data. For a reflector to be characterized as a planar flaw, it must
be detected in an angle beam inspection or in normal beam from the bottom or top machined surfaces. And in addition, the
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reflector must be not detected in a normal beam inspection from the clad or unclad surfaces where adequate coverage is
provided by at least one such inspection. All remaining reflectors are considered to be volumetric flaws.

5.1 Indications In and Near the Weld

There were a total of 23 indications that were detected in the SAFT-UT data from the weld and base metal in the four

Midland blocks. None'of the 23 showed a doublet TOF curve but nine of them had measurable through-wall extent.

5.1.1 Estimation of Weld and Base-Metal Defects in Block 1-8

Twelve indications were found in the weld and base metal in Block 1-8 but none showed measurable broadening of the TOF
curve. Table 5.1 shows a direct comparison of the sizes and locations of reflectors in the SAFT-UT data that correspond
with flaws found in the destructive analysis. Table 5.2 shows the location and characterization of all indications in the weld
and base metal of Block 1-8 that were detected and characterized by SAFT-UT.

Table 5.1. Comparison of SAFT-UT Results with the Destructive Analysis of Weld Root Indications in Block 1-8

Y,mm DY, mmi~ XCimm DX, mm Z'n rn DZ,nimn

Destructive 380 5 - 89 2 X and DX not given but flaw
Data (15.0) (0.2) (3.5) (0.1) is in the weidment so X isO0

± 12.7 mm (0.5 in.). See
Figure 4.4.

SAFT-UT 380 5 -5 13 89 1.3 DZ is determ ined from 45 -
(15.0) (0.2) (-0.2) (0.5) (3.5) (0.05) inspection from the unclad

side. See Figure 5.l1d.

Flaw #6t &~ Y, mil. DY, mrn X, mrn DX,nmm Z, imnf? DZ, ni

Destructive 350 2.0 -- 99 1.5 See Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
Data (13.8) (0.08) (3.9) (0.06)

3.5 2.5
(0.14) (0.10)

SAFT-UT 350 10 -10 18 91 1.3 DZ is determined from 45 0S(13.8) (0.4) (-04) (0.7) (3.6) .(0.05) inspection from the unclad
side. See Figure 5.2g.
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Table 5.2. SAFT-UT Results from Weld and Base Metal of Block 1-8

380
(15.0)

5
(0.2)

-5
(-02)

13
(0.5)

89
(3.5)

1.3
(0.05)

Detected by SAFT-UT in normal beam from the clad
side and in two different 45 oS files from the unclad
side. See Figure 5. 1. DZ is determined from data
shown in Figure 5.l1d. This is one or more small volu-
metric defects. Destructive analysis shows one defect
labeled 5T. See Table 4.1 and Figure 4.4 for DA
results.

351 20 -10 18 91 1.3 Detected by SAFT-UT in 45 0Sfiles from the unclad
(13.8) (0.8) (-04) (0.7) (3.6) (0.05) side. See Figure 5.2. DZ is determined from data

shown in Figure 5.2g. This is one or more small planar
defects. Destructive analysis shows two small defects
label 6t and 6b. See Table 4.1 and Figure 4.5 for DA
results.

318 15 -10 13 91 1.3 Detected by SAFT-UT in normal beam from the clad
(12.5) (0.6) (-0.4) (0.5) (3.6) (0.05) side and in a 45oS inspection from the clad side. See

Figure 5.3. This is a volumnetric defect. DZ is
estimated from Figure 5.3d.

249 5 0.0 20 109 1.3 Detected by SAFT-UT in normal beam from clad and
(9.8) (0.2) (0.0) (0.8) (4.3) (0.05) unclad side. Also detected in 45o S files from the clad

side. See Figure 5.4. This is a small volumetric defect.
DZ is estimated from Figures 5.4k and 5.4g. DX is

estimated from Figure 5.4h, and DY is estimated from
Figure 5.4e.

-127 10 0.00 15 112 - Detected by SAFT-UT in normal beam from the clad
(-5.0) (0.4) (0.0) (0.6) (4.4) side. See Figure 5.5. No estimate is made for DZ since

this reflector is only detected in normal beam from the
clad side. This is one or more small volumetric
defects.

-249 10 13 8 79 - Detected by SAFT-UT in normal beam from the clad
(-9.8) (0.4) (0.5) (0.3) (3.1) side. See Figure 5.6. No estimate is made for DZ since

this reflector is only detected in normal beam from the
clad side. This is a small volumetric defect.

-391 10 5 8 86 - Detected by SAFT-UT in normal beam from the clad
(-15.4) (0.4) (0.2) (0.3) (3.4) side. See Figure 5.7. No estimate is made for DZ since

this reflector is only detected in normal beam from the
clad side. This is a small volumetric defect.

-465
(-18.3)

15
(0.6)

20
(0.8)

109
(4.3)

1.3
(0.05)

Detected by SAFT-UT in 450o5 from the unclad side.
See Figure 5.8. DZ is estimated from Figure 5.8a. No
estimate is made for DX. DY is estimated from Figure
5.8b. This is a small defect, possibly planar since it
was not detected in normal beam. But, confidence is
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Y,~i 0 Y Xm~ n, DXK Z, D
ini rn n mn nm mm ~ ; Characterization,

limited by the lack of coverage from the clad side. An
indication was reported at this location by NDE center
UT. Destructive analysis did not find a defect.

-71 15 -15 10 183 - Detected by SAF T-UT in normal beam from the clad
(-2.8) (0.6) (-06) (0.4) (7.2) side. See Figure 5.9. No estimate is made for DZ since

this reflector is only detected in normal beam from the
clad side. This is a small volumetric defect.

-185 25 2.5 51 155 - Detected by SAFT-UT in normal beam from the clad
(-7.3) (1.0) (0.1) (2.0) (6.1) side. See Figure 5. 10. No estimate is made for DZ

since this reflector is only detected in normal beam
from the clad side. This is probably multiple
volumetric defects.

-254 20 -13 13 183 - Detected by SAFT-UT in normal beam from the clad
(-10.0) (0.8) (-05) (0.5) (7.2) side. See Figure 5.11. No estimate is made for DZ

since this reflector is only detected in normal beam
from the clad side. This is probably multiple small
volumetric defects.

-325 19 38 13 208 - Detected by SAFT-UT in normal beam from the clad
(-12.8) (0.75) (1.5) (0.5) (8.2) side. See Figure 5.12. No estimate is made for DZ

since this reflector is only detected in normal beam
from the clad side. This is probably multiple small
volumetric defects.

5.1.2 Indications of Weld and Base-Metal Defects in Block 1-9

Eight indications were found in the weld and base metal in Block 1-9. Four of the eight are within ± 1 in. of the weld center
line and are considered to be associated with the weld. The other four are outside this zone and are considered to be
indications from the parent material. Seven of the eight showed measurable depth extent. Table 5.3 shows the location and
characterization of all indications in the base metal of Block 1-9 that were detected and characterized by SAFT-UT.
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Table 5.3. SAFT-UT Results from Weld and Base Metal of Block 1-9

I I I I I I I , I- I I I

Indications in and near the Weld of the Base Metal

-582 36 18 - 178 18 Detected by SAFT-UT in normal beam from the bottom
(-22.9) (1.4) (-0.7) (7.0) (0.7) side. See Figure 5.13. This is probably multiple planar

defects separated by 36 mm (1.4 in.) in Y.

-584 23 -43 - 145 <5 Detected by SAFT-UT in normal beam from the bottom
(-23.0) (0.9) (-1.7) (5.7) (<0.2) side. See Figure 5.14. This is either small planar defects

separated by 23 mm (0.9 in.) in Y or a single planar
defect of the size noted.

-597 - -66 - 178 10 Detected by SAFT-UT in normal beam from bottom
(-23.5) (-2.6) (7.0) (0.4) side. See Figure 5.15. Only part of the defect was

insonified by SAFT-UT. This is probably a small planar
defect of the size noted.

-221 13 -30 - 64 5 Detected by SAFT-UT in normal beam from the bottom
(-8.7) (0.5) (-1.2) (2.5) (0.2) side. See Figure 5.16. This is probably a single planar

defect of the size noted.

-69 13 2 - 114 5 Detected by SAFT-UT in normal beam from the bottom
(-2.7) (0.5) (0.1) (4.5) (0.2) side. See Figure 5.17. This is a small planar defect.

183 25 -2 - 121 8 Detected by SAFT-UT in normal beam from the bottom
(7.2) (1.0) (-0.1) (4.8) (0.3) side. See Figure 5.18. This is a small planar defect.

203 10 0 5 119 - Detected by SAFT-UT in normal beam from the clad
(8.0) (0.4) (0.0) (0.2) (4.7) side. See Figure 5.19. No estimate is made for DZ since

this reflector is only detected in normal beam from the
clad side. This is a small volumetric defect.

185 23 76 5 206 - Detected by SAFT-UT in normal beam from the clad
(7.3) (0.9) (3.0) (0.2) (8.1) side. See Figure 5.20. No estimate is made for DZ since

this reflector is only detected in normal beam from the
clad side. This is a small volumetric defect.

5.1.3 Indications of Weld and Base-Metal Defects in Block 1-11

Two indications were found in the weld and base metal in Block 1-11. Both of the indications showed measurable depth
extent. Table 5.4 shows the location and characterization of the two indications in the base metal that were detected and
characterized by SAFT-UT.
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Table 5.4. SAFT-UT Results from Block 1-11

-152
(-6.0)

10
(0.4)

8
(0.3)

132
(5.2)

12
(0.1)

Detected by SAFT-UT in normal beam from the top
side. See Figure 5.21. This is a small planar defect.

-140 20 -13 - 150 2 Det 'ected by SAFT-UT in, normal beam from the top

(55) (0.8 I-.)(.9 01 side. See Figure 5.22. This is either small planar defectsI ~ (0.) (-.5)(5.9 (0.) jseparated by 20 mm or a single planar defect of the size
_ _ _ _ _I _ _ _ _ _ Jnoted.

5.1.4 Indications of Weld and Base-Metal Defects in Block 1-12
One indications was found in the base metal in block 1- 12. Table 5.5 shows the location and characterization of the
indication.

Table 5.5. SAFT-UT Results from Block 1-12

Y, DY,K X, ;DX,' Z' DZ,- , 1:
mml Mil mil mrnin I mn fimm1 Characterization.

(in. (6].') ým. (in) (n.) (in.)v

-96 10 -13 - 119 2 Detected by SAFT-UT in normal beam from the o ie e
(-3.8) (0.4) (-0.5) (4.7) (0. 1) Figure 5.23. This is a small planar defect.

5.2 Indications Near the Clad-to-Base Metal Interface

Table 5.6 shows a direct comparison of the sizes and locations of the reflectors in the SAFT-UT data that correspond with
flaws found in the destructive analysis. There were a total of eight indications that were detected in the SAFT-UT data from
the clad-to-base metal interface in four Midland blocks. All of the SAFT-UT data were analyzed using the method described
in Section 4.2. 1.
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Table 5.6. Comparison of SAFT-UT Results with the Destructive Analysis of Block 1-8 (Near-Surface Zone
Indications)

Destructive
Data

81
(3.2)

-22
(-08)

4
(0.16)

7
(0.27)

1
(0.04)

See Figure 4.7.

SAFT-UT 89 5 8 5 8 <2.2 See Figure 5.26. There is a
(3.5) (0.2) (0.3) (0.2) (0.3) (<0.09) sign difference between the

destructive analysis and the
SAFT-UT data for X. The
origin of this difference is
not known.

Y, mni DY, mm X, mrn DX, nmm- Z, nin DZ,rmm
<Flaw #8p (i. (in.) (i n.) (in.) (in.) (in.) Notes

Destructive 112 -- 33 5 10 2 See Figure 4.8.
Data (4.4) _____ (1.3) (0.2) (0.4) (0.08) ____________

SAFT-UT 112 5 -33 5 10 <2.2 See Figure 5.27. There is a
(4.4) (0.2) (-1.3) (0.2) (0.4) (<0.09) sign difference between the

destructive analysis and the
SAFT-UT data for X. The
origin of this difference is
not known.

,Y, mm DY, nin X, nihn ~DX,mmin Zm nii VZm
Flaw #,I I (in.) (ill. ) (in.) ! (ill .) (i. (in.)~ ~ Notes'2~

Destructive 235 --- 15 1.-5 6 0.5 See Figure 4.11.
Data (9.2) (-0.6) (0.06) (0.24) (0.02)

SAFT-UT 236 5. 18 5 5 <2.2 See Figure 5.28. There is a
(9.3) (0.2) (0.7) (0.2) (0.2) (<0.09) sign difference between the

destructive analysis and the
SAFT-UT data for X. The
origin of this difference is
not known.

5.2.1 Estimation of Defects at the Clad-to-Base Metal Interface in Block 1--8

Six indications were found at the clad-to-base metal interfaceý in Block 1-8. Table 5.7 shows the location and
characterization of all indications in Block 1-8 that were detected and characterized by SAFT-UT.
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Table 5.7. SAF1'-UT Results from the Clad-to-Base Metal Interface of Block 1-8

-526
(-20.7)

5
(0.2)

-20
(-0.8)

5
(0.2)

5 <2.2
(<0.09)(0.2)

Detected by SAFT-UT in 700 L-wave inspection in the +X
direction only.. See Figure 5.24. This is a volumetric
defect.

-21 1 2 -20 5 5 <2.2 Detected by SAFT-UT in 70o L-wave inspection in the +X
(-8.3) (0.1) (-08) (0.2) (0.2) (<0.09) direction only. See Figure 5.25. This is a volumetric de-

fect.

89 5 8 5 8 <2.2 Detected by SAFT-UT in 700 L-wave inspection in the +X
(3.5) (0.2) (0.3) (0.2) (0.3) (<0.09) direction only. See Figure 5.26. This is a volumetric de-

fect. Destructive analysis shows one small defect labeled
V7. See Table 4.1 and Figure 4.6 for DA results.

112 5 -33 5 10 <2.2 Detected by SAFT-UT in 70 0 L-wave inspections in the
(4.4) (0.2) (-1.3) (0.2) (0.4) (<0.09) +X and -X directions. S 'ee Figure 5.27. This is a volu-

metric defect. Destructive analysis shows one defect
labeled #8. See Table 4.1 and Figure 4.7 for DA results.
This indication had been conservatively called planar in
Doctor (1991). DA confirms volumetric.

236 5 18 5 5 <2.2 Detected by SAFT-UT in 700 L-wave inspection in the Ax
(9.3) (0.2) (0.7) (0.2) (0.2) (<0.09) direction only. See Figure 5.28. This is avolumetric

defect. Destructive analysis shows one small defect labeled
#11. See Table 4.1 and Figure 4. 10 for DA results.

442 15 -23 5 5 <2.2 Detected by SAFT-UT in 700 L-wave inspection in the +X
(17.4) (0.6) (-09) (0.2) (0.2) (<0.09) direction. See Figure .5.29. This is a volumetric defect.

5.2.2 Estimation of Defects at the Clad-to-Base Metal Interface in Block 1-9

One indication was found at the clad-to-base metal interface in Block 1-9. Table 5.8 shows the location and characterization
of the one indication found by SAFT-UT in Block 1-9 at the clad-to-base metal interface.
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Table 5.8. SAFT-UT Results from the Clad-to-Base Metal Interface of Block 1-9

117 1 (5) 1-30) 5(4.6) (0.6) (-1.2) (0.2)
5 <2.2

(0.2) (<0.09)
Detected by SAFT-UT in 700o L-wave inspection in the +X
direction. See Figure 5.30. This is either two small volu-
metric defects or a larger defect of the size noted.

5.2.3 Estimation of Defects at the Clad-to-Base Metal Interface in Block 1-11

One indication was found at the clad-to-base metal interface in Block 1-11. Table 5.9 shows the location and
characterization of one indications found by SAFT-UT in Block 1-11.

Table 5.9. SAFT-UT Results from the Clad-to-Base Metal Interface of Block 1-11

387
(15.3)

23
(0.9)

8
(0.3)

5
(0.2)

11
(0.45)

<2.2
(<0.09)

Detected by SAFT-UT in 70o L-wave inspection in the -X
direction only. See Figure 5.3 1. This is the deepest of the 8
indications found in the near-surface zone. Because no
destructive data exists to prove otherwise, this indication is
conservatively assumed to be planar.

5.2.4 Estimation of Defects at the Clad-to-Base Metal Interface in Block 1-12

No indications were found at the clad-to-base metal interface in Block 1-12.
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Figure- 5.1a Side View (XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 381 mm (15.0 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side. This indication corresponds to flaw #5 in the destructive analysis.
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Figure 5.1b End View (YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 381 mum (15.0 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side. This indication corresponds to flaw #5 in the destructive analysis.
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Appendix B
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Figure 5.lc C-scan View (XY) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y =381 mm (15.0 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side. This indication corresponds to flaw #5 in the destructive analysis.
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Figure 5.ld Side View (XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 381 mm (15.0 in.). 45' shear
inspection from the unclad side. Beam direction is +X. Z values in the figure are measured from the unclad side.
This indication corresponds to flaw #5 in the destructive analysis.
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Figure 5.1e End View (YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 381 mm (15.0 in.). 450 shear
inspection from the unclad side. Beam direction is +X. Z values in the figure are measured from the unclad side.
This indication corresponds to flaw #5 in the destructive analysis.
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Figure 5.1f C-scan View (XY) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 381 mm (15.0 in.). 450 shear
inspection from the unclad side. Beam direction is +X. Z values in the figure are measured from the unclad side.

This indication corresponds to flaw #5 in the destructive analysis.
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Figure 5.1g Side View (XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 381 mm (15.0 in.). 450 shear
inspection from the unclad side. Beam direction is -X. Z values in the figure are measured from the unclad side. X
values in the figure are +2 to -2 inches in material coordinates. This indication corresponds to flaw #5 in the
destructive analysis.
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Figure 5.1h Side View (YZ) of Base-Metal Indication .in Block 1-8 at Y = 381 mm (15,O in.). 450 shear
inspection from the unclad side. Beam direction is -X. Z values in the figure are measured from the unclad side. X
values in the figure are +2 to -2 inches in material coordinates. This indication corresponds to flaw #5 in the
destructive analysis.
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Figure 5.1i C-scan View (XY) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 381 mm (15.0 in.). 450 shear
inspection from the unclad side. Beam direction is -X. Z values in the figure are measured from the unclad side. X
values in the figure are +2 to -2 inches in material coordinates. This indication corresponds to flaw #5 in the
destructive analysis.
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Figure 5.2a Side View (XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 351 mum (13.8 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the unclad side. Z values in the figure are measured from the unclad side. This indication
corresponds to flaw #6 in the destructive analysis.
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Figure 5.2b End View (YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 351 mm (13.8 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the unclad side. Z values in the figure are measured from the unclad side. This indication
corresponds to flaw #6 in the destructive analysis.
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Figure 5.2c C-scan View (XY) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 351 mm (13.8 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the unclad side. Z values in the figure are measured from the unclad side. This indication
corresponds to flaw #6 in the destructive analysis.
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Figureý 5.2d Side View (XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 351 mm (13.8 in.). 450 shear
inspection from the unclad side. Beam direction is +X. Z values in the figure are measured from the unclad side.
This indication corresponds to flaw #6 in the destructive analysis.
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Figure 5.2e End View (YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y 13.8 450 shear inspection from the
unclad side. Bean direction is +X. Z values in the figure are measured from the unclad side. This indication.
corresponds to flaw #6 in the destructive analysis.
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Figure 5.2f C-scan View (XY) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 351 mm (13.8 in.). 450 shear
inspection from the unclad side. Beam direction is +X. Z values in the figure are measured from the unclad side.
This indication corresponds to flaw #6 in the destructive analysis.
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314

Figure 5.2g Side View (XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 351 mm (13.8 in.). 450 shear
inspection from the unclad side. Beam direction is -X. Z values in the figure are measured from the unclad side. X
values in the figure are +2 to -2 inches in material coordinates. This indication corresponds to flaw #6 in the
destructive analysis.
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Figure 5.2h Side View (YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y =351 mm (13.8 in.). 450 shear
inspection from the unclad side. Beam direction is -X. Z values in the figure are measured from the unclad side. X
values in the figure are +2 to -2 inches in material coordinates. This indication corresponds to flaw #6 in the
destructive analysis.
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Figure 5.2i C-scan View (XY) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 351 mm (13.8 in.). 450 shear
inspection from the unclad side. Beam direction is -X. Z values in the figure are measured from the unclad side. X
values in the figure are + 2 to -2 inches in material coordinates. This indication corresponds to flaw #6 in the
destructive analysis.
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Flgure 5.3a Side View (XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 318 mm (12.5 in.). NormalI beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.3b End View (YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 318 mm (12.5 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.3c C-scan View (XV) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 318 mm (12.5 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.3d Side View (XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 318 mm (12.5 in.). 450 shear
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.3e End View (YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 318 mm (12.5 in.). 450 shear
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.3f C-scan View (XY) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 318 mm (12.5.in.). 45' shear
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.4a Side View (XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 249 mm (9.8 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.4b End View (YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y =249 mm (9.8 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.4c C-scan View (XY) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 249 mm (9.8 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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FIgure 5.4d Side View (XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 249 mm (9.8 in.). 450 shear inspection
from the clad side. Beam direction is +X.
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Figure 5.4e End View (YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 249 mm (9.8 in.). 450 shear inspection
from the clad side. Beam direction is +X.
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Figure 5.4f' C-scan View (XY) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 249, mum (9.8, in.). 450 shear
inspection from the clad side. Beam direction is +X.
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Figure 5.4g Side View (in scanner coordinates) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 249 mum (9.8 in.).
450 shear inspection from the clad side. Beam direction is -Y. X coordinates shown in the figure correspond to Y
material coordinates.
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Figure 5.4h End View (in scanner coordinates) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 249 mm (9.8 in.).
450 shear inspection from the clad side. Beam direction is -Y. Y coordinates shown in the figure correspond to X

material coordinates.
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Figure 5.4i C-scan View (in scanner coordinates) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 249 mm (9.8 in.).
450 shear inspection from the clad side. Beam direction is -Y. Y coordinates shown in the figure correspond to X
material coordinates.
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Figure 5.4j Side View (XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 249 mm (9.8 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the unclad side. Z values shown in figure are measured from the unclad side.
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Figure 5.4k End View (YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 249 mm (9.8 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the unclad side. Z values shown in figure are measured from the unclad side.
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Figure 5.41 C-scan View (XV) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 249 mm (9.8 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the unclad side. Z values shown in figure are measured from the unclad side.
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Figure 5.5a Side View (XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -127 mm (-5.0 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.5b End View (YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -127 mm (-5.0 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.5c C-scan View (XY) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -127 mm (-5.0 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.6a Side View (XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -249 mm (-9.8 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.6b End View (YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -249 mm (-9.8 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.6c C-scan View (XY) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y =-249 mm (-9.8 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.7a Side View (XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -391 mm (-15.4 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.7b End View (YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -391 mm (-15.4 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.7c C-scan View (XY) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -391 mm (-15.4 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.8a Side View (XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -465 mm (-18.3 in.). 450 shear
inspection from the unclad side. Beam direction is -X. Z values in the figure are measured from the unclad side.
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Figure 5.8b End View (YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -465 mm (-18.3 in.). 450 shear
inspection from the unclad side. Beam direction is -X. Z values in the figure are measured from the unclad side.
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Figure 5.8c C-scan View (XY) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -465 mmn (-18.3 in.). 45' shear
inspection from the unclad side. Beam direction is -X. Z values in the figure are measured from the unclad side.
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Figure 5.9a Side View (XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -71 mm (-2.8 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.9b End View (YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -71 mm (-2.8 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.9c C-scan View (XY) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y =-71 mm (-2.8 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.10a Side View (XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -185.4 mm (-7.3 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.10b End View (YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -185.4 mm (-7.3 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.10c C-scan View (XY) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -185.4 mm (-7.3 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.11a Side View (XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -254 mmn (-10.0 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.llb End View (YZ) of Base-Metal. Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -254 mm (-10.0 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.11c C-scan View (XV) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -254 mm (-10.0 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.12a Side View (XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -325 mm (-12.8 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.12b End View (YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -325 mm (-12.8 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.12c C-scan View (XY) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -325 mm (-12.8 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.13a Side View (scanner coordinates xz) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y -582 mm (-22.9
in.). Normal beam inspection from the bottom side. Z in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of X from -

152 mm (-6 in.) to +36.8 mmn (+ 1.45 in.). X in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of Z from 216 mm (8.5
in.) to 114.3 (4.5 in.).
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Figure 5. 13b End View (scanner coordinates yz) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = -582 mm (-22.9
in.). Normal beam inspection from the bottom side. Z in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of X from -

152 mmn (-6 in.) to +36.8 mmn (+ 1.45 in.). X in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of Z from 216 mmn (8.5
in.) to 114.3 (4.5 in.).
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Figure 5. 13c C-scan View (scanner coordinates xy) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = -582 mm (-22.9
in.). Normal beam inspection from the bottom side. Z in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of X from -
152 mmn (-6 in.) to +±36.8 mm (+ 1.45 in.). X in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of Z from 216 mmn (8.5
in.) to 114.3 (4.5 in.).
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Figure 5.14a Side View (scanner coordinates xz) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = -584 mm (-23.0
in.).. Normal beam inspection from the bottom side. Z in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of X from -

152mnu (-6 in.) to +368 mm (+ 1.45 in.). X in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of Z from 191 mm (7.5
in.) to 88.9 mm (3.5 in.).
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Figure 5.14b End View (scanner coordinates yz) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = -584 mm (-23.0
in.).. Normal beam inspection from the bottom side. Z in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of X from -

152 nmm (-6 in.) to +368 mm (+ 1.45 in.). X in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of Z from 191 mm (7.5

in.) to 88.9 mm (3.5 in.).
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Figure 5. 14c C-scan View (scanner coordinates xy) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = -584 mm (-23.0
in.).. Normal beam inspection from the bottom side. Z in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of X from'n-
152 mm (-6 in.) to +368 mm (+ 1.45 in.). X in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of Z from 191 mmn (7.5
in.) to 88.9 mmn (3.5 in.).
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Figure 5.15~a Side View (scanner coordinates xz) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = -597 mm (-23.5
in.). -Normal beam inspection from the bottom side. Z in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of X from -
152 mm (-6 in.) to + 368 mmn (+ 1.45 in.). X in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of Z from 216 mm (8.5
in.) to 114min (4.5 in.).
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Figure 5.15b End View (scanner coordinates yz) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = -597 mm (-23.5,
in.). Normal beam inspection from the bottom side. Z in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of X from -
152 mm (-6 in.) to +368 mm (+ 1.45 in.). X in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of Z from 216 mm (8.5
in.) to 114 mm (4.5 in.).
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Figure 5.15c C-scan View (scanner coordinates xy) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y -597 mmn (-23.5

in.). ýNormal beam inspection from the bottom side. Z in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of X from -

48 mm (-1.9 in.) to -41 mm (-1.6 in.). X in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of Z from 216 mm (8.5 in.)

to 114 mm (4.5 in.).
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Figure 5.16a Side View (Scanner Coordinates XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = -22.1 mm (-8.7
in.). Normal beam inspection from the bottom side. Z in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of X from -

152 mm (-6 in.) to + 368 mm (+ 1.45 in.). X in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of Z from 119 mm (4.7
in.) to 13 mm (0.5 in.).
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B-Scan End View
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Figure 5.16b End View (Scanner Coordinates YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = -22.1 mm (-8.7
in.). Normal beam inspection from the bottom side. Z in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of X from -
152 min (-6 in.) to 368 mm (1.45 in.).
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Figure 5.16c C-scan View (Scanner Coordinates XV) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = -22.1 mm (-8.7
in.). Normal beam inspection from the bottom side. X in the figure corresponds to material, coordinates of Z fom,
119 mm (4.7 in.) to 13 mm (0.5 in.).
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Figure 5.17a Side View (Scanner Coordinates XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = -69 mm (-2.7
in.). Normal beam inspection from the bottom side. Z in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of X from -

152 mmn (-6 in.) to +368 mm (+ 1.45 in.). X in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of Z from 165 mm (6.5
in.) to 64 mnm (2.5 in.).
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Figure 5.17b End View (Scanner* Coordinates YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = -69 mm (2.7 in.).
Normal beam inspection from the bottom side. Z in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of X from -152
rmi (-6 in.) to +368 mmn (+ 1.45 in.).
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Figure 5.17c C-scan View (Scanner Coordinates XY) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = -69 mm (2.7
in.). Normal beam inspection from the bottom side. X in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of Z from
165 mm (6.5 in.) to 64 mm (2.5 in.).
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Figure 5.18a Side View (Scanner Coordinates XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = 183 mm, (7.2
in.). Normal beam inspection from the bottom side. Z in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of X from -

102 min (-4 in.) to 178 mmn (7 in.). X in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of Z from 168 mim (6.6 in.) to
64 mmn (2.5 in.).
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Figure 5.18b End View (Scanner Coordinates YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = 183 mm (7.2
in.).' Normal beam inspection from the bottom side. Z in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of X from -
102 mm (-4 in.) to 178 mm (7 in.).
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Figure 5. 18c C-scan View (Scanner Coordinates XV) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = 183 mm (7.2
in.). Normal beam inspection from the bottom side. X in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of Z from
168 mm (6.6 in.) to 64 mm (2.5 in.).
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Figure 5.19a Side View (XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = 203 mm (8.0 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.19b End View (YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = 203 mm (8.0 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.19c C-scan View (XY) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = 203 mm (8.0 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.20a Side View (XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = 185 mm (7.3 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.20b End View (YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = 185 mm (7.3 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.20c C-scan View (XY) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = 185 mm (7.3 in.). Normal beam
inspection from the clad side.
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Figure 5.21a Side View (Scanner Coordinates XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-11 at Y =-152 mmn (-6.0
in.). Normal beam inspection from the top side. Z in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of X from -102
mm (-4 in.) to 178 mm (7 in.). X in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of Z from 188 mm (7.4 in.) to 84
mm (3.3 in.).
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Figure 5.21b End View (Scanner Coordinates YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-11 at Y = -152 mm (-6.0,
in.). Normal beam inspection from the top side. Z in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of X from '--102.
mim (-4 in.) to 178 mmn (7 in.).
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Figure 5.21c C-scan View (Scanner Coordinates XY) of' Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-11 at Y = -152 mm
(46.0 in.). Normal beam inspection from the top side. X in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of Z from
188 mm (7.4 in.) to 84 mmn (3.3 in.).
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Figure 5.22a Side View (Scanner Coordinates XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-11 at YV -140 mm (-5.5
in.). Normal beam inspection from the top side. Z in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of X from,-102
mmn (-4 in.) to 178 mm (7 in.). X in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of Z from 188 mm (7.4 in.) to 84
mm (3.3 in.).
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Figure 5.22b End View (Scanner Coordinates YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-11 at Y = -140 mm (-5.5
in.). Normal beam inspection from the top side. Z in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of X from -102
mmn (-4 in.) to 178 mmn (7 in.).
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Figure 5.22c C-scan View (Scanner Coordinates XY) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-11 at Y = -140 mmn
(-5.5 in.). Normal beam inspection from the top side. X in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of Z from
188 mmn (7.4 in.) to 84 mmn (3.3 in.).
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Figure 5.23a Side View (Scanner Coordinates XZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-12 at Y =-96 mm (-3.8
in.). Normal beam inspection from the top side. Z in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of X from 89
mmn (3.5 in.) to 76 mmn (3.0 in.). X in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of Z from 168 mmn (6.6 in.) to 64
mmn (2.5 in.).
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Figure 5.23b End View (Scanner Coordinates YZ) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-12 at Y = -96 mm (-3.8
in.). Normal beam inspection from the top side. Z in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of X from 89
mm (3.5 in.) to 76 mim (3.0 in.).
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Figure 5.23c. C-scan View (Scanner Coordinates XY) of Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-12 at Y = -96 mm (-3.8
in.). Normal beam inspection from the top side. X in the figure corresponds to material coordinates of Z from 168
mmn (6,6 in.) to 64 mm (2.5 in.).
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Figure 5.24a Side View (XZ) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -526 mm (-20.7 in.). 700 L-
wave inspection with beam direction of + X.
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Figure 5.24b End View (YZ) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -526 mm (-20.7 in.). 790 L-
wave inspection with beam direction of + X.
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Figure 5.24c C-scan View (XY) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -526 mm (-20.7 in.). 70' L-
wave inspection with beam direction of + X.
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Figure 5.25a Side View (XZ) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -211 mm (-8.3 in.). 700 L-
wave inspection with beam direction of + X.
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Figure 5.25b End View (YZ) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = -211 mm (-8.3 in.). 700 L-
wave inspection with beam direction of + X.
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Figure 5.25c C-scan View (XV) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at V = -211 mm (-8.3 in.). 700 L-
wave inspection with beam direction of + X.
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Figure 5.26a Side View (XZ) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 89 mum (3.5 in.). 700 L-wave
inspection with beam direction of + X. This indication corresponds to flaw #7 in the destructive analysis.
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Figure 5.26b End View (YZ) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 89 mm (3.5 in.). 700 L-wave
inspection with beam direction of + X. This indication corresponds to flaw #7 in the destructive analysis.
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Figure 5.26c C-scan View (XV) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at V = 89 mm (3.5 in.). 700 L-
wave inspection with beam direction of + X. This indication corresponds to flaw #7 in the destructive analysis.
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Figure 5.27a Side View (XZ) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 112 mm (4.4 in.). 700 L-wave
inspection with beam direction of + X. This indication corresponds to flaw #8 in the destructive analysis.
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Figure 5.27b End View (YZ) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 112 mm (4.4 in.). 7O* L-wave
inspection with beam direction of + X. This indication corresponds to flaw #8 in the destructive analysis.
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Figure 5.27c C-scan View (XY) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 112 mm (4.4 in.). 70' L-
wave inspection with beam direction of + X. This indication corresponds to flaw #8 in the destructive analysis.
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163

Figure 5.27d Side View (XZ) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 112 mm (4.4 in.). 700 L-wave
inspection with beam direction of -X. This indication corresponds to flaw #8 in the destructive analysis.
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Figure 5.27e End View (YZ) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 112 mm (4.4 in.). 700 L-wave
inspection with beam direction of -X. This indication corresponds to flaw #8 in the destructive analysis.
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183

Figure 5.27f C-scan View (XY) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 112 mm (4.4 in.). 7O* L-
wave inspection with beam direction of -X. This indication corresponds to flaw #8 in the destructive analysis.
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Figure 5.28a Side View (XZ) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 236 mm (9.3 in.). 700 L-wave
inspection with beam direction of -X. This indication corresponds to flaw #11I in the destructive analysis.
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Figure 5.28b End View (YZ) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 236 mm (9.3 in.). 700 L-wave
inspection with beam direction of -X. This indication corresponds to flaw #11 in the destructive analysis.
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Figure 5.28c C-scan View (XY) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 236 mm (9.3 in.). 700 L-
wave inspection with beam direction of -X. This indication corresponds to flaw #11I in the destructive analysis.
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Figure 5.29a Side View (XZ) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 442 mm (17.4 in.). 700 L-
wave inspection with beam direction of + X.
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Figure 5.29b End View (YZ) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y = 442 mm (17.4 in.). 790 L-
wave inspection with beam direction of + X.
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Figure 5.29c C-scan View (XY) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-8 at Y =442 mm (17.4 in.). 700 L-
wave inspection with beam direction of + X.
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Figure 5.30a Side View (XZ) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = 117 mm (4.6 in.). 70' L-wave
inspection with beam direction of + X.
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Figure 5.30b End View (YZ) of Clad to Base-Metal Indicýion in Block 1-9 at Y = 117 mm (4.6 in.). 700 L-wave
inspection with beam direction of + X.
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Figure 5.30c C-scan View (XY) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-9 at Y = 117 mm (4.6 in.). 7O* L-
wave inspection with beam direction of + X.
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Figure 5.31a Side View (XZ) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-11 at Y = 387 mm (15.3 in.). 700 L-
wave inspection with beam direction of -X.
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Figure 5.31b End View (YZ) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-11 at Y = 387 mm (15.3 in.). 7O' L-
wave inspection with beam direction of -X.
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Figure 5.31c C-scan View (XY) of Clad to Base-Metal Indication in Block 1-11 at Y = 387 mm (15.3 in.). 700 L-
wave inspection with beam direction of -X.
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6.0 Distribution of Flaws in the Midland Blocks

Characteristics of the fabrication flaws in reactor pressure vessels are necessary inputs to the application of fracture
mechanics calculations for assessments of reactor pressure vessel integrity. The features of the indications found by
SAFT-UT in four Midland blocks have been extracted from the data. The flaws are distributed across the important
feature types (location, type, and size). SAFT-UT Probability of Detection (POD), False Call Probability (FCP), and
sizing error are estimated in this section. Flaw rates are estimated in this section without adjustment for POD, FCP, or
sizing error.

6.1 Features of SAFT-UT Indications

Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show the location, type, and size for the 31 flaws found in the SAFT-UT data from the inspections of
the Midland blocks. These tables are summaries of the detailed information contained in Section 5 of this report.

6. 1. 1 Location

Five categories were defined for classifying the location of indications in the Midland blocks: the near-surface zone
(including the clad-to-base metal interface), weld root, weld, weld fusion zone, and base metal. In the first category are
the indications at the clad-to-base metal interface. The near-surface zone is defined as the inner 25 mmn of the vessel.
Eight indications were found in this category. In the second category are indications near the weld root; four indications
were found in this category, between 80 and 95 mm below the clad surface and within ± 12 mm of the weld centerline.
In the third category are the indications within the weld. Ten indications were found in this category, where the weld
cross section shown in Figure 2.2 was used for the location of the weld material. In the fourth category are indications
in the weld fusion zone. Four indications were found in this zone, where the fusion zone was assumed to extend 6 mm
beyond the weld-metal cross section shown in Figure 2.2. In the last category are indications in the base metal. Five
indications were found in this category.

6.1.2 Type

The 31 flaws found in the Midland blocks have been categorized as either planar or volumetric. Planar flaws in this
categorization are meant to include those flaws that are most important to calculations of vessel integrity such as
vertically oriented cracks, lack of fusion in the weld, etc. Volumetric flaws in this categorization are meant to include
flaws such as inclusions, pores, and laminations. The method used to determine the flaw type is described in Section 5.

6.1.3 Size

Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show both through-wall extent and circumferential extent of the 31 flaws.

6.2 Number of Flaws in the Categories

Table 6.3 shows the distribution of the 31 flaws as a function of through-wall extent, location, and type. The table also
shows some interesting features of the flaw distribution, such as, the flaws found in the near-surface zone, weld root,
and HAZ are all less than 2.2 mm in through-wall extent.
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6.3 Probability of Detection, False Call Probability, and Sizing Error

In order to use the SAFT-UT results in an estimation procedure for flaw rates, it is necessary to determine the detection
and sizing capabilities of SAFT-UT. Some valuable detection and sizing information can be obtained from this data set;
that is, the SAFT-UT inspections of the Midland blocks and the destructive analysis of Midland Block 1-8. Additional
information can be extracted from other tests that SAFT-UT has been used in and from the PISC 11 program.

6.3.1 Probability of Detection (POD)

The results from the PISC II program have shown that three distinct defect types should be considered when quantifying
the POD of defects in heavy section steel (Crutzen, 1988). Smooth, planar defects (e.g., thermal fatigue cracks) are the
most difficult to detect, rough planar defects are easier to detect, and volumetric defects such as slag inclusions and
porosity have significantly higher POD than the other two defect types.

In the PISC 11 exercises, advanced UT techniques were used to inspect extensive amounts of pressure vessel material.
Using these inspection data, the POD estimates shown in Table 6.4 were obtained from a logistic curve fit (Heasler
1993). As one can see from the table, the advanced procedures do best with volumetric defects.

The SAFT-UT probability of detection for volumetric defects with through-wall extent in the range of 1 to 2 mm can be
estimated at 0.7 for both near-surface and sub-surface defects in the Midland blocks. This estimate uses the SAFT-UT
detection results, reported in Section 4, of three detections for four defects inspected in the near-surface zone and two
indications for three defects inspected in the weld root.

Since three of the Midland blocks (1 -9, 1 -11, and 1- 12) received SAFT-UT inspections from the top or bottom machined
face of the blocks, the POD for vertically oriented planar reflectors is increased and assumed to be the same as for
volumetric flaws. The POD for SAFT-UT in the inspections of Midland blocks is estimated in Table 6.5.

6.3.2 False Call Probability

The results of the advanced method inspections of the PISC II program give an upper limit for FCP of 0. 12 (0.08 clad)
for volumnetric flaws in thick section material. This value was reported in Heasler (1993) and was calculated from the
number of detections in material without known flaws. But this number is only an upper limit because no destructive
test was made to confirm that the material was blank.

The Midland destructive test results do not directly apply to a calculation of false call probability for SAFT-UT. The
destructive test was performed to examine selected indications in the EPRI NDE Center UT data (Foulds 1993). The
selection of the locations for destructive analysis was reported to be biased toward the more significant indications (the
larger ones) in the UT data.

6.3.3 Sizing Error

SAFT-UT was used in the PISC III Full Scale Vessel (FSV) test located in Stuttgart, Germany at the Materialpru-
fungsanstalt (MPA) Laboratory that involved the characterization of 12 indications in a full-scale reactor pressure vessel
(PISC III report, 1993). The flaws in that FSV test had a range of 6 to 110 mm in through-wall extent; the statistical
results for sizing error showed that SAFT-UT tended to undersize the flaws by 3.7 mm and the standard deviation of the
SAFT-UT results from the true state was 4.7 min (Doctor et al. 1994).
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destructive analysis for defects numbers 1, 4, 9, 11, and 12 and, for this reason, no comparison can be made to a SAFT-UT
estimate. Two defects (numbers 2 and 10) were not detected in the SAFT-UT data. One defect (number 3) was not inspected by
SAFT-UT because it was at the end of the block.

The two small defects in the weld root (numbers 5 and 6) were undersized by SAFT-UT. The three small defects at the clad-to-
base metal interface were oversized by SAFT-UT.

6.4 Flaw Rate Estimates

A parametric form for the flaw rate function, a two-parameter Weibull function, has been used to represent the rate of occurrence
of flaws as a function of through-wall extent as follows:

A0(s) =P~exp(!f'

where k,(s) is the number of flaws with through-wall extent greater than s, per unit of weld length;
P, is the total number of flaws per unit of weld length;
s is the through-wall extent of a flaw; and
a and Pi~ are the two parameters of Weibull function that are to be fit to the empirical data.

in this report, we fit the raw data in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 to the Weibull model. The resulting estimate shows what the results are
when detection or sizing errors are not included. This approach gives the most "optimistic" result that can be obtained from the
data, because the introduction of detection and sizing error will increase the flaw rate function and also widen the confidence
bounds.

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 present the results of a maximum likelihood Weibull fit to the SAFT-UT data for the 31 flaws. Figure 6.1
displays the estimates and confidence.bounds for the parameters a and P13 , which determine the shape of the cumulative flaw rate
function. This plot shows the 50%, 80%, 90%, and 95% confidence bounds on these parameters. Figure 6.2 presents a plot of
A(s), surround by 95% confidence bounds.

Tables 6.8 shows five different flaw rate parameters set for the Weibull model that have been published (Found et al. 1993)
including the data in this report. The Marshall estimates for parameters a and P3i fall somewhat outside the 95% confidence
region produced by the maximum likelihood fit to the SAFT-UT data. The significance of this discrepancy is not great because
the confidence bounds on the Marshall distribution would show significant overlap with the SAFT-UT distribution. The estimate
for P0 for Marshall distribution does not agree with the SAFT-UT results. According to the maximum likelihood fit to the SAFT-
UT data, a 95% confidence bound on P~o is (3.5 to 14.4) flaws/in; much higher than the Marshall Committee estimate of 0.003 to
0.3 flaw/in (0.4 to 40 flaws/in 3), where we have used a narrow gap weld cross section of 0.008 in2 .

In summary, the SAFT-UT data from the four Midland blocks does not support the assumption of a Marshall distribution of flaws
in this material. The most significant differences between the two distributions is that the total flaw density as measured by
SAFT-UT is higher than that assumed in the Marshall distribution. The other published flaw density estimates shown in
Table 6.8 have that property as well. But the number of flaws that support these estimates of the flaw rate function is small.
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Table 6.1 Summary of Base Metal Defects found by SAFI-UT

Depth Circum. Defect
BokDepth, mm Extent, mum Extent, mm Type Material

1-8 89 1.3 5 Volumnetric Root

91 1.3 20 Planar Root

91 1.3 15 Volumetric Root

109 1.3 5 Volumetric Weld

112 -10 Volumnetric* Weld

79 10 Volumnetric* Weld

86 -10 Volumnetric* Root

109 1.3 10 Planar Fusion

183 -15 Volumetric* Weld

155 -15 Volumnetric* Base

183 -20 Volumetric* Fusion

208 -20 Volumnetric* Weld

1-9 178 18 36 Planar Weld

145 5 23 Planar Base

178 10 - Planar Base

64 5 13 Planar Base

114 5 13 Planar Weld

121 8 25 Planar- Weld

119 -10 Volumnetric* Weld

206 -23 Volumnetric* Base

1-11 132 2 10 Planar Weld

150 2 20 Planar Fusion

1-12 119 2 10 Planar Fusion

*These defects were only detected in normal beam from the clad or unclad side. For this reason, they are estimated to be volumetric in nature

without measurable through-wall extent.
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Table 6.2 Summary of Clad-to-Base Metal Defects found by SAFE-UT

Depth Circumn.: .Defeta
Block Depth, mmn Extent, mmn Extent, mmn Typ Location

1-8 5 < 2.2 5 Volumnetric Near-surface

5 < 2.2 2 Volumnetric Near-surface

8 < 2.2 5 Volumnetric Near-surface

10 < 2.2 5 Volumnetric Near-surface

5 < 2.2 5 Volumnetric Near-surface

5 < 2.2 15 Volumnetric Near-surface

1-9 5 < 2.2 15 Volumnetric Near-surface

1-11 11 < 2.2 23 Planar Near-surface

Table 6.3 Midland: Number of Flaws in Categories

__________________Through-.Wall Extent of, Flaw

< 2.2 mm 5:mm, 8m:nm :10mnm 18:.mim Total

Flaw Location V* P* V P V P V P V P V P

Near Surface 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0

Root 3 1 F0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1

Weld 6 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 6 4

Fusion (HAZ) 1 3 0 0 0- 0 0 0 0 0 1 3

Ba se 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 . 2 3

Total 20 5 0 3 0 1 0 1 0 1 20 11

*Volumnetric

**Planar
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Table 6.4 POD for Advanced Procedures from Fits to PISC-ll Data

Smooth Planar Base

Clad

**

**

0.19

0.19

0.23

0.25

Rough Planar Base **0.35 0.60

Clad **0.16 0.40

Volumetric Base 0.30 0.84 0.99

Clad 0.18 0.60 *

*Through-Wall Extent of Defect
**No estimation

Table 6.5. Estimated POD for SAFT-UT Inspections of the Midland Blocks[Through-.Wall Extent.,. 1-2 mm 6 mmn 12 m

POD for Near-Surface 0.7 --

POD for Weld and Base Metal 0.7 0.84 0.99
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Table 6.7 True-State Table for Through-Wall Extent

EPRI NDE Center True State from . SAFT-UT

Indication Number Destructive Analysis Estimate Material

1 Not determined Not applicable Root

2 1 mm Not detected Root

3t 0.75 mmn Not inspected Root

3b 3 mm

4 Not determined Not applicable Root

5 2 nmm 1.3 mm. Root

6t 2 mm* 1. 3mnm Root

6b 3.5 mm

7 1 mm < 2.2 mm CBI**

8 2 mm < 2.2 mm CB1

9 Not determined Not applicable CBI

10a 1 mm Not detected CBI

10b 1nmm

11 0.5 mm < 2.2 mm CB1

12 Not determined Not applicable CBI

13 Not determined Not applicable CBI

*Two defects found and sized but no data provided on spatial relationship.
**Clad-to-Base Interface zone
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Table 6.8 Flaw Rate Function Parameters

056/oConfidence Bounds on P0o,
mm, MM P, Flaws/rn Flaws/m

Data Set (in:-') PI (Flaws/ft.) (Flaws/ft.)

MasalDsrbto~) 6.25 1 0.003 to 0.3
Marsall istr0.246)a (0.02)

S F -T31fas()3.81 1.97.4 3.5 to 14.4
SAF-U, 3 fawsb)(0.15) 1.9(2.30) (1.06 to 4.4 1)

S F -T II lw c)7.11 1.92.1 1.9 to 13.2
S ~(0.28) ______ (0.66) (0.59 to 4.02)

SAFT-UT, Sandia Report (d) 1.27 0.111.0
(0.05) 0.1(3.4)

EPRI NDE Center UT, 4.70 1.03.0
Sandia Report (0.185) 1.0(0.93) _ ____________

(a) Marshall, 1982.
(b) Data from this report. SAFT-UT inspections of four Midland blocks without adjustment for POD or sizing error.

(c) Data reported in Doctor (1991). SAFT-UT inspection results without correlation with destructive analysis and without adjustment for POD

or sizing error.
(d) Data reported in Foulds (1993).
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Table 6.9 Estimates of Cumulative Flaw Rates

95%/ Confidence Bounds on f00,
A(2.5 mim) A (5 mim) Flaws/rn

Data StFlaws/rn Flaws/rn (Flaws/ft.)

Marshall(') .02 -. 2 0.0013- 0.0004-.04
0.13

SAFT-UT, 31 flawstb) 4.2 1.7 0.054
SAFT-UT, 11I flaws ) 1.7 1.2 0.24
SAFT-UT, Sandia Report")' 2.4 Li1 0.21
EPRI NDE Center UT, 1.9 1.0 0.10
Sandia Report___________________ ______

(a) The flaw distribution for preservice condition of vessels recommended in U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Guide 1.154 for use in
probabilistic fracture mechanics analysis of PWIR vessel integrity under pressurized thermal shock.

(b) Data from this report. SAFT-UT inspections of four Midland blocks without adjustment for POD or sizing error.
(c) Data reported in Doctor (1991). SAFT-UT inspection results without correlation with destructive analysis and without adjustment

for POD or sizing error.
(d) Data reported in Foulds (1993).
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Figure 6.1 Parameter Estimates with Confidence Bounds for Simple Weibull Fit to the SAFI-UJT Data of 31
Flaws
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Figure 6.2 Estimate of Cumulative Flaw Rate Function with 95% Confidence Interval for Simple Weibull Fit to the
SAFT-UT Data of 31 Flaws
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7.0 Recommendations for the Use of SAFT-UT on Vessel Material

The SAFT-UT field system was designed to provide a spatial sampling that would provide* high-resolution images for
defects that are of potential importance to structural integrity. It was in this configuration that the SAFT-UT system was
used for the inspection of the Midland blocks. In general, the flaws found by SAFT-UT were small. Destructive
analysis of Block 1-8 found mainly slag inclusions that were sometimes less than 1 mm (0.04 in.) in extent in one or
more dimensions. After the SAFT-UT system was used on the Midland blocks, improvements were made to the system
to permit more accurate characterization of these small fabrication defects. The changes to the SAFT-UT system are
described in this section.

The SAFT-UT normal beam inspections of the Midland blocks were made with a 2.25 MHZ transducer. A 5.0 MHZ
transducer is recommended for the inspection of small fabrication defects in the base metal of vessel material in order to
gain better performance in measuring lateral extent.

The inspections of the clad-to-base metal interface are composed mostly of 700, 2.0-MHZ, L-wave. inspections. An
inspection of this type has a wavelength in the metal of 3 mmn (0.12 in.). Objects greater than 2.2 mmn in depth extent
will show some measurable size. Unfortunately, the use of a higher frequency for the 70' L-wave inspections is not
recommended. The clad-to-base metal region is a difficult medium for the propagation of higher frequencies. But
because of the occurrence of volumetric indications (slag inclusions) at the clad-to-base metal interface, the use of a 4.0-
MHZ dual-element, normal beam, near-surface transducer is recommended to supplement the 7Q0' 2.0 MHZ SAFT-UT
inspections.

The above discussion of minimum measurable lateral extent has not considered the spacial sampling intervals that must
accompany the SAFT-UT scanning process. For the inspections of the Midland blocks most of the data were taken with
2.5 mmn steps in X and Y. Because the spatial sampling locations are made randomly with respect to the location of the
small fabrication defects, the minimum measurable lateral extent must be increased by one step size interval. This
significantly increases the minimum measurable lateral extent, and we recommend that step sizes in X and Y be set to
one-half wavelength for SAFT-UT inspections. This is 0.64 mmn (0.025 in.) for 5 MHZ normal beam and 1.5 mmn
(0.060 in.) for 700 L-wave inspections.

The implications of the above recommendations, where one wants to detect and accurately size very small indications, on
the computer methods are significant. File sizes for RF data will exceed 100 MBytes. The SAFT-UT system was not
configured to acquire, process, or display inspections with such large data sizes when the Midland blocks were
inspected. Even on the present SAFT-UT system, based on an 80 MIP processing CPU, the SAFT focusing can
require more than 24 hours when the use of high gain causes large amounts of both signal and noise to be present in the
RF (raw) data. For analyzing small indications, the data must be taken with very high density. The reality is that, for
these kinds of inspections, the file sizes can become so large that some difficulties remain for fieldable systems. We
expect that the implementation of the above recommendations will become more manageable as computer methods
advance.

A significant additional recommendation regards the use of material coordinates in the acquisition of SAFT-UT data.
The SAFT-UT system used scanner coordinates for its computer records (file header information) and for display
purposes when the Midland data was taken. A recommendation for the analysis of multiple inspections of vessel
material is that all of the images be presented in material coordinates and that the material coordinates should be
documented as a computer record when the data is taken. Such presentation simplifies the interpretation of inspections
from different angles and from different sides of the vessel, instills confidence in the interpretation, and reduces
ambiguity.
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